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GUIDE are as follows:
This SEALS DESIGN GUIDE was prepared in fulfillment of the requirements for




The content of the GUIDE draws heavily on the previous work done under
NASA Contracts NAS 7-434 and NAS 7-102. A great debt is owed to the many
contributors to this work. There are too many to name here but throughout the
GUIDE their names appear along with their contributions.
Special thanks is given to the NASA Technical Manager, Mr. R. S. Weiner,
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Non-Newtonian Behavior in Face Seals
High Shear, Non-Newtonian Properties of a Polymer Fortified Oil
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FRICTION AND WEAR ,,_o_.<_,_DATA - GROUP B
Sliding Seal Test Data in Air
P,eference 113: "Tcsting High Speed 3esl Carbons" by R. R Ps>-ton and
W. R. Shobert, ASLE Trans. 5, No. 2, p. 308-314, (1962).
Test Equipment: Simulated sea] application, 4" dJa. carbon facl _ _eals.
Room Tempera ture
Disk Material: AISI 4190 Steel, Chreme Plated
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5,250 e,$so i&,l, oo
SURFACE SPEED F T/_'N







•_ ,oo , ///,_
i ;CARBONB_/l:_









A B C D
(resin (org._lnor B. (enti-oxid (premium
impreg. ) Impreg.) tmpreg.) graphite)
Scler. hardness 80-95 40-60 70-90 50-70
App. density, _/cc 1.70-1.80 1.65-1.80 1.75-1.95 1.55-1.70
Trans. Sir.# 8.5-11.5 4-7 6-10 4-7
Temp. limit, OF 500 10OO 1150 800
# Thousands of psi.
18
WB
FRICTION AND WEAR TEST DATA - GROUP B 1
Sliding Tests of Refractory Metal Type Seals in Air
Reference 66 : "An Investigation of Seal Materials for High-
Temperature Application" by R. Ho Baskey,
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BIBLIO,_,F!W SUPPt,EI_NT FOR _.PCRT N63-19596 (DEFENSE DOCL2'E_TATION CRNTKR SEPOSTS)
7
SUPPLE_TAL BIBLIOCEAPHY OF
ASTIA LITERATURE ON SEALS
1963 - 1959
The following abstracts and subject
index supplements the preceding bib-
liography originally published under
NASA contract NAg 7-102
Supp. AD-IiO 598
Boeing Aircraft Co.
D IXIKn" Data For C-RIn_And Similar Seals, by F.W. T[pton.
_dADC IPch. Report 56-272, Contract No- AF 33(616) - 2867, November 1956
In order to fully utilize materials for seal design, a
knowledge of the relationship between the physical prop-
erttes of the materials end sealing efficiency is required.
Thls report includes a literature survey on O-rlngs _nd se_l
design and functlonal tests of O-rlngs prepared from rubber
compounded to have various physical properties. No definite
relationship between seal llfe and physical properties wee
found. The Inablllty of the O-rlng to maintain sufficient
internal pressure and to withstand mechanlcal cond{tions _re
believed to be the two reasons for s=al failure.
Supp. AD-230 639
Boeing Airplane Co., _eattle, Washington
Oes(_Kg_Handbook For O*RInE_Aod Slmila___rrEl_stlc Seals, by F.W. Tipton.
65p Incl. illus. (ProJ. 7340; Task 73405) WAD( TR 59-428) (Contract
No- AF 33 (616) - 5722). October 1959. Unclassified Report,
This fs a su,_atlon of the work done under Air Force
Contracts AF 33 (616) - 2867 m_d AF 33 (616) - 5122.
It iS presented In the form of a handbook covering the
mechanism of O-ring sealing, the relation of physical
properties to sealing, the effect of cavity configuration,
back-up brlugs and adverse mechanlcei conditions on seal
llfe end th_ design of seals for specific systems. It
also includes test procedures and a bibliography of
published articles pertinent to O-ring seals.
Supp. AD-230 658
Boeing Airplane Company
Design Data For O-Rings And Stmll_r Elastic Seals, by Ceorge E. Trcpusj
R.S. Roper and W.R. Hiclanen.
July 1959_ 141 pp. illus, tables, ref. (ProJ. No- 734C, Task No. 73405),
(WAD( TR 59-272 Pt IV) (Contract No. AF 33 (616)-5722).
Unclassified Report
This is a co_tlnuetlon of a study initiated under AF
Contract 33 (61_-2867. The purpose of this study was
to determine design criteria for O-rings, back-up rings
and other elastomerlc seals. A survey of current lit-
erature concerning seals and seal materials was conducted
with an emphasis pla_ed on seals and seal materiels for
use in environmental extremes. Tensile properties of a
number of silicone and Viton compounds are glven. The
effects of environment and groove configuretlons on the
sealing _orce of an O-rlng were determined, Thermal
expansion and compression modulus tests were performed on
elastomerlc materials at cryogenic temperatures. The
225
Supp. AD-230 658 (Continued)
functional tests included pne,_matlc seal tests at 400°F, hydraulic rod
seal tests at 400°F using O-rlngs and back-up rings made from a
variety of materlals and In several configuratlons_ static annulus
tests at elevated temperatures using verlous groove conflguratlonsl
and static seal tests using helium at cryogenic temperatures, Certain
physical properties were found to be of value to the life of • seal
under specific environmental and/or mechanical conditions.
Supp. AD-268 592
Goodrich High Voltage Astronautics, Inc., Burl!ngton_ Mass.
Feasib!!lty And Deslg n Stud For Ele ro all Generators, by
A.S. D2nbolm, J.E. Lavelle, P.J. McCoy and C- Coenreads. 76 p. Incl.
illus. (ProJ. 3145; Task 61081) (WADD Tech. Report 61-I05) (Contrset
No. AF 33 (616) - 7230). July 1961.
This report contains the results of studies made during the period
April 1960 tO December 1960.
The development of compact electrostatic generators depends upon the
insulation ofhlgh field strengths. A study of the several media
wblch can support such flelds in an electrostatic generator shows that
high vacuum is the best, particularly for applicetlons in space.
Several forms of the electrostatic generator are analyzed. The meet
promising, for u_e in space_ is not that having the best power-to-
mass ratio, since slmpllclty and reliability are also considered.
, The generator iS discussed with regard tO the space environment, into
which it flta well. Of particular slgnlficance (because of the ceramic
and metal construction) is the potential o_ the generator for operatlon
at high tempe@ature.
The electrical design of the machine depends trongly on the electric
f|olds which can be supported and Oh the capacitance parameters. These
are discussed at some length, in particular with regard to a _ kw
prellmlnary deslgn model. Consideration Is a!eo given _e problems
of shaft sealing and the operation of bearings in space.
The report concludes with the design specification and test procedure
for the preliminary design model.
Supp. AD-2S3 365
General Electric Co., Cinclnnat_ 15, Ohlo
Dynamic Shaft Seals In Space-
Space powe_ and propulsion _ection first quarterly project status
report for pevlod ending July 15, 1962. Contract No. AF 33 (657) -
8459. 76 p. incl. illus.
The'objectlve of this program is to acquire the techniques for sealing
high speed rotat[ng shafts under the operating conditions of high
temperature liquid metals and vapors_ the near-vacuum environments of
space, and to provide long seal l'ife.
226
Supp. AD-283 459
Puget Sound Navel Shlpyard t Eremerton, Washington.
Evaluation Of Nltrile Rubber Seals Fluorinated BY Quantum IPcorop_ted,
by W. Sergeant. Material Laboratories Report R-552, 3 p plus illus.,
(Project SF-OIJ-13-OI), Task 0907, BuSMIPS Ideal. No. 51-907-5.
March 1962.
One minesweeper controllable pitch propeller blade seal end four
O-rlngs were fluorinated by Quantum Incorporated. This treatment
produced surface cracks on the sealing lips of the blade seal, but
no visible damage was present in the 0-rings. O-ring weight and
dimensions increased from their initlel values. Seellng friction was
reduced for the fluorinated 0-rlngs tested Inen oscillatory test
apparatus.
Supp- AD-284 239
_uantum, Inc., Wallingford, Conn.
Development Of Treatments Producing Low-Frictlon_yrfaces O_ E!aetgm_rs,
by R.M. Reihsmann. Technical progress report NO. 5 (Feb. 15, 1962 to
May 14, 1962) prepared for the gureeu of Ships. Contract NObs- 84503,
Project No. R-007-03-O3, Task No. 1003, EuShlps Ideal, No, 47-1003-2.
Work is currently aimed at procese optlm/zetion. High speed wear testing
is being conducted to determine treatments which will produce a coefficient
of friction less then .45 for s sustained period, The side effects re-
res_lttng from these treatments are being evaluated concurrently.
Present work is concerned with the use Of the solid gP3.SF_ complex as a
co_fluordinating agent with SF 6 and the development of • usable
fluorinated polymer of acrylic acid. Application Of the latter material
will eliminate the necessity of exposing the base rubber stock to a
fluorinating atmosphere.
Eupp. AD-290 611
School of Mech. Engtneerlng_ Oklahoma State Unlverstty_ 5tlllweter, Oklaho_,a
A Study In The Field Of F_y_d _ea_@ For High Speed Rotat_og Eu_,uimep_men¢_
by R.E. Chapel, M._. Schlapbach end L._. Hall. Fluid seals Project Report
No. 1 on work performed between February 2_ 1959 and August 31# 1959 under
Contract No. AF 34 (601)-5470, Purchase Request Nr OCNBR - 59-7. Sept. 1959.
This report summarizes a literature survey covering the many devices that
are used aS' seals between machine c_ponents having relative motion. The
reference sources that were used in the survey include:
_[ Engineering Index#Industrial Arts Index, "
3, NACA Technical Reports_
4_ AgE Index,
5. Fluid power Index,
227 228
Supp. A_-290 611 (Conti.ued)
6. SAg Index,
7. Theses Index,
8. National Conference on Industrial Hydraulics s
9. Bibliographies at ends of articles_
10. Article summaries in Technical Literature.
Supp. AD-298 335
Office of Naval Research, Dept. of the Navy, Washlngton_ D.C.
Seveuth Joint Army-Nav_-Air F£yce _onference on Elsstomar Research
And Development. Held at U.S. Naval Radlologlcal Defense Laboratory -
San Francisco, Calif. - October 22-24, [962. Report No. ONR-13, Vol. 1.
The Joint Army-Navy-Air Force Conference has met under rotating sponsor-
ship at approximately two-year intervals as a continuing program of
coordi_atlon. Need for this conference is based on a periodic re-exam-
ination of the intervening sclentlflc and technical progress in the field
an4 an appraisal o£ future critical weapons and systems requlremente.
The published Proceedings taken together over the years provide the most
tempters available reference to the widely scattered military research
and d_velopment program in elastomers and related materials.
Since the last meeting at Roston In 1960 sponsored by the U-S- Army
_,artermaster Corps, substantial progress in several areas has been
achleved in _any laboratories sponsoredby military agencies. New
emphasls has been placed on the difficult problems arising from the new
missile systems, the efforts to master penetration of outer spsce_ the
de_inds of high performance airplanes_ the deep undersea environment
and the tropical and polar land environments.
Supp. AD-298 336
Office of Naval Rvseareh, Dept. of the Navy, Washington, D.C.
Seventh Joint Arm_-Navy-Air Force Conference on Elastomer Research And
Development. Held at U.S. Naval Radlologlcal De lense Laboratory -
San Francisco, Calif. - October 22-24, 1962. Report No. ONR-13, Vol. 2
The Joint Army-Navy-Air Force Conference has met under rotating sponso_-
ship at approxlmately two-year Intervals as a continuing program of
coordination. Need for this conference is based on a periodic re-
oxamlnatlon of the Intervening sclentlfic and technical progress in the
field and an appraisal of future critical weapons and systems requirements,
The published Proceedings taken together over the years provide the moat
complete available reference to the widely scattered military research
and development program in elastomers and related materials.




Monsanto Research Corporation, Dayton. Ohio
Evaluation of Elastomers as O-RIng Seals _or Li_uid Rocket Fuel and
Oxldl_r_Sst_
Technical Report September, 1961 - March, 1963
Carmen L. Bellanca, et al




General Dynamics/Fort Worth, Texas
_neer_n s Research - Sealants --rComposite _iber_al O-Ring - Evaluation of
M. I. Cdcroll and D. J. Pritchard 15 April 1964; 17 p
Contra_t AF33(657)-1[214
EER-FW-174; AD 436017
The repurt describes the evaluation of a silver impregnated composite fiber-
metal "0" ring seal fabricated for testing as a fuel seal In the temperature
range -100 o to 1200 ° F. The dimensions of the seal were 6-1/2 inches O.D.
by 6-1/8 inches LD. by 3/16 inches cross-sectlon diameter.
N64-19021
Ntppan Oil Seal Ind. Co. Ltd., Tokyo (Japan)
A Stud___fOil Seals For Reclprocatfn_ Herren
H. Eambny_hl and H. Isheivata 1964, 12 p
Presented at the British Nydromechan_cs Research Association 2nd International
Conference _n Fluid Sealing, Cranfiald, England - April, 1964 (Paper B-3)
Nb4-19022
Deputy Sea]s Lid (Creat Britain)
_Temperature Elastomerle and Metall_c Seals For A_rcreft Hydraulic S_stc--
g. C. gmithers, 1964, 30 pages, Presented at the _rltlsh Nydromechanics
Research Association Second International Conference on Fluid Sealing.
Cranfield (Great Brltaln), April, 1964 (Paper C-3)
N64-26823
Lockheed Missil,, and Space Company, Sunnyvale, California
Adheslves Se__a!% Ca_kets and Pol__er_c Materials For Aeros see A lleetlons :
An A,notatedB[bliography
Helen M. Abbott, temp. November, 1963, 202 p
Contract AF33(657)-10107
(SB-63-77; Report 3-06-63-2; AD443256)
231
Supp. AD-29S 336 (Continued)
Q_artermaster Corps, substantial progress in several areas has been
aehicved in n,any [aboratorles sponsored by military 0gent[as. r_cw
emphasls has been placed on _he difficult problort_s nrlsln S from th_
new missile systems, the efforts to _::aster penetration of cuter _pnco,
the demands of high performance airplanes, the deep undersea cltv_ronmcnt
and the troplcal end polar land environments.
Supp. AD-299 586
Frankford Arsenal, Research and Development Cro,,p, Pttman-nu,m
Laboratories, Philadelphia 37, Pa.
Development Of Pressure Weld Pad Car£_ by J.B. HcCormlck
Report R-1666, Feb. 1963; 37 pp. Incl. tables and illus. OHS Codes
4110.16.8500.1.33 and 4110.16.8500.1.14
This report iS a presentatlon of major aspects involved i,i obt._h, ing
satisfactory seal by the application of the pressure weld process to
Propellant Actuated Devices (PAD) for advanced fllght vehicles. The
obJectlve is to determine the feasibility of this process for r_p[nce-
ment of O-rlng sealing in those envlronments where it is _nown to be
inadequate. ,_
During the preliminary phase it was declded to concentrate on two ba:;tc
pressure weld types - extrusion weld and lap weld* Two different
cartridge designs were developed aS an approach to the sulution of the
problem. Leak detection tests and llmited ballistic testing were
perforrn_d under conditions slmlla_ to those used for the stand;_rd H91
cartrldgee. Results were evaluated and compared to standard cnrtrldge
performance characteristics. These Investlgatlons determined that this
presswre welding process in feasible and adaptable to both present and
future pAD devlcee, l_rther investigation is recommended to determllle
the hroa_st possible application Of this process,
230
5o4-31232
Hughes Aircraft Company, Culver City, California - Aerospace Group
Developmept 9f Self Sealants apd Sealants for Aerospace Vehicles
Third Quarterly Report
15 November 1962 - IS February 1963




Hughes Aircraft Company. Culver City. California - Aerospace Engineerlng Division
Develo_meqt of Organic Sealants FgrAppllcations at Very Low TemPeratures
I. M. Zelman. R. I. Akawie and H. Harvey
June 1963, 95 p
NASA Contract NAg 8-2428
NASA C_t52256; P-63-57
The most promising candidate fox-safe sealant was found to be Foel-F 800 resin
reinforced with lisle fabric and using a Kel-F 800 based hot-melt primer.
N64-15768
British Nydromachasics Research Aseoclatlon Rarlow Information Department,
England
Some References On Different Aspect|_of_
October, 1963
An annotated bibliography on different aspects of lip seals is presented.
N64-17297
Manford Atomic Products Operation, Rlchland, Washington
Test on Reactor Helium Seals - PRTR Inlet




General Electric Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, M & SD
D__vAam_ Shaft Seals In, Space -_ua_




General Electric Gem@any, Cincinnati, Ohio, M & SD
D_namic Shaft Seals In Space, Quarterly Rej_ort No. 7


















Nation_l Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colorado
Cryogenic Engineering Laboratory
Review of Static Seals For C_o_enic Systems
R. F. Robblns and P. R. Ludtke. Report from Journal of Spacecraft and
Rockets, V. _, No. 3, May - June, 1964, -. 253-259 (Sponsored by NASA)
N64-27305
General Electric Company, Schenectady, New York, ATL
Design Crlteria For Zero Leakage Connectors For Launch Vehicles. Fundamen
Seal Interface Studies and Design and Testing of Tube and Duct Separable
Connectors. Final Report March - December, 1963




Battelle Memorial Instltute, Columbus, Ohio
Development of a Lon_l.lfe Contact Seal For a_N_h_BhSReed Rotatlng'Shaft in
_al_D_namic Power_
Quarterly Progr_ss Report, 1 April - July I, 1964




NASA - Marshall S_ace Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabanm
Accelerated Comrpression Set properties of Fourteen Elastomers
C. D. Hooper and J. T. Schell, 2 April 1965, 49 p
(NASA-TM-X-53232) CFSTI:
N65-17270
Aerojet-Cencral Corporation, Azusa, Callfornfa, SNAP 8 DIV.
SNAP 8 - Seals-to-Space Development Test Pror_ Volume l: Vlsco Pump




NASA - Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio
A Technilq_i@" for Jolnln 6and_Seallng Disslm_lar Materials - Technology
Dtillzatlon Report




Prankford Arsenal, Philadelphia, Pa.
De term[natlon of the Mechanism Governing'the Inflow of Molsture Past
a Rotar Z Seal - Theoretical Model
Boffman, Bernard - January 1963, 89 pages
Efforts were made to determine a method for achieving an effective
moisture barrier for flre control instruments. A description iS
presented of the probable mechanism governlng the inflow of water
and ItS vapor through rotary seals. Utilizing the derived mechanism,
calculations are made to obtain engineering estimates of probable
leakages through actual rota_, sealing systems (syStems employing
rotary "0"-rings), A design of experiment [s proposed for proving
out the mechanism.
AD-410389
Rubber Lab., Marl Island Naval Shipyard, Vallejo, California
Seals for 12500 PSIG Air Systems, Progress Report No. I
Bourn, W. S.; Hollo_ay, J. M.; and Barrett, A. E., 26 June 1963,.
7 pages
Project SF013-13-01, Task 907
MINS 28-11, Unclasslfled
The ability of Veton B "0" rings to seal 12500 PSIG nitrogen pressure
was evaluated under dynamlc and static 81mulated aervlce conditions
using spiral Teflon back-up rings. The static O-rlng seals in the
three test devices used leaked badly after 15 I/2, 19 and 46 i/2
hours, respectively. Swell of 0-rings due to dlssolvlng of nitrogen
gas in rubber was only 4.4% measured after 4 days exposure to 12500 PSI
nitrogen pressure, and no blisters were observed in the O-flags after
this test.
AD-406719
Sperry Gyroscope Co., Crest Neck, N. Y.
Manual of Metal-to-Ceramlc Sea|In_ Techniques
Johnson, C. W. and Cheatham, E. W., May 1963, 55 p
NA27-0001
Contract AF 30 602 237], Project 5573, Task 557303
AD-288558
General Dynamics, Fort Worth, Texas
Pipe Thread Sealant Quallflcat_on
Young, W. M., 30 October 1962, 3 pages
Report No. FCTR-4488
Contract AF 33(657)7248
Discusses the use of teflon tape and other sealants for pipe threads
at 5000 PSI and 350°F.
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AD-462510
Aeronautics Division, Phllco Corp. N_,_port Beach, California
Seals and Adhesives for Teleacopln& Prelsurlsed Structures
W. Bandaruk, N. E. Quackenbuah and G. C. Nersl, October I_64, 35 p,
Publlcaclon No. U-2852
Contract AF 33 616 7775, Pros. 1368, Task 1368008
vlrious synthetic elastomer Impresnated febrlca were screened for the
flexible seal. The developed seal was domonatrated in s telescoping
structure approximJtely 19 lnchea diameter by 45 lnchaa long.
AD-460774
Nstlonel Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colorado
glaatomerlc Seals and Ksterlals It _r_o[enic Temper#rural
D. R. Weltzel, R. F. Rabbles, P. R. Ludtke and Y. Ohori, Report for
December 1962 to December 1963; March 1964, 141 p
Contract AF 33 (616) 61-04, Project 7343, Task 734005, MLTDR-64-50
This research deals with low temperature Invilti_atl_ns of elastomerlc
polymers, with particular emphasis on their use el sells at cryogenic
temperatures. Appendices include a atate of the art review on low
temperature static seals and a paper on the design of elastomertc
seals for cryogenic temperatures.(Author)
AD-458101
Lockheed Aircraft Corp., Marietta, Ga.
C-130E Ramp Actuator Rod Seal Evaluation
G. L. Ready, 15 January 1964, 13 p, Report No. ER 6717
Contract AF 33-600-4359
ID_P 345 50 65-GO-FIt-01
AD-457393
M-O Value Co. Ltd., London (England)
Metal-Ceramic Seal Technology
D. R. Willis, Annual Report No. I, 25 November 1964, 19 pesos
Report No, 14703C, Project RP 354
ACSIL 64 4986
This report covers the _nveatlgetlon into the form_tlon of hard lnter-
metallic layers in lame metal-ceramlc seals. Some of the phyalcll and
mechanical properties of slntered bar, and strl p rolled from it, hlve
been determined end aos_e success in deep drying of the atrlp his been
achleved. Rolllng hie been shown tO modify the expanalon characteristics




J. S. lallnger (Intermstlonal Telephone and Telegraph Corp., Research/
Development, _utley, N. J.)
Research/Development, Vol. 14, October 1963
Brief discussion of aeallng techniques ueed for Mercury, G_mlnl, Apollo
and _ Soar spacecraft.
A64-14336
gluto_rlc Seals in l_rd Vecutm
Carrell, Ted R. and Blair, Harold (Perker Seal Co., Culver City, Calif.)
Journal of Spacecraft end Rocket|, Vol. 1, Jan-Feb 1964, p 113-115
Study of data on elast_rlc seals in vacu_s below the level of I0 .6 mm
_, tort.
A84-17408
Protection of Labyrinth _elll FromFlexural Vibration
Alford, J. S. (G_ral E1e©trlc 0o. LJ-EO, Cinclnnltl, Ohio)
(ASME, Avlation and Space, Hydraullc, and Gaa Turbine Conference
and Products Show, Low Anselea, Callf., March 3*7, 1963
Piper 63-AHG'T-9
ASM_ Tnanaectlona, Serlea A- Journal of Engineering for Po_er, Vol. 86,
April 1964
Discussion of failure in labyrlnth naela. See Supp 063 on page 200 of
flea1 report for period April _1964 to October i, 1964 - Contract NAS7-102.
A64-18465
Revi_ of Stetlc Snal_ for Cr_o_nlc Syetem_
Robblna, R. R. and 1_dtke, P. R. (National Bureau of Standards, Cryogenic
Bnglnaerlng Laboratory, Property of Sollda Section, Roulder, Colorado)
Journal of Spacecraft end Rockets, Vol. 1, May-June 1964, p. 253-259
SU1"Vey and evaluation Of varioul d_,mountabla, low temperature itatic
stall. Plastic meterlall aa_11 IS metallic metarlals ere co_aidered
for both prellUre actuated and temperature actuated lalll,
A64-22266
RTV @illconea _a _ealant! and Adheaives for 9ryoaenlc Ap_lica!lone
RoNinaon, D. E. and Schrelhans, P. A. (NAA Inc., Space end Inform_tion
Day. Eng. D_v. Lab., Downey, California)
National SAMI_ Symposium on Adhesives end Elasto_era for Environmental
Extremes, 7th, Los Angeles, Callfornla, May 20-22, 1964
Society of Aerospace l_teriale and Process Engineers, 1964
Experimental determination of sealing efficiency of methyl-phenyl




Fuel _slstant Silicone Sealants and Ad_ealves for Supersonic Aircraft
Hiller, A. A., and ta_ont, Peter, Dow Corntng Corp., Midland, Michigan
National SAMPE Symposium on Adhesives and Elastomers for Environments1
Extre_:es, 7th, Los Angeles, California, May 20-22, 1964
"Soc._ Aerospace Haterials and Process'Engineers, 1964
r_criptton of a class of fuel resistant silicone elastomertc materials
which utilize room temperature vulcanization systems.
A64-22283
Elastomeric Sealants for Space Environment
Tuckerman, A. J., and Crepeau, P. C. (Hughes Aircraft Co., Culver City,
C. lifornta
National SAMPE Symposium on Adhesives and Elastomers for Environmental
Extremes, 7th, Los Angeles, Cellfornla, Hay 20-22, 1964
Society of Aerospace Materials and Process Engineers, 1964
Contract No. AF 33(657)-9171
Chemical self-sealant systems and pressurization sealants for Hs_mbly
and repair of space vehicles in micrometeor01d environment.
A64-22284
Recent Developments lu Usln B E1astomers for Static Cryogenic Seals
Ludke, P. R. (National Bureau of Standards, Cryogenic Engineering
Laboratory, Boulder, Colorado)
National SAHPE Symposium on Adhesives and E1astomers for Environmental
Extremes, 7th, Los Angeles, California, I_y 20=22, 1964
Society of Aerospmce Materlala and Process Engineers P 1964
Optimum flange design of compressed elastomerlc "O"-Rlng used for stsClc
cryogenic seals evaluated from test results - USAF. supported research.
A64-22286
Metal Clad Elastomerlc Core Seals for Liquid Rocket Prot_ellJnts
Spain, R. G., Eazza_re, D. F. and Wethers, J. C. (USAF, Systems
Command Air Force Haterlala Laboratory, Wrlght-Patterson, AFt, Ohio
National SA_fPE Symposium on Adhesives and Elastomers for Envlrortmentel
Extremes, 7th, Los Angeles, California, May 20-22, 1964
Society of Aerospace _la_er_a_s and Process Engineers, 1964
Results of efforts to combine the chemical resistance of certain metals
with the sealing ability of elastomerlc O-rlngs are reported.
S_nmslry of information obtained during I study of static and dynamic
seals for usa during extended periods of time in specs environment.
Emphasis is on the Manned Spice Station.
A64-24812
The _velo_nt end Testing of E|estonmrlc Materlall for Pluid Seslin_
Blow, C. M. (Precision Rubbers, Ltd., Ea_orth, talcs., England)
(British Hydromachsnlcs Research Association; Intlrnstlonal Conference
on Fluid $eellnB, 2od, Cranfleld, England, April, 1964) Aircraft Ensineer-
InS, Vol. 36, July, 1964
Ollculalon of laboratory test methods for elmstc_merie materials used
in meals which come in contact with various types of fluids. Some









Soal De_ for Space Station Usage
George, J. C. and Silvermau, B, (Lockheed Aircraft Corp., Lockheed-
California Co., Burbank, Calif,)
National SAMPE Sympos[un on Adhesives and Elsatomera for Envlronmsnte]
Extremes, 7th, Los Angeles, California, May 20-22, 1964
Society of Aerospace Materials and Process Englneera, 1964




AnalyslS of the Visco Seal. Part I
The Concentric Laminar Case
WtlIf_Y. Stair, Washlngton, NASA, Au B. 1965, 33 p refs, (Grant NsG-S87)
NASA-CR-285
This report presents a theoretlcal analysis of the vlsco-type shaft seal when
operating concentrically in lamlnar flow.
N66-12199
Tennessee University, Knoxville, Department of Kechanlcal and Aerospace Eng.
Theoretical and Experimental Studies of Vlsco-Tyne Shaft Seals
William R. Stalr, 21 May 1965, 27 p refs. l(ASA-CR-68220; ME-65-587-3
This report outlines the progress made on an analytical and experimental in-
vestigation of the vlsco-type shaft seal.
N66-12572 AD-621011
Air Force Systems Cor_maud, Wrlght-Patterson AFB, Ohio, Foreign Technology Day.
End Se_ifnK of A Sh_ft
L. S, Arlnushkln; A. Yu. Follnovskly, Soviet Patent No. 134986
The object of this invention is the end sealing of • shaft in the loom of a
ring turning together with the shaft.
N66-15358
NASA, Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama
Self-Sealing Shields for Micrometeort_e Pro_ectio_
Erwln D. Funk, 30 Dec. 1965, 26 p refs. NA_A-_M-X-53376
Self-seallug shlelds for cryogenic propellant tanks are investisatmd. The
self-sealing shields consist of a hexcel covering cOntminir_ a porous media.
H66-15545
Republic Aviation Day., Fairchild Hiller Corp., Farmlngdele, N.Y.
_era_ure Hydrsullc System Actuator Semls for _9 e _p Adv_qced Super-
sonic Aircraft
J. Lee, 14 Oct. 1965, 76 p refa. NA_A-CR-54496; F_-2702-t
This report covers the first six-month period of a progr_ to investigate seal
materials and to destsn seals for high temperature hydraulic actuator appli-
cation.
N66-17285
AeroJet-General Corp., Sacramento, California, Liquid Rocket Operations
Developmen_ of Large Size _ello_s Face Type Seals for Liquid Oxygen and Oxygen
Hydrogen Hot Gas Service At Moderate _9 High Pressures
E. Roesch; T. Rasternak, 10 Feb. 1966, 85 p rail. R/_A-C_-5481g; A_C-8800-16
This report describes the development program wherein a four-element dynamic
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face leal wee iv&lusted for an mpplicetion requiring positive separation of
evyob_nic blaring coolant and hot gas in a turbopump.
_66-17442
Crane Picking Co., Motor Crave, _lltnois
John W. Abet, Defense Department Proc. of Aerospace Sy_. 1965 p 5-8
Dyamnic end a_atic selling device for door activators of _nned orbital space
stations were eval_ated.
q66-18434
AeroJet-CeMrsl Corp., Sauram_nto, California
Valve Lfvseels N-I Sleeve-Tyre Thrust Chamber V_lve
J. R. Matrick, 0. G. Ltnn, 1 March 1966, 31 p re_a. KASA-CR-54808; AGC-8800-33
The design tnvsstigntion reported wne u_rtekan in an attempt to develop a
zero leakage dynemic cryogenic seal.
N66-19598
NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cle_land, Ohio
Gas falsettos s_d Seglln£ Capacity of Helical Groove Fluid Film _e_l (Viacose_)
Usir_ Sodium end W@ter As Sealed Fluid_
L_rren©e P. Ludwig, Thomas N. Strom, end Cordo_ P. Allen. Waabin|ton, NASA,
March 1966,126 p refs. l_A-_W-D-3348
An experimental inv_stigltion wll conducted on gel ingestion and sealing
cspeclty of vlscoseels using water and liquid sodlm_ as the sealed fluids,
N66-20581
Marine Engineering Lab., Annapolis, Maryland
Self-Lubricated Se_Is Development _or g_Eh-Presaure. Oil-Free Compressors
John R. Ward, Jan. 1966, 23 p refs., b_L=399/6),AD=627230
Continued progress in th_ dev_lol_ent of self-lubrlcated piston and rod seals
for oil_frms, high pressure sir compressor is described.
N66-22347
Pratt and Nhltney Aircraft, East Martford, Connecticut
Develo_men_ of _o_prms_o_ Eud Seals. Stator _nterste_ Seals. and Ststor Payor
Seals In A£r Bresthing Propulsion SySt'"
E. M. Hawkine,,C. A. Rnapp, 20 Jan. 1966. 213 p ref., HASA-CR-54625; PWA-2_52
Peaslb_lity aualysms _ere conducte_ o, different concepts of compressor end
smals, stetor lnte_chan|e seals, and sts¢Ot pivot sells for multistage axial






















Northrop Corp., Hawthorne, California
Evaluation of Self-Sealing Structure@ Nor Space Vehic,ie_
Philip S. D'Anna, Roger M. Reltz; Washington NASA. May 1966, 102 p ref.
Contract NASA-f02, NASA-CR-485
Investigations were conducted to determine the feasibility of using • self-
sealing wall forensurlngthe sealed integrity of pressurized space vehicle
compartments In a mlcrometeorite environment.
N66-29168
Bendix Corporation, Mishawska, Indiana
Development Of A Nermetlc Sealed NitroKe 9 Storage System for the Talcs Rim-_
Fuel Pressurization System
W. B. Claxton, 9 Feb. 1966, 67 p refs. Contract NOw-65-O29gC, gxM-5930,
AD-631&43
This report describes a method used to provide a 2150 pal nltropn storage
system that retains operatlonsl pressure for a minimum period of three years
without interim servicing.
N66-32g03
Tennessee University, Knoxville, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Eng.
Analysis of the Vlsco Seal I Par t II
The Concentric Turbulent Case
William K. Stair, Robert U. gale, 2B June 1966, 99 p refs. (Grant NsO-bg7)
NA_A-CR-76866; _-66-587-7
In a theoretical analysis of vlsco seal operation in turbulent flow, the
general approach taken was to modify the Navier-Stokes equations.
N66-33673
NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio
Lubricants Rea!_nKs and Seals
Edmond E. BleaCh, William J. Anderson, Robert L. Johnson, Erwln V. Zanetsky,
and Lawrence P. Ludwig; Selected Technlc_l for the Petrol Ind. 1966, p 103-
123 refs.
The influence of extreme environments ou the operation of bearings and seals
iS described.
N66-39975
NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio
Experimental and Theoretical Study of the Vlscoeeal
John Zuk, L. P. Ludwig, and R. L. Johnson; Washington };ASA 1966, 84 p refs.
NASA-TH-x-52245 - Presented at the meting on Development of Turbulent-Flog
Bearings and Seals for ProceM-Fluld Lubricated Turbomaehinery, Lathem, N.Y.,
1 Nov. 1966
Investigated were pressure patterns, gas ingestion s and sealing capacity of
vlscoseals. Oil, water, and liquid sodium were used as the sealed fluids.
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AD-443964
Republic Avlatlon Corp., Farmingdale, N.Y.
Het_lllc Boss Seal Evaluation end Test Prpj_r_m
Final Report, I May 1960-1 Oct 1961; S. Cannlzzarc and W. E. Mayhow, Oct 1961,
57 p.; Report No. 319 1 ARD 682 629; Contract AF 33 616 7297; ProJ. S128;
Task S12807 61085 8; ASD _R61 486 (Uuclasslfled)
This final report describes the results of a 17-month program devoted to the
testing and evaluation of three types of metallic seals for use In ANDIO050
bosses.
AD-446765
Defense Documentation Center, Alexandrla, Virginia
Seals Compatible wlth Liquid Rocket Pro_llan_ _ncludln i _%_NA - _ DDC _@port
Bibliography
Bibliography for 1959 - May 1962, 7 p.; Report No. ARB 10133 (Unclassified)
AD-448155
Aerojet-General Corp., SacrJmento, Callfornle
Materials for Lubricating and Sealing Propell_nt end HOt _&S Syetemd
E. F. Kerttule, Jr., 26 May 1964, IV Report No. 64298; IDEP 484 00 O000A6 05
(Unclassified)
This report is intended to aid in the selection of lubricants and thread
sealants for Sasses and liquid 02_R 2 service.
AD-449708
National Research Corp., Cambridge, Mass.
_tudy of Sealants for Space Envlronmeut
Summary Report, 4 Dec. 19S9-20 Dec. 1960; Imre Farkass and Edward J. _arry,
20 Dec. 1960, 44 p.; Contract DA 19 020 S060RD5097, ProJ. ]_RC R43 1 139
(Unclassified)
This report covers a one-year program of theory and experimental concerning
the development of sealants capable of malntalnlng internal pressurlzetlon of
a system subjected to apace conditions.
AD-461695
Fraukford Arsenal, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
A Dynamic Seal Tester for Propellant Actuated Devices
Technical research report - Oct 1962-Jan 1964; Aynew E. Larsen, Apr 1965, 37 p
Report No. R-1753; SEG TR-65-11 (Unclassified)
This report describes a study of the conception, design, fabrlcatlon, end pre-
llmlnary evaluations of a test fixture to measure _e static and dynamic par-
ferments of seals applicable to propellant actuated devlcee.
AO-41686&
Aeronautical Systente Oiv., Air Force Systems Comaand, Nrlght-Fetterson AFt,
Ohio
_velopment of RighTemper_ture Sael- Lubricant Dens|it Evaluation Technlqu_8
March 1962, 1 p
IDEP Report No. 484 1S I0 OOO7 01; AID TDR 62 25_ (Unclassified)
AD-429960
Selbe! (Edward), Annapolis, Maryland
A _heoretic01 Investigatlon o_ _#s.ka_ Through Rotary Shaft Seals _Fina] R_.L)
Edward Saikel end Frederic A. Ly_an, 28 Nov., 61, 29 p
Contract R 161S1590, ProJ. S FOI3 07 O1, Task 3724, _L A 850489 (Unclassified)
AD-432545
Boelng Company, Seattle, Weshlngto_
External Surface Seal Developments Tests
James M. Covey; 20 Dec. 6S, 91 p; Document No. D2 80876; Contract
AF 33 6S7 7132 (Unclasslfiad)
AD-433277
Boeing Uompany, Seattle, Washington
D_al Seal Development Test Revort
V. C. I)uv,ham, 26 Dec. 1963, 49 p
Document No. D2 81190; Contract AF 33 657 71)2 (Unclassified)
AD-438100
AeroJet-Oeneral Corp., Sacramento, California
Combnetlon Chamber Sealing Dlaphragm
11 Apr. 1963, 5 p; Report No. 63 274; IOEP 501 78 OO 0OA6 02 (Unclassified)
AD-438119
Aero_et-General Corp., Azusa, California
Ox_dl_er Seal Failure Investlgetlon
R. T. Dahl, 19 June 1963, 9 p; Report Re. 63 391; IDEP 345 30 50 00A60l
(Unclassified)
AD-443294
Aerojet-C, eneral Corp., Sacramento, California
Comvatlbillty o_E_lO_ With Propellants - Niter end Lobe Oil
D. A. Bro_m; 18 March 196&; 5 p; Report No. 64 215; IOEF 345 SO O000A6 02
(Unclassified)
Specimens of EYI05, • carbo.-graphite materiel, were immersed in test fluids.
and the welghte checked periodically for 48 hours. The specimens were then
placed in air-tight containers for 96 hours, followed by drying at 400F for
hou_e.-_Tha'r!.Is_gelc_lwed_htld ' gains were obtelned in specin_ns i,s_ersed In
N204, N20&wse also the most difficult to rem_v_ by bekt_8..
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ITT Research Inst., Chlcego, Illinois.
Anglyticsl Technique_ for the DeslKn of _el| _ for U@e In Rocket Proouloiqn
Sy_tems_ Volume I, St_tlc Se_ls
Flnal report, 1 Feb 1962-15 Nov 1963; Paul Bauer, Myron _lickman, Frank
Iwsteukl; May 1965, 270 p; Report No. lit RI*K6017-Vol. l; Contract
*204 611 8020; ProJ. 6753] Tesk 675304; RPL T_-6$-61-Vol. I (Uncleeeified)
This report documents investigations thet vere conducted to develop analyti-
cal design techniques for static, sliding, and rotetlng shaft seals el sppllod
tO rocket propulsion systems.
AD_464959
IIT Research Inst., Chicago, Illlnoie
Analytical Tech,ioues for the Design ?f Reels for Use In Rocket Proeuleio_
System. Velum II. Dynamic Sells
Final report, I Feh 1962-15 Nov IS63; Paul gauer, Myron Clickman, Frank
_watsuki; May 1965, 331 p; Report No. lit RI-K6017-Vnl. 2; Contract
A_04 611 8020; YroJ. 6753; Task 675304, RPL TR-65-61-Vol. 2 (Unclassified)
This report documents investigations thet were conducted to develop analyti-
cal design techniques for 0tetic, elidiui, end rotating shaft seals ee applied
to rocket propulsion systems.
AD-465-492
Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., Santa Monlca, California, Mibeile and Specs Sys-
tems Div.
Crvomenlc 9salt Vibration end Shock Tests
R. R. Karleen, 18 Feb 1965, 9 p; Report No. TN-DSVd-ME-I_943; IDEP .345.00.50.
00-D7-OI (Unclns|ified)
AD-601338
General Electric Company, Ctncinneti;:Ohl6
Dwnamic Shaft Seals In Svece
Quarterly Report We. 8; 15 April 1964, 23 p; Contract AF33 657 8469
(AD 432064-No l)
AI_603655
C_sn_rel Electrlc Company, Cincinnati, Ohio
D_ruamtc Seals In Space
quarterlF Report No. 9; IS July 1964, 53 p; Contrite AF33 657 8469
(A_-601338-_o. 8)
AD-622958
AeroJet-Gen_rel Corp., Sacramento, California
Hydrostatic Combustion Seal Demonetretlo_ Feasibility Program
Progress Report No. 1 for 7 Mar-15 Sept 1963; 15 Oct 1965, 86 p; Report Mo.
I0784-Q-I, 298IT; Contract AF04 6U 9_7_4 (Unclaeslfied)
243 2/+4
The major objective of the program is th• design of a se•l for use in an
oxidizer-rich atmosphere at 1200y •nd 3000 psi with a turbine shaft operating
epaed of 40000 rpm.
AD-6_174
Air Force Aero Propulalon Lab., Research end Technology Day., Wright-
P•tterson AFB, Ohio
_ea_ch end Devalopmeut o( A Fr$ction-Controlled Face _es_
Progreee report - Robert J. Smith, Sept 1964, 30 p; ProJ. 8128; Tack 812807;
APL TDR64 108
This Inveetlgatlon v•s undertaken to develop • dynamic seal for sp•ce power
equipment.
N67-n171 AD 638972
Air Force Systems Commandj Nright-Patterson APe, Ohio, Yorelsh Tech.
Day.
O_er•tion of Ca_c•de Con_•ct Seals
A. M. Yevtushenko, 31 August 1966, 25 pp., Refs., (FTD-HT-bb-281; 77-66-
622_3)
Translation of Russi•n research: operation of cascade contact scala.
N67-13998
Atomic Energy of Canada, Ltd., Ottawa (OntaYio)
pfrforma_ce _eaclng of Conlca_-F•ce High Pressure Rotary Shaft Seals
g. O. Watson, November 1965, 36 pp., Refs, (AECL-255[)
The perfor_nce char•cterlstics of e special type rotary shaft seal
have been determined at pressures up to 1000 lb re/In 2 gage sod speeds
at 1900 rev/min. The seal Is made up Of two rings, with one flat face
ring in contact with the very slightly cone-shaped face o[ the other
ring. Leakage rates for the seal vere studied.
N67-17506
NASA Lewie Rese•rch Center, Cleveland, Ohio
Screw-Seal Perforn_nee _n Vacuum Znvironment
J. C. H_delson end L. P. Ludwig, Washington, NASA, February 1967.
16 pp., Hers. (_ASA-TN-9-3842)
Non-contact teals see being proposed fo_ use in space polar systems.
The non-contact se•ls offer reliable oper•tional lifetimes of over
1O,O00 hours, The leakage rate of an ether lubricant through a non-
contact slinger pump •nd screw-seal •sserahly to s simulated space
environment w•s measured.
N67-19126
Fret, and Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Conn.
Deve_opmen_ of H_in S.h•ft Baals _or A_vanced ALr Rreathi_ng Propulsion
Semiannual Report No. 2, I January-_O June, 1966
R. L. Thomas, A. J. Perks, and R. M. Slay,on, 9 September 1966, 130 pp.
(Contract RAg3-7609) (NASA-CR-82453; FNA*2879)
Detailed an•lyrical studies of all seal configurations to be tested ire
continued. Approv•l _ae received for the following seal concepts:







Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborougb (gngland)
Temperature Li_£tatlons Of Pol_-mer_c _teri•Is. Part 6_ Elaqtomer 9
C. Rood, Aprll 1964, 40 pp., Refs. (RAE-_-CPH-52)
Elastomera find many applications in aircraft, e.g., seals (static an4
dynamic), seminole, gaskets, O-rings, and differeet properties ere
significant for p•rticular c•ses. This report reviews the properties
of the more important co_ercial el•stomata end se•lante.
N67-23037
British Hydro _echanics Research Association, Cranfield (England),
lnfo_n_tion Dept.
H_ferences 9n qr Related Co Screw-Type R_t•ry Shaft Sea_
March 1966, I_ pp., Refs, (BZB-22)
A compllation of abstracts rela_ed to screw-type rotary shaft seals of
interest to hydromechanies is presented. Areas covered include scre_
viscosi_ p_mps, the sealing •ction of a viecous fluid, helical groove
seals, high speed lubricating oil pumps, and ecrew at•Is in laminar
and turbulent operatio_.
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft, _st Hertford, Conn.
Development of Compressor gnd Seals_ Stator Io_er_t•ge Sea_s. arl_d
St•tot Pivot Seal_ in Advanced Air Bre•tb_n_opv_s_on Syetems
Semi-annu_l Report, l d•nuary-30 January 1966
R. H. 8awkins, 20 July 1966, 249 pp., Refs. (Contract NAS3-7605)
(NASA-CR-E3786; PWA-2875; SAR-2)
The design OF compreesor end seals, stator inters,age se•le and stator
pivot seals is discussed in detail. One-side floated shoe seals, two-
side floated shoe seals, and thin stzlp se•l d•stgna ate considered.
_6_-25842
NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio
I_provlng Perfo_nce of Face Cont•c_ Sea[ in L£quld Sodium (400 ° to
l_°F) by Incorporation of Spiral-Groove Geometry
L. P. Ludwig, T. N. Strom, O. P. Allen and H. L. Johneoo, Washington,
NASA, Hay 1967, 39 pp., Refs. (NASA-TN-D-3942)
Conventional face contact seal perfor_nce was improved by Incorpor•tlon
of spiral-groove geometry. In comparison with convectional face contact
seals, scale with spiral groovee hid negligible leakage. The wear end
contact patterns indicated that the mpirel-groove seal operated with
separation of the se•ling surfaces, which is necessary'for long life.
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N67-26213
Atomic We•pool Reee•zch Establlahm_nt, Aldermaston (_ngland)
_oad_ to Deform gla•_o_er O-Seals {Toroid•l Sealing ginKs) in C¢oovee
and Between Plain Fl•n_es
The loads necessary to deform O-eeala in v•rlous types Of grOOV•S SOd
between plain flanges have not been exteosively investigated. This
report describes and presents the results of 210 testa in the form of
I noffiogrem.
H67-3112g
Fratt and _httney Aircraft, East Rartford, Conn.
Peve_opa_ent 9fMain-Sha_ Se•_a for Advanced A_r-greathin& Propulsio F
_amlann_al Report, I ffuly-J1 Dece_er 1967, 55 pp. (Contract RA$3-7609)
(l_ASA-C_-85908; _-2996; SAR-3)
Four main-shaft seals for advanced g•s turbin_ •pplicattons h•ve been
designed. The seals studied ere •n orifiee-tnmpenssted hydros,silt face
seal, an extremely preseur£zed hydrostatic face semi, a carbon-face-
contact seal with • bellows secondary seal, and a carbon*fats-contact
ee•l with • piston-ring secondary se•l.
N67-JltS_
Pratt end Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Conn.
D_ve_opma_t of Compresspr gad Seals, Sta_or Ipteretage Sea_s, and
g_atox P_vot Saal_ _ Advanced Air _reathins Pro J_uls_on S¥_tem_
Semiannual Report, 1July-3l December 1966
g. H. Hawkins and A. E. HcXibbin, 20 J•nuary 1967, 9a pp., Hers.
(Contract_S3-760S) (HASA-C_-85891; P_A-29qS; EAR-3)
The basic design concept for the "OC" dlaphra_ tblo strip seal is
dtacuaeed. The final design of the one-side floated shoe seal is dis-
cussed in ao_e detail, The final designs of the vane pivot seals and
test rt8 are •Iso dtecusend.
N67-31390
Tennessee Univ., Knoxville, Dept. of Mach•nlcs end Aeroepaee Engineering
_'haoretlea_ a_d Expar_ta_ _tgdLee of Vises T3Pe and _uffered Shaft
Semiannual Progreli Report, 15 October 1966-15 April 1967
William g. _tair end C. ¥. Fisher, Zr., _y 1967, 25 pp., gels.
(Grin, NsG-587) (NASA-Q_-85893; H_-67-S87-9)
This report outlines progress made on the investigation of the viscose•l
sad the buffered teal. The experimental perfo_maneee of fine grooved





NASA Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville, Alabama
Conference on Design of Leak-Tight Separable F_uid Connectors L Vol, I
25 March 1964, 3_3 pp., Rein. Proc. held 24-25, March 1964 _qASA-TM-
X-60234)
Contains twelve papers given at the conference,
AD-379 053L Ftd. 21/5
Pratt end W_Itney Aircraft, East Hartford. Conn.
_m_onp_ Prooulsto, Program for Future High-Performance Strategic
A_creft. Vo1. _ Seal0
Semiannual geport No. 3, 1 August 66-31 January 67




Theoretical and Experlmeqta% Studies of V_sco _ype and Suffere_ Shaft Seals
W. K. Stair. C. F. Fisher, T. A. Arehert, Oct. 1967, Tennessee University
The experimental performa,_e of three grooved shaft viscoeeals is presented
and the theory developed under thls project is compared with Independently
obtained data. These results indicate that the theory advanced provides
a good design estimate for grooved shaft viscoseels in both Immlnar and
turbulent regions.
N68-12654
High Temperature Hydraul_e S_stem Actuator Sea_s for Use in Advp_qed
Supersonic Aircraft
3. Lee, Oct. 1966, Falrchlld Hiller Corp.
This repo{t covers the third six month period of a program to Investigate
seal materials and to design seals for hlgh temperature hydraulic actuator
appllcatlon. Various leakage and endurance tests were carried out.
N68-13547
Supersonic Transport Lubrication System _nvestigat_gn (gml-ann_al _port)
C. Hlngley, _. Sou_herli_, L. Slbley, May 1965 m 215 p., S]_Zndustries
_all bearings and hell_n_e face seals for _se i_ Math 3 aircraft gel t_wb_ne
engine malnshafts end suitable test rigs to slmutate engine opgrating con-
dltions, have been designed and mmnufactured. _e initial phases of a
development program are underway re determine the most aultahle comhlnatlon
Of presently available m_terlals and lubricants to permit operatiom of these
bearings and sea]s under typical englne load and speed condltlons.
N68-14172
Development of Malnshaft Seals for Advanced Air Sreathlna Pr0p¥1s_gn Systamf,
Phase I, Final Report, A, Parks. g. McKlhhln, C. C. W. Ng and R. Slayton.
Aug. 1967, Pratt and Whitney Aircraft
Four .mlnshaft seals for advanced gas turbine apptlcatlons _ere designed,
tested, and analyzed. The seals studied were a rubblns-contact fats seal
with piston-ring secondary seal, • rubblng-contact face seal vlth belt.s
secondary seal. an orifice-compensated hydrostatic seal and an orifice
compensated externally preesuTized seal. Results ate _ncludeg,
N68o17610
S,plral Groove Face Seal _oucept@; Co_@arison to ConveRtiooa_ Fags Contact
Seals in Sea_ing Liquld Sodium _400o - I000 ° _)
T. N. Strom, L. P. Ludwig, C. P. Allen, and g. L. Johnso,, Nov. 1967,
NASA Lewis Res. Center
Conventional face contact seal performance was i_proved by lnc_rporatimn
of the splral-groove geometry. Both conventlonal face contact seals and
seals with spiral grooves were used to seal liquid sodium. In comparison




]ear%ngs & Seal_ fQr Cryogenlc _luid_
S. N. Scibbe, Nov. 1967, NASA Levls Pea. Center
Bearings _nd seals _u _ocket engine turbo-pumps operate directly in the
cryogenic propellant. Katerlal co_atlbillty end wear ere the important
factors for face contact seats in these cryogenic fluids.
N68-23409
Per_grl_ce 9f Iner_ed Lubrication System_ for Turbine gngt_e_
Johnson, Loomls and Ludwig, Mar. 196_, NASA Lewis Research Center
Inerted lubricating syste_ containing 125 mmbell beerings and 6.33 inch
diameter face contact seals were operated in simulated turbine engine sumps
at speeds to 14000 rpm end temperatures to 800 ° F. A persistent problem
encountered was wear and leakage of the shaft seals. Additional experle_ntal
studies and analysis identified seal thermal deforn_tlon as a major factor
in seal wear and leakage.
N6B-24502
Windo_ Seals for U_.trah_acuumgse
N. W. Roberts, 3. F. Harrod, H. A. Poran, May 1967
G. g. _ompany, g & DC, Schenectady, N.Y.
Sealing techniques are delcribed for Joining _indows of lithium fluoride,
magflesium oxide, end qt_trta tO Pyrex 81ass_ _ g_ass, qt_arta and silver.
Thane s_alo rill withstand repeated bakeoure at 3000 tO 350 ° C end can
be used in ultrahigh vmcuum lystema.
N68-2_dt6
Convertive Inertia an_ _aa _ept_on Effects on Flow gegfmes of the Visco_ea]
Tha_r_ and _xperime_¢
X. Zuk, T. N. Strop, L. P. Ludwig and g. L. 3ohnson; May 1967,
NASA Le_is Res. Center
An experimental and wis_al investigation of the viscoseel operating region=
vas conducted. A _athe=aticel model was for=ulated for the homogeneous fluid
region which resulted in an evolution of a modlfied Reynoldla number based
on two characteristic lengths.
N68-25471
The Turbulent Visco-_eal; Th_qry #nd Zxperimen_
_. K. Stair end &. _. ?m_e
Tennessee UniVersity
Experimental evaluation of the lam£rmr vlaco seal fo_ a number of seal
geometrlcs has shown t_at the analysis of Boon and Tel is in better agree-
ment with experlmant than say other analytlcel approach. Experiment tests
with tO different seals confirmed the utility of both the theoretical
analysis sad the method of approximation of the experimental constants.
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Theoretical and. Experlmental Studies of Vista Type and guffered Shaft Sea_z
W. K. Stslr, C. F. Fischer, E. A. Ptckleslmer, HAy 1968
Tennessee University
Performance results of four grooved-shaft seals are presented. These results
indicate that the theory advanced provides a good design estimate for grooved
shaft vista seals in both laminar and turbulent regions.
N68-27529
_?nver_Ive Inertia arid Gas Ingestion Effects on Plo_ ReglmcS O_ the
Vlscoseal - Theory and Experiment
Zuk, Strom, Ludwig, Johnson, F_y 1967
NASA Lewis Research Center
An experimental and visual investigation of the vlscoseal operating regions
was conducted. A mathematical model was for_lated for the homogeneous
fluid region which resulted in an evolution of a modified ReynoldVs number
based on two characteristic lengths.
N68-29320
Develop_nt of Compressor End Seals a Stator Interstate Se_la. a_d Stator
Pivot Sea_ in Advanced Air-Breathlng Propulsion Syste_
R. H. Hawkins, A. H. McK£bbin, and Charles C. N. Ng 20 Jan. 1968
Tracking analyses and there1 analyses of the 0 C diaphr•m thin-strip seal,
the semirigid interstage seal, and the flexure-mounted shoe seal are dis-
cussed. The tracking analysis Includes the effects of seal tilt angle,
engine speed (cake-off, cruise, and idle conditions), and natural frequencies
of the seal.
N68-32955
gvaluation of Slidln S Seals for Operatlon in .Dry Helium
A. A. Abbatiello and F. H. Nelll, June 1968
Oak Ridge Nat. Lab.
An evaluation was made of elastomer O-ring seals and chevron seals for
piston ring and shaft seal service tn dry helium. Conditions simulated were
piston load, rubbing velocity, operating temperature (up to 350 ° F) and
temperature cycles.
N68-33027
Supersonic Transnort Lubrication System Investigation. Phase 2
W. L. Rhoads, May 22, 1968
SK_ Industries
_ll bearings and bellows face seals for use on Nach 3 aircraft turbine
engine mainshaft have been tested in screening tests using Jet lubrication
and inert gas blanketing, gearing operating temperatures up to 700 ° F have
been explored under typical engine load and speed conditions with the seals
exposed to 1200 °FaLr and tO a pressure dlfferent£al of I00 psi.
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duration screening runs in a simulated turbine engine sunp at speeds to
14,000 rpm and hulk oil temperatures to 5000 F. A persistent problem
encountered was _ear and leakage of the shaft seals,
N69-10749
._tpdvof Dynamic & Static Seals £or Liquid Rg_ket Engines. Select¢d
Studies from the Technology of Hechanica_ Face Seals
0, g. Company, Research & Development Center
Hay 1968
Su0_arized are technical accomplishments achieved under a program designed
to advance the technology of dynamic and erratic seals and tO provide a
basis for formulating design criteria for seals In future liquid rocket
engines. Program casks included non-Newtonian and Newtonian sealing con-
cepts, a non-Ne_tonian correlative model, seal geometry effects end seal
design theory.
N69-I1317
Aglmplifled Constitutlve R_ation £or T_o-D_mens_onal Flow
Earl glaine Adams 1967
Tennessee University
A simplified constitutive equation for viscoelastic fluids was a_lyzed
for its ability to predict stress behavior in a 2-dla_nslonal flow seosmtry.
The stress equations for flo_between converging or diverging flat plates
were deri_ed. Simple asstmaptions for veloelty profiles and flc_dlrectlon
were made in order to study the character of the stress equations.
N69-12582
Beartn_and Seal Technology
J. Anderson and P. Ludwig
N.A.S.A. Lewis Research Center
Improvements in seals and bearings used in aerospace technology •re dis-
cussed and considered for possible application £n electric po_er generating
equipment. Pace seals, vises seals, and spiral seals are briefly considered
for reducing leakage and axial length of machlnea.
N69-14512
Design Criteria [or Zero Leakage COnnector t for Launch Vehicles, T_be
Connector with Superfinlshed Seal Vol. 4 Final Report
B. Weichbrodt Jan. lg68
G. g. Co._ Schenectady. N.Y.
The development of a ne_ type of tube connector which is reusable and seals
without a gasket is described. Instead of a gasket it uses a superfinished
surface seal, and is designed for 6000 psi service at temperatures ranging
from -320 o to 700 ° FZ Rxteasfve teats were conducted and sho_ that leakage
is less than 3 x I0 "_ at_-cc/sec for helium.
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N6S-33263
Fressure_ £n Sea,in, Grooves o_ _draa|Ic Assemblies
P. I. Blandov
News of Inst, of Higher Learning Aaron.
Eng, No. 1, 1966, Oct. 2. 1967 p. 10-20
This article provides calculations of pressures In the sealing groove of
hydraulic assemblies and furnishes these and other conclusions: (I) high
pressures in the groove promote accelerated year of seals; seals are pulled
into the clearances baleen fittings, impeding the flo_ of vapor; (2) un-
loading in groove causes cavitation.
R68-34280
Laminar F_o_ Analysis Of Plane Disk Slitter $e_1
R. L. Rosenthal and Eli Reshoto Aug. 1966
Case Institute of Technology, Cleveland, Ohio
The far. and temperature fields are considered in the region between a
rotating and stationary disk. The governing equations are changed by a
radial transfor_tton into ordinary differential equations, Distinctions
betuean regimes Of large and small Reynolds numbers are clarified end the
equations are solved accordingly.
N68-36254
_nvestlgation of Positive - Type Shaft geels - Intertum Report
g. R. Hammond Sept. 25, 1968
RockeCdyne, Canoga Park, California
A series of new type seal concept8 were generated and three of the _ost
promising rare detailed for fabrication and testing to evaluate the designs
for future turbo-pu_p applications. Descriptions of the various concepts,
basis for the final aelecttonl of the seals for evaluation, and results
of testing are included,
N68-37608
_evelo_n¢ of Coe_renor _nd SealFa $_ator Interstice Seals t and Stator
P_vot Sea_ _n Advanced A_r BReathing Propulsion System_
R. M. Rawkins and A. & R. Negtbbin 19 July 1968
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft
The compressor end and lnterstage seals •re described and procurement of
the seals is discussed. There is also a brief discusston of the effects
of heat shielding and heating on the one-side floated-shoe interstage sea[.
In addition, procurement of the stator vane pivot seals and _od[fications
to their aa|oclated test apparatus is discussed.
R69-10055
_arformance and A_alysls, q_ Seals for Inerted Lubrication Systems of Turbine
R. L. Johnson. W. L Loomis and L. P. Ludwig
t_ L_Is Research Center
An inerted lubricating system incorporating a 125-mllli_ter ball bearing
and 6.33 inch (16l-_) diameter face contact seals was operated for short
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N69-14513
_Lgn Criteria fo[ Zero_eakage _nnecrura for Launch Veh|clea, Advanced
_eak_ge Tests, Vo_. 3 _lna_ Report
J. P. I_nie_ski July 20, 1967
C. g. CO. Schenectady, N.Y.
Sealing investigations were conducted in the temperature range of -321 ° to
400 ° F and at pressure differentlals _o 6000 psi. The some of the deter-
minationa which were made: (1) the _mount of gasket stress required to
affect a seal, (2) the gasket stress required to maintain a seal, (3) when
rubber or plastic seals should be used instead of metal seals.
_6q-14514
_¢_lgn _rLte_ia f_r _ero Leakage Cg_ec_o_s for Launch Veh_cle_ t_he-
_tical Hodel of I_terface gealin& _henomenon, Vol. 2 Final Report
L. G. _Iceendanner, J. g. Hawley, H. _, _oora, F. 0. Rethbun, Jr. and
J. Wallach Roy. 9, 1967
C, R. Co, Schenectady, R.Y.
A procedure for the calculation of leakage flow through the seal interface
of a fluld connacrur can developed nod evaluated. The folloeing procedures
were followed in the calculation: (I) surface roughness measurements were
emde, (2) surface statistics were calculated, (3) the surfaces were generated
esathemtically and prenaed together mtth_tically, (4) the interracial
ggp mp was generated, (5) • flow amp was generated, (6) flo_ parameters
were calculated, and (7) the _lo_ was calculated,
S69-14515
_sign Critert• for Zero L_utkage Connectors for Launch Vehicles. Comvueer
_ograa_ for Planged.and Threaded _onnectgr I_si_n, Vo]."1 Final Report
R. g. Saith, g. J. Leclere and H. C. Ray Oct. 5, 1967
G. g. Company, Schenectady, N.Y.
A computer program Is described which will produce a connector design when
given functional requirements such as operating pressures and temperatures,
and material properties such as Young's modulus and allowable stress. The
analyses aud procedures in the progr_ are based upon calculating static
stresses in an assembled connector due to internal pressure, axial pipe
load, etc.
H69-21002
_uPertou_c Transpgrt _ubr_catton S_stem Investigation
N. L. _hoad$ 27 Dee. 1968
Industries
•all bearings and face seals for use on Hath 3 aircraft 8as turbine engine
• alnehafts were evaltmted in tests of up to 50 hnurs duration using a re-
circulating system with Jet lubrication u=der typical engine load. Three










Development of Compressor End Seals. Stator Interstage Seats and, Interior
Pivot Seals in Advanced Air Breathing PropulsionSs_
R. M. Hawkins, A. H. McKibbin 20 Jan. 1969
Pratt and Whltney Aircraft
The compressor seal test rig _as assembled and tested; modifications were
made to correct rlg discrepancies.
N69-22222
High Temperature Bvdraulie System Actuator Sea_s for Use in Advanced
Supersonic Aircraft
J. Lee 15 Sept. 1967
Fairchild Hiller Corp.
Ten potential seal materials selected from the general catagorie$ Of
plastics, soft metals, and hard metals were lnvestisated. Fluid compatib-
ility and sliding wear tests were conducted on these materials to determine
the most likely candidates for test use. Five designs were developed and
evaluated in dynamic screening tests,
N69-23232
Shaft Face Sea_ with Self-Actin_ Lift AuF_entation for Advanced _a8 TuTb_ne
R. L. ffohnson and L. P. Ludwig, Apr. 7969
NASA Lewis Research Center
37he need in advanced engines for shaft seals with improved pressure, tem-
perature, and speed capabilities is pointed out. In particularj the
high speed requirement suggests that the seats must not have rubbing
contact. It ts sh_n that incorporation of self acting lift pads to the
conventional face seal prevents rubbing contact even though the face
deformation occurs.
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Screw Seal AD268592 N6531572
N66-19598 N67-17506
Nb827529 N6825416
II. Areas of Interest
Back.up Rin_s AD230639 AD230658
Bellows N66-17285 E67-19126





















































7. Kinds of Seals
Eushln_ AD429960 AD&64959 AD283365 AD458IO!





















































































General A6418465 AD461695 AD&64958 AD464959 AD465492
AD433277 N66-25161 N68-36254
Bushing AD&58101
Face N681&_72 N6817610 N6823&09 N6910055 N6910749
N6921002 N6921352
ling AD110598 AD230658 ADA06307 N64-16870 N67-26213
N6832955 N6914513
Screw N66-19598 N66-39975 N67-17506 N67-31390 N6829&16
N6825471 Nb82gE43
Surface AD&32545 N6914512
Theoretical or Ana_ytlcs_ .





Screw N65-31572 N66-12199 N66-32803 N6639975 N67-31390
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BIBLIOC_%P_Y SUPPL_iENT FOR REPORT N63-19597 (OPEN LIYERATVRE)
.Jupp. 001
Anonymous
Yield Surve_ of Autoi_otlve Lubricants and Seals
CRC Project No. CM-16-SB, March i960, Coordinating Research Council,
Inc., Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y., N. Y.
5upp. 002
Anon)_ous
Tests on Casket Materials for use on Transformer am, Switch and Control
Cea___r.
Metropolitan Vickera Report No. MV 9806, September 1949
A comparatlve review is made of the various gasket materlals tested
by Research Department for use in oil-filled electrlcal gear, and
the methods of test are described. Using Langlte cork gasket material
as a standard of comparison, the results available show the newly
established tropical grades of Lanslte to compare favorably with the
older grades. Comparison i= also made of the synthetic rubber bonded
corks, Neo-K-Tex_ Nebar and Duram.
The report concludes with the development of a standard testing
procedure, suitable for this type of material.
Supp. 003
Anony,_ous
_[_hra_mSeals - For l.on_ Stroke Pistons
Engineering, Vol. 191, Pg. 629, May 1961 ¸
Supp. 004
Anonymous
_haft Seal - H!Kh $2_. _
Engineering, Vol. 191 m Pg. 56, January 1961
Supp. 005
Anon_cus "
Moldable Cermo_lastlc for 12OOF is Vacuum-Ti_t
Materials in Design Engineering, Vo[. 53, PS. 14-1S, March 1961
186 "
Supp. 013
Denholm, A.S., McCoy, F.3., Coenraads, C.N., Levelle, J.E.
_r_as_b_llt_and D esIKn Study for Electrostatic Generators - Phase I!
ASD (Aeronautlcs Systems Divlslon) Tech. Report s Vol. I, November 1961
Wright Patterson Air Force Ease
S',pp. 014
Ecksteln, N.A., F[tzgerald, 3.W. and Boyd, C.A,
""A Method of Makin_ Class-Metal Seals."
Review of Scientific Instruments, Vol. 21, Pg. 398-399p April 1950
Supp. 015
Einspruch, N.G. and Wissemen m W.R.
_lligh Vacuum Insulated Electrical Feed-thrpttmh For O*a Xn Cryostate."
Review of Sclentlfl¢ Instruments, PE. 929-930, Auger 1963
Supp. 016
Gibbs, D.F. and Jarr_an, M_
"A High Pressurel Ele=trlcel Lead-_'
Journal of Scientific lnstru_aents, Vol. 35, ER. 472, T%bcember 1958
Supp. 017
Houskceper, W.G.
"The Art of Seaiin i Ease Metals Through Class"
_.erican lnstltute O_ El_tr_cal Engineers, Po. _uIX_ _|. 870-g77_
June [923
_upp, 018
McCrew, J.M. and McHugh, J-D.
"Anal_sls and Test of the Screw Seal in LamInar _nd Turbulent Operation.".
General glectrfc CO., Advanced Technology Laboratories Report _63GL66,
May 1963
An analytical and experimental study of the screw seal in both laminar and
turbulent operation is presented. The maln conclusions Ire:
1. A simplified expression for the laminar sealing capablllty of the screw
seal and a method o_ optlmfzing the screw geometry to obtain m_xlmwa sealing
capability are derived.
2. The analysls is extended to the turbulent flow elie_ and M expresslo_
for the turbulent sealin s equation s not consl_erin$ leak,s effects, is
derived.
3. The results Of an e_.x__erlmental investigation of the screw seal using
water and silicone fluids, verify the _orm of, and evaluate the constants
In_ the derived tu_ulent sealing equatlou. Power lose measurements are also
given.
4. Seal [allure, observed in both lamlnar and turbulent flow, ls analyzed
in term, of appropriate dimensionless parameters, and different mechanisms
of seallng failure postulated.
Supp. 006
Allonymous
Sj_r_nK_Loaded Carbon Disk Seals Rotating Joint
Product Engineering, Vol° 21, PS. 194, December 1950
Supp. 007
Anony_oui
Electrlcal Insulat[n_ Seal for High PressureApplicatlons
l_chlne Design, Vo[. 27, Part 2, P$. 185, July [955
5upp. 008
Anonymoue
Ceramic-to-Metal Seal_ for /limb Teqmperature_
Los Alamos Sclentlflc Laboratory for U.S. Atomic Energy Co_,lllsslon.
1963 35 pages (LAMS-2917)
Supp. 009
Anonymous
Rubber Adhesives, Caskets and Seals - a report bibliography -
coverage: 1953 to 1962.
ASTIA Report Bibliography (A_ No. 13334), November 1962
Supp. OlO
_lain, K.S. and Bergeron, C.J.
High-Pressure and Vacuum Seals at Liquid_ellum Te_
Revlew of Sclentlf£c Instruments, Vo[. 30, Pg. iO58-IO59, Now',_d,er 1959
Supp. O11
Craig, P.P., Steyert, W.A., Taylor, R.D.
_h Vacuum.. Brass - to Aluminum Seal for Use at.__yo_Cro enlc____Tc,_l_cratures
Rev. of St. Instr., Vol. 33, Pg. 869-70, No. S, August 1962
Supp. 012
de Haas, N.
Metal-Glass _acuum Seal for Use at Low Temperatures





Product R6g[neerlng, Vol. 21, Pg. 129o134, January 1950
Supp. 020
Pedersen, R.O., Matos, S.R., Hyll, J.
"Evaluation of Bearings and Seals in 90% Hydrogen Peroxide"
Report RHD IOJF, Vol. II (AD 225213), February 1959
Thlokol Chemlcal Corp., Reaction Motors Dlvlslon
Supp. 021
Pollard, P-R.
"T£stlng and Development of High Temperature Hydraulic Paekln_s an___d
Caskets"
Republic Aviation Corporation, November 1956
This Is a paper that was presented at "The Second Services - Industry
Conference on High Temperature Hydraulics - 26, 27, 28, 2_ Nov. 1956.
Sponsored by Airborne Equipment D[vlsion Research and Developi,,,_nt





Textbook publ.ished by Chapman & Rail - 1952
Supp. 023
Scharfensteln Jr., C.F.
"Tests of Parker Rin_Seal for Buoy Pockets"
Field Testing and Development Unit, U.S. Coast Guard Project CCTD
J24-2/I-2-6 (c), June 1961
Supp. O26
Scott, P.A.
"Plutom_umRdcvcle Test Reactor Mechanical Seal pum___OpbI_tl.g_xp_ffJdtnce-
August 1960 Throueh November 1962"
AEC Research and Development Report #EW-76646, Hanford Atomic Products
Operation, General Electric Co., March 1963
Supp. 0_5, _.
Jordon_ J.R.
Ohoosing the Right_O-Ring Can Solve Your Seal_nJ[Problem,
Oil and Gas Equlpment--Jan. 1960
Stlpp. 025
A_onyr_ous,
_bbeT_O=Rj_for Automatfve Seal and Packin_AJ_plicatinn_























Society of Automotive Engineers--Aerospace Standards -- Recommended
PrActices -- Information Reports Index (AS, ARP, AIR), March IS, I----_62
S,_ppo 028
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Non=Metalllc Gaskets For Pipe Flanzes
_merican Standards Association: ASA B16.21-1962
Supp. 032
Anonymous
Ri_n_lJolnt Gaskets and Grooves for Steel Pipe Flanges
American Standards Association: ASA B16.20-1956
190
Supp. 037
grundlge, g. L.; Ranks, G.S.
Ceramic-to-Metal Seals for High Temperature Operation
Los Alamos Scientific Lab
Contract W-740S-eng-36, 36 p., April 1963. (17-34366-LAMS-291)
Ceramic-to-_aetal seals for operations at temperatures up to 1500°C can
be fabricated through the use of tungsten-_talllzed alumlna bodies
brazed to nlobium-zirconlum aIloy components with pallaehum braze
metal. Seals for operation at 1000°C or lower can be _de using
pallachum-cobalt braze alloy, the braze metal can he added as a foil
or by plating.
Supp. 038
Allen, C. Malcolm; Grleser, Daniel R.
A Study of Rots* 7 Shaft-Sealing Concepts for Pressurized-Water Reactor
A_p_plicatton
Battelle Memorial Institute; Quarterly Progress Report, Jan.-MJr. 1963
Contract W-74OS-eng-92, 5 p., (EURAEC-621)(17-24614-BMI-X-10083)
Studies are being made on the operation and limitation of various con-
cepts of rotary shaft sealing for pressurized-water reactor applications
by means of an instrumented transparent model. A graphite starer was
fitted with eight capacitance probes to permit slmulta_ous recordings
on an oscillograph.
Supp. 039
Armstrong, D. C.; Blair, Norman
Large Rotary Vacuum Seal
Ray. Scl. Instr., Vol. 34, p. 440-I, Apr. 1963(17-20132-LAMS)
A seal is described which permits rotation of large circular sections or
parts In the walls of a vacuum ch_ber. This seal is an unlubricated
Tee-Ring Ca Teflon O-rlng with a core of rubber) and the friction is
1_ even at large diameters. The behavior of such a seal is compared
with that of a lubricated Neoprene or Silastlc O-rlng.
_upp. 040
Matt, R. 5.
The Problems of Sealing Hydrogen Peroxide in a 3000°F Envlromment
J. Eng. Power Vol. 84, p. 341-4 (1962)
Seal wear llfe nan be enhanced by proper material selection. Surface
damage can be expected as a result of crevice corrosion, static pocket
decomposition, direct chemical attack, or mechanical agitation. This
problem may be alleviated by proper design of the seal cavity. Adequate
blanketing and washing of critical surfaces are of pri_ i_orts.oe.
Sludging and coklng of lubricants in the seal area are incompatible
with standard seal designs. New techniques and confignrations are
needed for the seals because the lubricants will improve more slowly




Mechanical Elements and Bearings in Space
Marshall Space Flight Center
NASA TMy-5oIdl; MTP-P2VE-P-62-X (N63-18484)
In this study, three types of mechanical problems in space have been
considered.
1. frictional characteristics under a high vacuum.
2. sealing of removable hatcher.
3. power transmission through a pressure barrier.
Supp. 034
Belch, J. M.; Akawle, R. J.; Bahun, C. J.
Develol_ment of Or_anlc Sealants for Application at Very Low Temperatures
Hughes Aircraft Company Final Report
NASA Contract NAS 8-2428 (N63-23045)
The most promising _atarials, Adlprene L-100) cured with castor oil) and
a silicone sealant XE-1027 were modified to increase their ability to
withstand stresses at liquid nitrosen temperature. Further evaluation
indicated that the Adiprene fomaulation reinforced with glass fabric
resists thermal shock, bending and vibration loads at 76°K and has s
coefficient of thermal contraction approximately equal to that of
aluminum. Silicone poly1_rs were synthesized that may serve es bases
for sealants having improved low temperature flexibility. A fixture
was designed and used for the testing of sealants vibrated st cryo-
genic temperature. A sealant was formulated and evaluated for the
sealing of crevices in cryogenic propellant dome tanks. A literature
survey is included in the report.
Supp. 035
Logan, S. E.
Temperature Energized Static Seal for Liquid Rydrogen
Advances in Cryogenic gag. 7:556-61 41962)
The seal consists of an elastomer molded onto a ring of Invsr. When
the assembly is cooled, the flange of aluminum or stainless steel
contracts more than the Znvar ring. The differential contraction of
the metallic co_pounds results in compressive stress in the sealing
material, which increases ss the temperature is luwered. Satisfactory
performance of the seal was obtained for pressures as high as 1800 psi.
Temperature end pressure cycling had no deteriorating effect.
SUpp. 036
Anonymous
Ceramic to M_al Seals for High-Temperature Thermionic Converter,
Bendix Corp., Red Bank Div.
Quarterly Technical Report No. 3 - Contract AF33(657)-IOO38 (Ale410101)
Work completed has enabled fabrication of alumina-molybdenum structures
which con resist a 1500Or environment. Ceramic refactory_tal systems
were identified which are stable and usable up to 2000°C. Reco_m_endations





Improvement of an Indium Valve
Cesk, Casopls, Pys 12 651-2 (1962)
Usual types of Joints are not tight enough for high-vacuum use; a sew
improved type was designed in which glass is pressed into molten Indium.




Product Eng. V. 34, p. g5-7. Nov. ll, 1963
Centrifugal force keeps fluid in groove. Most centrifugal liquid-barrier
seals depend on shaft rotation to keep the fluid spinning, Now there is




Product Eng. V. 34, p. 7S-9. Aug. 19, 1963
Flow friction is all that keeps the fluid in when you havc poslt/vc
clearance seals. Here is your guide to how much leaks out. Design and
leakage formulas for Sleeve Seals, Interlocking Labyrinth Seals, Non




Frlctlonless Hydraulic Seals for Rotating Shafts
Chem. Eng. V. ?I, p. 160. Feb. 17, 196&
A hydraulic seal consists of a disk rotating in a earrow housing that is
filled with fluid. Through friction, the disk gives the fluid a rotational




_h_ Mechanlcal Seal Advances
Chem. Eng., Vol. 71, p. 83. March 2, 196&
At the Philadelphia meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
an important sesslon dealt with the selection, design, _nd operation of
mechanical seals. Much of the discussion was particularly pertinent to
the sealing problem in the chemical process industries. The sesglon was
in three parts, the first dealing with the materials presently available
to the seal designs, the second with ways in which these materials con
be used and the environment controlled so as tO make the seal a success,
and the third with selection and specification procedures.
The three functional categories of an end-face mechanical seal were
defined as follows:
193
I. Primary seal components consisting o£ the rotating washer and the
stationary seat against which it slides.
2. Secondary seals consisting of O-rings or other suitable ga|ketlng.




The Engineer, Vol. 217, p, 148. 3an. 17, 1964
A mechanical seal made for handling many liquids, including hydrocarbons,
water, certain acids, and alkalies at pressures up to 150 p|i and temperatures




Leak-Reslstant Rotation Seal for Vacuum Appllcatlon
Eng. & Instrumentation V. 67 C N4, p. 335. Oct-Dec, 1963
Details of seal described; packing comprises system of Teflon cones with
deformable ridge that acts as hearing surfaces.
Supp. 048
Ludtke, P. R.; Weitzel, D. H.
Force and Seal Evaluatlon of Rlastomerlc O-Rings
Advances In Cryogenic Rag., Vol. 8, p. 467-77. 1962
Measurement of force on elastomerlc O-ring while it is ten.reseed and
held at constant thickness during cool-down from room temperature to
760g; 0.140 inch thick by one inch ID O-flag is given arbitrary initial
force of about 1400C 9ounds after compression, outer cover is soldered
to base of test rig which accelerates relaxation of elasto_r. A_ter
Jlg cools to room temperature, force lost during relaxation is =ea|ured.
O-flag is then cooled to 76K over about 2 hours, best uterlal tested is
ASD compound r¢-29R of cis-4 polybutacllene.
Supp. 049
Horgan, R. E.
Effect of E_virorunent Control on Hechanical Seal _uecess
ASI(E Paper 63-WA-259 Heeling Nov. 17-22, 1963.
It is established by laboratory and field experience that mechanical seal
success is meet dependant on adequate fluid film on seal faces. Envlronn_nt
control is often necessary to provide and mlntaln this film. Nt=mber of
design factors are discussed to dea_nstrate some of the ways to maintain
favorable environment around seal.
Supp. 050
Wood, C. H.; Kanfredi, I). V; Cygnor, J. E,
Perfornmnce of Centrifu_a,l Shaft Sealn for Ili_h Temperature a Hi_b Prcr_re
KachLne Design, Vo]. 36, p. t29. Jan. 30, 1964
Effective scaling of liquids under pressure in rotating hydraulic _mchimry
has becorae vastly complex w_th the trend toward high tenLperature cad the
handling of exotic fluids such as liquid metals. Experie.ce has sl,o_I_ that
it IS _oSt desirable to seal a_alust inert gas with face seals than it iS
to seal directly agalnst high pressure liquid at high tempernturt.. Such a
sealing arrangement IS feaslb]e if a centrifugal dy,wmic seal, functioning
as a primary seal, establishes an interface between liquid and inert gas on
the rotating vane of tl,e dynamic sen1 i_pellers. Mechanical face seal s
are then used as secondary seals to separate the bearing lubriea.t c_vity
from the liquid metal region by sealing against the inert gas used to
pressure balance the dynamic seal.
gupp. 051
Smith, L. L.
Fibrou_ Composite Materials for Extrcn_e E.vironment Seals
Lubrication Engineering s Vol. 20, N3, p. 99-105, March 1964
Research was performed on the development and evaluation of co_npo_He
materials suitable for use as static and dynamic seals at tempvrat,,r¢_:
ranging from cryogenic to I$00P and at pressures up to 5000 psi. An
example of a composite in silver reinforced with stainless steel fibers,
The steps followed in making composite seals are described. _e rtsult
is a pore-free two-phase material with sufficient conformnbility to seal
and sufficient strength to prevent extrusion under extreme temperature and
pressure conditions.
l_ysical properties such as recovery and stress st deformation up to ton
per cent, were determined for various composfte_ at room temperature and
lO00°F. The results show that the compositer have improved recovcry and
strength characteristics compared to those of corresponding pure if] lees.
Successful seal applications uslng composite amterials include dynamic
seals for rotating and reciprocating shafts and static seals.
Supp. 052
Fisher, Edward W.; Wilkinson, Donald H.
Extending the Lip Type Seal Horizon
Lubrication Rngineering, Vol. 20, N3, P. 87-93. Karch 1964
This paper hriefly references the two major short comings of elasto_ric
oil seals; fluid compatibility and temperature limitations. The role that
polytetrafluoroethylene might play in resolving these problems is hricfly
mentioned. Prom here the development of a new el1 seal Is traced ti_rough
the laboratory test stand to field usage. Critical areas are discussed
and data presented showing progress in extending the horizon of the lip














Shaft Oil Leaks Can be Stop__ - Properly Applied Lip or Pace Seals Keep
H_draulic Fluids fn Place
Plant Rag., Vet. 17, NIl, p. I14-17. Nov. 1963
Objectives in design and application of lip and face type seals are
discussed. Prevention of escape of fluid, entry of foreign matter from
outside, and installation and removal problems are considered.
Supp, 054
Tankus, H.
End Face Seal_ ip Abrasive Service
Lubrication Eng., Vol. 19, NIO, p. 403-9. Oct, 1963
Abrasive particles in fluids classified as either inherent to fluid
(slurries) or created by thermal effect or contact with atmosphere,
depending on source a_d type of abrasive, varioul _thoda involving
cooling, heating, centrifugal separation, and special seal designs
ere described to reducn or eliminate excessive seal wear in shafts.
Supp, 055
8aJner, Robert C.; Zanoni m Paul J.
High Pressure Pu,3 qea_ Development Status of Cask_ IIx IIX 1_ V PI a d
VI__
¢orthin_ C,r_. Advanced Products Dis. Contract AT(30-l)-(2682)(2683)
Enginer lag Monthly Progress Reports.
F-3_neerlng Quarterly Progress Reports.
_upp. 056
Faber, G; He£se, H.
Use of Silver and Its Alloys for Sea_s In Oxyge F Compressorl
Brown Boveri Rev. Vol. SO_ N6-7, p. 430-36. 3une - 3uly 1963
It iS shown how addition of aluminum oxide to silver improves heat-
resistant properties of metalm which is not affected by oxygen;
comparative tests carried out with pure silver and silver-copper
alloy, and silver hardened with A1203 sho_ed superiority of hardened
silver in temperature range from 200 to 300 C. (Labyrinth Seals)
Supp. 057
Thonm, Jo
Hydraulic Pneumatic Pc_er - Controls
Vol. 9, Nl05, p. 627-31. Sept. 1963
Sealing properties of gaps between moving or stationary lurfaces including
influence of variation of viscosity _tth pressure and temperature, arrange-
ment being used in design of hydraulic componente, e.g. , pistons in cylinders,
valve faca____[, etc. • arrangement of hydrostatic slider fad through center
passage with oil under pressure, vhich eeeapes across sealing gap ia






Hater/ale in End-Face Mochanieal Seals
AS_ Paper 63-WA-254 for Meeting Nov. 17-22. 1963
Problem= encountered when selecting materials are discussed concerning
seat operation and sealing elements; sliding faces are given detailed




Inquiry Speclflcatlona for Mechanical Seals
A_ Paper 63-WA-203 for Meeting Nov. 17-22, 1963
Approach to seal specification, which permits consideration of operation
vsrlables, is suggested and attention called to ecea_ in which variables
affecting seal performance exists.
Supp. 060
Conklin, g. W.
End Pace Seals in Light Hydrocarbon Liquids
ASME Paper 63-PET-29 for Meeting Sept, 22-29 , 1963
Centrifugal pumps have always required some means of containing fluids
inside of amchanism; end face seals replace conventional atufflng boxes
where fluid hydrocarbon must be contained in spite of substantial vapor-
pressure head; these seals reduce friction-power losses, elimlnate went on
shaft or shaft sleeve m are characterized by mln_mum or invisible leakage
over long service life, relative insensitivity tO shaft deflection or
end play, and freedom from perlodic maintenance.
gupp. 061"
Alford, J. S.
_rotectlon of Labyrinth Seals from Flexural Vibrations
ASME Paper 63-AllOT-9 for Meeting March 3-7_ 1963
Resonance was Identified in several designs of stationary seals which
experienced failures; resonant conditions of stationary seal occurs when
velocity of rotating seal is equal to velocity of propagation of vase
in stationary seal. Self-exclted vibrations cause fatigue failure5
where damping ts very small; analysis of mechanics of self-excited
vibrations discloses stability criterion which correlates pressure drop
through seal with natural flexure1 frequency weight, and length; location




Some R=.____.ecentR sults in Fluid SealInR_arch
Int. Fluld Power Conference Prec. 1962, p. 81-90
Review and analysis of experimentel and theoretical investigations carried











conditions. Relationship of friction coefficient, load, film thickness,
and viscosity is considered in light of available experimental evidence
and tc is concluded that surface tension, surface waviness and seal mts-




Floatin_Rin_ Seal Design and Application - Special Reference to High
Pressure
ASHE Paper 63-AHCT-31 for Meeting Hatch 3-7, 1963
Consideration of several successful installations, teat data and hydraulic
principles, various curves shay test results of single ring seal and group
of three rings in series; other curves show test results of special
floating-sleeve seal arrangelnt for nuclear reactor recirculating pump
operating under pressure of 2000 psi with controlled leakage rates as lee
as 1/10 gpm, data presented indicate that operation of seal rings with
flow having Reynolds number of over 1000 is unstable, and may lead to
accelerated wear and possible failure.
Supp. 064
Lauzan, W. B.; Shelton, B. R.; Waldheger, R. A.
Use of Carbon Oraphlte in Hechanical Seals
Lubrication Eng., V.19, N.5, p. 20I-9, _amy 1963
Results of broad test program to obtain data on performance of sargon-
graphite seal materials in conditions of dry operation, liquid sealing,
and air sealing in various env_rortments including chroniate solutions,
slurries, otl, and water. Conclusion| regarding ef_ct of seal pressures,
resin treatment and selection of proper mating mteriala are pertinent
to selection of carbon-graphite seals for coul_rcial applications.
Supp. 065
Roy, A.; Hagen, F. A.; Belleau m C.
Chrysler Gas Turbine. Car Hateria_a Requirements
SAE Paper 777C for Heettn 8 Jan. 13-17, 1964, 15 p.
Conventional and newly developed Mtertals played an important role in
developing Chrysler gas turbine engine: new low cost materials, developed
by Chrysler HetalIurgical Research, include -- lertea of iroml has su_r
alloys having equivalent or superior life to aircraft type alloys, heat
resisting iron aluminum alloys for elevated temperature service under
low stress application, and long=life rubbing seal materials that operate
satisfactorily from ambient temperature to 1200°F and above, materials
meet all present or immediate high temperature alloy requtremnts for




Testing High Speed Seal Carbons
ASLE Trans. V.5, n.2, Nov. 1962, p. 308-314
Test method used to guide development of carbon graphite sultable for
maln shaft seals in Jet aircraft is described; slmplifled seal assembly
was used; rubbing speeds up to 16,700 Fl_d and face loading to 18 pal
were attained. The apparatus and sample preparation methods, wear rates,
air leakage rates past face seal, and seal temperature rise due to
friction were measured_ data for four carbon graphites are Included to




Performance of 3el Engine _ontact Seals
Lubrication Eng. V. 19, n.6, June 1963, p. 232-238
Application of circumferential gas seals (type of contact dynamic seals)
to main shaft positions of Jet engines; description of seal design,
development and evaluatlon; means for aolvlng proble_ of excesslve
seal wear and some performance defects; maximum capabillties of this
type of seal to date are 12,000 FP_ rubbing veloclty, 90 pal_





gcl. tubrlcation, V, 15, N. 8, p. 22-24, Aug. 1963
Description of, and technical data on new metal (Cu and AS) based on
self-lubrlcating composlcles containing polytetrsfluorothylene (film
frames) and tungsten dtselenide (dry lubricm_t); mater(el is claiL,,:,I to
be able to carry loads as high as 1800 psl with little self-wear and
negligible wear of surfaces agMnst which they are sliding: appllr_tinn
to cryogenic and hlgh-vacuum conditions.
Supp. 067
Fulfordj P, J,
performance of Mechanical Seals for PriTur_y C_
Atomic Energy of Canada, Ltd., Toronto, 15 p. (CONF-9-14)
The experience of AECL with high pressure pump-shaft seals is reviewed,
and in this light important operating parameters end several varlations
in design are discussed. The requirements for such seals are outlined.
Supp. 068
Cottre11, W. B.,Ed.
_lle Aircraft Reactor Experiment No, i is Described and Discussed
Oak Ridge National Lab. Contract N-7405-eng-26, 179 p., Apr. 1953
Tests of valves, seals, pumps, etc,, are described.
Supp. 069
Cneen, J.
Elastomers for Li_Id Rocket Fuel and Oxidizer Applicatlons
Indus. and Eng. Chem. - Product Research and Developn_ent V.2, N.2,
June 1963, p. 126-133,
It is desirable to prepare seals, gaskets and flexible connectors from
ela3tomerlc polymers, resistance of co_erclally available and
experimental polymers to hydrogen-type fuels, nitrogen tetroxlde and
fluorlne-containlng oxidizers was investigated, on basis of static and





The object of this investigation was to develop a method for rapidly
stopping the flow of gas through a tube and permanently sealing the tube
against further leakage. A "valve" has been developed which will close
an aluminum tube (0.5 in. O.D. by 0.065 in. waS1) in approximately 25
microseconds, giving a hermetic seal thereof. The closure is obtained








Rubbln a Contact_terlals for Face Type Hechanlcal Seals
Journal of the American Society of Lubrication Engineers
October, 1964, Lubrication Engineering
Silicon csrblde, 85Z alumlnaj 6% Ni tungsten carbide and alumina
coating on 316 stainless steel haw been investigated for their
limitations ms water lubricated seal face materials. The materials
were tested rubbing against carbon graphite at rubblne speeds of
2,320 ft/mln and face loade of 300 psi. PV limitations were found
to be clearly defined by thermll failures whlch resulted tc exaggera-
ted carbon wear and in some cases seal failure.
Thermal stress factors (incorporating physical proper:ies) _ere
established as s material selection criteria based or. correlation




A _imple Glass-to-Metal Pressure Tight CouI_I_
Journal Scientific _nstru_enta (GB), Vol. 40, Re. 3, 129, Harch I_61
A glass-to-m_tal coupling based on the unaupported area pr_tclrl_ is
described. The principle is well known and widely adopted b_t t_e




Seals - Reference Issue
Mechlne Design, Re. 14, Volume 36, June I_, 1964, pages I - ;q2
_he Referenc_ Issue contains useful design d_ta as well as ]is:/rigs
of commercial sources of supply, The Design Data Sectio_ con:sins
technical cbaptere on seals and aeall_g devices fer static S_d dynamic
applications. Whenever possible the date Is presented in the forms
o_ tables, charts and graphs. 1_e Product rireetory contains eight
sections presenting detailed infor_tion oP types and m_ufacturers
of seals, sealing devices, packings, gaskets and sealants.
076
AnonyTnous
Self-Tightenlng Pressure Vessel Seals
Engineering V 199 n 5165, April 16_ 1965, p. 498
New design of closure is based on use of endless _eta! seal ring of
heavy section that la _Itted into groove w_thin bore of pressure vessel.




vessel presses _galnst inner half of ring. Bolt loading is only
required to enstlre initial sealing. Diagrams show joint arrangement




Chemical Engineering, Vol. 71, Part 1: 83-90, March 2, 1964
Discussion of sealing problems pertinent to the chemical process
industry, The fnfor_ation is s summary of informal talks at an AS_
technical session covering tile selectlon, design and operation of
mechanical seals. Although no specific data or information is pre-
sented, the discussion is informative.
Apple, F, C.
l__.h_g_ of Water From Casketed Joints proposed for the tCNCTR -
part_II___nd P_l_,E_:echanical Seal_V_ke_
AEC R_se_leh arid Development Report - Engineering and Equipment,
DP-611, d_ted August 1961, Sawn_ah River Laboratory, Aiken,
South C_rolina
Thi_ report presents leakage data taken on typical gasketed Joints
for the _¢CTR (P_vy Water Compone,ts Test Reactor) vessel. Leakage
w_ 0,3 pound of w_ter per year per linear inch of gasket during
tests that conslst_d of about I00 cycles with delonlzed light water o
at a maXfl_llm pressure of 1500 pstg and a maximum temperature of 250 C.
Spiral wo_md gaskets of stainless steel and asbestos and four plpe-to-
tubing f_ttiags w_,e tested. In addition, two conventional quick-
disconnect couplings (Grayloc and Conoseal) were leak tested for use
on the bayonet fucl housings of the isolated coolant loops,
_ests on the centri fuga] pump operating at 3600 RPM showed that the
average loss of water vapor from the conventional mechanics1 seal was
only 1.4 _/yr during a five-month test. _e water leakage was 910 #/yr,
however, this leakage is considered to be recoverable. The pumps
circulated deionlzed water at 260°C and 850 psig while seal wafer
temperature was maintained at 45°C by cooling.




gealkowski, L, S., Staehiw, J. D.
Metallic Seals for Dee_ Submergence Underwater Vehicles
Marine Technology, V 2, n 2, April 1965, p. 116-24
(also A_ Pape r 64WA_NT-7 presented November 29-December 4, 1964
meeting)
Underwater manned or instrumented vehicles for exploratory or defense
missions require static and dynamic seals of axial or radial types
to seal joints against high, external, hydrostatic pressures. Metallic
knife-edge seals can do many of the sealing functions With superior
performance in terms of pressure capability, low dynamlc friction,
controlled unit loading, low breakout force, self cleaning end
reusability. Theoretical and practical design consideration and experi-
mental data generated to date are discussed.
Supp. 084
BI_a, C. M.
Development and Testis 8 of Blastomerlc Materlals for Fluid Sealing
Ap.p1icat_ons
Aircraft Eng., V 36, n 7, July 1964, p. 208-12
Problems associated with the development of rubbers for use with
flre-resistant Fhosphate ester hydraulic fluid Skydrol 500A are
presente _, The use of rubbers as seals is discussed,
g_i p. 085
Boebel, 0. P., Mackie, N. A., and Quatntance, C. C.
0_ssin_Studies of Space Materials
Trans. Nat'l. Vacuum Symposium 9, 307=10 (Pub. 1962)
Outgassing a_d permeability studies of several polymeric organic
materials useful in space vehicles are described. An automatic
recording vacuum balance combined with a residual gas anal_er was
used. Samples were held at 160°F and approximately l x 10 _ mm for
3 days, although degassing was usually complefe in < 10 hours.
Detailed results are given for tastable elastomeric materials
intended to function as a 1_ temperature, low permeablltfy sdhesiv_
seal.
S_pp. 086
Rrown, P. F., Oordan, N., and Ring, W. J.
A Test Hethod for Evaluatln_ Gas Turblne_l Haterlals
ASL_ Preprint No. 65AM305, presented af the 20th ASLE Annual
Meeting, Hay 1965
The severity of the temperatures, pressures and speeds encounfered by
shaft s6ala in today's turbojet engines has required the establishment
of an experi,_ental rig development program to provide the optimum




Apple, F. C., Burns, D. L., Sedes, J. E.
Leakage of Water From Pump Mechanical Seals Technical Division
AEC Research snd Development Report (Savannah River Laboratory),
DP-666, November 1961
(Available from the Office of Technical Services - Washington, D.C.)
Both vapor and liquid leakage raeasurements were made in bench-scale
tests on mechanical seals from three manufacturers, pump shafts
diameters ".'ere 2.625 and 3.563 inches diamatsr. Speeds up to 3b00
RIM and pressures up to 1000 PSIG were considered. Seal cooling was
employed and the leakage of D20 eel recovered and therefore not
considered to be an econ_ic loss in an operational cycle. The report
presents considerable leakage test data.
08O
Armsfrong, D. C., and Blals, Normand
Large Rotary Vacuum Seal
Review Scientific Instruments 34,440 - (1963)
Successful rotations of large circular sections or ports in the waits
of a vacuum chamber wss permifted by the simple seal described.
Friction arising during rotation wss small and no mechanical drives
were required toTtura ports up to 2 ft. in diameter. Ultimate pres-
sures of 3 x 10" mm were obtained in the "sol" beam chamber tested,
and the pressure rise when the lid was fumed during operation was
< 2 x 10"-ma.
Supp. 081
Arnold, W. C, Eser, W. 3., Jr.
Materiels sud Designs for Ronlubricated Smals
Mechanical Engineering, December 1964, p. 38-43
This article discusses the results of dynamic year rate tests of
various "filled n taflons and a special polymer. The mating surface
for these festa was cast iron, chromium, stainless steel and alu-
minum. Data on characteristic properties is presenfed for all plastic
materials tested. Considerable detail on piston ring design Is
presented,
Supp. 082
_eaves, L. C, Steward, D. I.
_o Ultrahigh-Vacuum Radio Frequenc_ Feedthroughs
Revie_ Scientific Instruments, 34, 449-50 (1963)
The feedfhroughs presented used materials having low vapor pressures
even at high temperature, could withstand repeated bakeout without
developing leaks, could conduct high currenf at radio frequency, were






several carbon manufacturers, has resulted in several superior carbon
grades. Several stainleas steel seal plates with machining and corro-
sion advantages also came from this progrsm.
The method of testing employed in the early years of this mterial
evaluation program was the conventional full factorial approach.
Economics dictated that s more efficient test method be deveIoped.
A test mefhod employing a sfatlstically planned experiment approach
has proven capable of reducing the number of teals needed to success-
fully screen seal malarial combinations. A description of fhe oId
and new test methods is presented and s comparison made of the ability
of each method to screen materials. -(AUTHOR)
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Carson, Ralph S., Rendrtcks, Charles D. (Univ. of Illinois, Urbane)
Vacuum _esls
Revisw of Scientific Instruments, 34, 118-119, 1963
Vacuum-tight plugs and feed-throughs for electrical connections
fhrough the bile plate of I vacuum bell Jar system were produced 7
from brass fittings machined to accomaodefeamO-rtng. Seals to 10''_.
ware made wifhout the use of wax or varnish.
088
Clsrk, Rurl W.
_ealing Problems in Mobile HydreulicS_ystems
National Conference on Industrial Hydraulics, Volume XVII,
1Sth Annual Reeting, October 17, 18, 1963, Chicago, Illinois,
p. 46-53
In application| to esrthmoving equipmenf, hydraulic componenfs are
subject to the severest environment. The number of these applications
has been increasing rapidly. Leaks account for a large portion of
equipment failures and require special consideration. Testing and
design of improved piston packings are described here. Teat results
on hoses demonstrated the unpredictability of hose life and thus the




Sealing Techniques for Rotation in Vscuum
Astronautics and Aeronautics, V 2, n 2, February 1964, p. 40-4
Various fypes of low-speed heramtic seals for either high or low
torque transmission st room ¢empereture are discussed. For lo_-
torque transmission, magnetic drives offer Solutions up to I0,000 rpm




























Crawley, D. J., de Csernatony, L.
De£afsi,g Cba,acteristies or Some "O" Rina%Materfals
Vacuum, V 14, n 1, 2anuary 196&, p. 7-g
LlmItation_ impo_d by using organic "O" rings in valves, flanges and
other v_cuum eonnectionF where m_tal gaskets m_y be inconvenient are
discussed. Degassing rates of nttrile and Viton A "0" rings measured
both at ambient temperature and after baking at various temperatures
are compared with typical metal degassfng rate. "0" ring cleaning
tecbniques are briefly discussed. Contamination may result from
baking at too high temperature.
091
Darcey, Owen A.
Pail-Safe Stressed in DC28 Hydraullc Chaises
Hydraul!e_ and Pneumatics, Vol. 16, 8S-S2, August 1963
This article presents actual operating experience In overcoming some
troublesome leakage and control problems in hydraulic systems.
oq7
Decker, Arthur L.
_£ Wn E to Seal Rotatin_ Shafts
Chemical Engineering, eel. 7l, No. 15, July 20, 1964
Describes several applications of spring-loaded continuously lubri-
cated packing arrangements for shaft sealing, The device has been
used on 1_ speed agitator shafts and centrifugal pump shafts with
considerable sueceas. One of the main disadvantages ts the leakage
of lubricant fro_ the packing box,
093
Faber, C., Relse, M,
g_e of Sliver and _ts Allo_s for Seals In Oxygen Cam r_.e_8or_
Brown Boverl Redo% V 50, n 6-7, p. 430-4, June-July 1963
It is shown how additions of aluminum oxide to silver improves heat
reslsta_t properties of _etal, which is not affected by oxygen.
Gomparltlve tests earrlcd out with pure silver and sllver copper
alloy, and silver hardened with AIpO 3 showed superiority of hardened




Lubrlcatlon of Reci_ocatln Gem ressorSeals
ASLE, Preprlnt No. 65AM3C2; presented at the 20th ASLE Annual Meeting,
May. 1965
Most large compressors bullt today are packed at the piston and rod wlth
floating metallic seals. This paper discusses the mechanism or theory of
the "micro" aspects of lubrication as well as the practices of "macro"
lubrication of these seal rings.
Steadily Increaslng pressures and speeds compound what are already poor
conditions for good lubrication. _ow these conditions affect packings
and piston rings and what means are used to overcome these are also discussed.
Supp. 099
Hey,, W. O,
New Machine Improves Testing for Shaft Seal Rellabillty
gAE Journal, Volume 73, No. l; January, 1965
Briefly describes a shaft seal testing unit built to meet the specifications
of the Oil Seal Division of the Rubber Manufacturers Association. The unit
features a I-HP electronically controlled variable speed drive, tapered
arbor to provide dynamic eccentricity and q cast aluminum bronze test head
designed for 1200 psi internal pressure. No performance data is supplied,
Supp. I00
Bodgsnn, J. N.
AS_fE Paper 65-GTP-i5 for meeting February 28 - March &, 1965
The nwlecular pump has been shown to be a valuable seal-to-space element.
g mathematical model has been developed _hich accurately describes moleculsr-
pump performance. For space mppllcatlon_ operation can be between molecular
• nd continuum _-. A computer program was used to allow solution oP an opti-
mum molecular-pump configuration for minimum leakage to space. The test pro-
gram has given confirmation of the mathematical theory and hss demonstrated
exceptional leakage-restrlc tins capability Of the molecular pump.
Supp, I01
Hart, F. D., Zorowskt, C. P.
Onset of Mechanical Separation In Bellows-SupportedRo_ Face Seal__s
ASF_ Paper 65-GTP-4 for meeting February 28 - March 4, 1965, p. B.
Problem of Incipient dynamic and mechanical separation in face seals of
gas turbines is analyzed assuming hello_s to be represented by series of
dlstrlbuted springs and dampers supporting rigid seal carrier. Expression
is developed for distribution of contact forces between seal and matin s
rings generated by coupled effects of _baft pulsation and mating-ring
wobble; this expression is used to determine operating conditions which will
produce onset of separation. Equations and graphs define minimum initial








Plastics - Proven as H_draulic Components
National Conference on Industrial Hydraulics, Volume RVII,
19th Annual Meeting, October 17, IS, 19b], Chicago, Illinois
Describes various seals and seal materials. Presents tt_t ,Iota ,_n lit.
tests for various rod packing materials both lubricated and dry.
095
George, J. C., Silver.n, R
Seal Design For Space StationU_a_e
Rubber World Vlbl, N3, December, 1964, p. 51-9
Design of static and dynamic seals for manned space stations with 2DO-t,,-
300 nautical mile orbits, minlraum life of one year, and possible life of
five years are presented. Effect on seal design of temperature, vacuum.
radiation and meteoroids are reviews. Also covered are configuration,
concepts, repair of seals and evaluation of metala, epoxies, polysulfide*,
silicones, silicone rubber, polyurethanes, polyesters, poly_Inylidene
chlorides, polyvlnyl fluoride resins, polychloroprenes, phenolksand but_t
rubber for seals. Study was made by Lockheed - C_llfornla Company for
NASA Manual Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas, under Contract No, NAS
9-1563.
096
Gifford, F, E. and Dole,go, A.
Direct Glass-Metal Seals
Review of Scientific Instruments (USA) Pal. 35, No. 5, 591-3, May, 1964
Direct glass-metal seals have been developed for use in tubes containing
hot alkali vapors. Six types of glories (Coming code non. 7052, 7056,
7720, 3320, 1720, 7740) in conjunction _tth three typel of metal (tungst, n,
molybdenum and Rover) were employed in this study. Cotablnations of glasst, s
and metals previously considered incompatible by other sealing methods
were successfully united by utilizing this technique. Tubes _ade with th, s,
seals have been thermally cycled and they remained vacuum tight.
097
Gunn, A. J.
Scala Tighten Grip on Machine Maintenance
Can.Mothy and Metalworking V75 N7, July, 1964
A summary is given of new developraents in seals and how they can be best
applied in machinery. A discussion of high pressure Viton oil seals
eupported by a Teflon lip is presented. This combination greatly improves





TFE Fluorocarbons For Gaskets and Packings
Machine Design V36 N23 September 24, 1964, p. 166-72
Up-to-date gutde to proper specification and use of filled and unfilled
TFE gasket and packing material; available forms, mechanical properties,
friction and wear characterlstlcs, and service limits are listed for pur_
TFE and numerous TFE compounds.
Supp. 103
Rouse, Philip A. (Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio)
Reaillent Seal gateriala For Liquid Rocket Propellants
Symposium On Materials Per Space Use, Seattle 2, q pp. (1961)
In O-ring tests, Teflon (I) was the best sealant for N2O allowing no
loss in 30 weeks and 0.25_ loss of retained contents tn _0 weeks from a
test Jig. I was better than CaF2-filled I, butyl rubber (II), Vlton B
(III), ethylene-propylene rubber (IV), and polythethylene iV). For CIFI,
unfilled and filled I allowed no loss after 50 _'eeks in contrast _ith "
1 week vet V. Vwas best for R202. showing 0.25,g loss in l week and 2.25_g
in 40 weeks. V was better than I, Ill, silicone rubber,and II. A 50:50
RR -_ -Me N_ mixt. _as held beat by V (no loss in 40 weeks), as compared
2 2 2
wi_h I, II, IV, and polybutadlene. Among the elastornerlc O-rlngs coated
with 0.001, 0.005, and 0.OI in. of metal, the ones coated with 0.01 in. metal
_,ere the best. Ag/Pb (0.OOB/0.O02 in.) and Cu/Pb (0.008/0.002 in.) appeared
to seal better than Pb 0.010 in. with N20 . Expulsion bladders made with
foil-coated elastomer resist penetration _y N_O 4 for at least 4 weeks. Best
adhesion is with A1 and If. Pinholes in the fair did not destroy the effect-
lvenesa of the laminate. -(AETSOI_
Supp, 104
Huang, T. S.; g_tft, G. W.; gurata F.
High Pressure, Low Temperature_ Glass to Metal Seal
Review Sclentlflc Instruments (USA) Vol. 35, No. 5, 637-8 (May, 1964)
A technique iS described for sealing Pyrex 7740 glass to AISI 316 stahd,ss
using Hysol adhesive to form a joint capable of withstanding pr_,ssur_s in
excess of 600 aim. in the temperature range -77 OK to lOO OK.
Supp, 10s
Kamphausen, H. A.
Method For Makln_ Multiple Glass-Tungsten Rod Seals
Journal Scientific Instruments (g,B.) Vol. 40, No. 12, 605, December, 1963
g simple method for sealing suitable metal rods into s glass envelope is
described. This technique is especiaIly recommended for multiple seals
used for experimental purposes.
209
Supp. 106
Keit)i Robert W.; Wood, Glenn H, i Manfredi, Danic, l V.
Cermet Face Seals For Inert Gas Eavlronments
ASLE Prcprlat No. 65AM4C4, presented at the 20th ASLE Annual Meeting, May 1965
Cermet face seals operating in inert gas environments were utilized to
effectively seal the shafts of centrifugal liquid metal pump_ employing
conventional oil lubrication systems. These seals were used to isolate
the oil lubricated bearings from tile liquid metal region of the pump and
from the amblent air which cooled the drive motors. Development problems
for these seals were intensified by the need for liquid metal compatibility
and for mnintennnce-free operating lifetime in ewcess of 10,000 hours with
very low oil and inert gas leakage rates being permissible.
The highlights of a development program for various shaft face seals with
cern_t rubbing faces operating in dry inert gas and in in6rt gas blanketed
ell envlronr_ents are described..Pertinent seal manufacturing technlques,
perform._nee data, and experl_lental techniques evolved during this program
are presented. A total Of over 60,000 hours of face seal testing _;as a¢-
cumulated while satisfying the program objectives. Successful endurance
oval,at;on tosts of the cermet shaft face seals included a test of over
15,000 hours aud several other tesls fox" periods up to 10,000 hours. - (AUT}tOR)
$upp. 107
Lake, C. J.; Lindley, P. B. and Thomas, A. S.
_uum Sliflin& Seal
Journal Scientific Instruments 40, 60 (1963)
This seal was developed to allow direct transmission of reciprocating
motion into a high vacuum chamber, for experiments in connection with
the fatigue of rubbers in the absence of oxygen.
$_pp, 108
Lessley, R. L., HodgsonD J. N.
Low-Leaks e___namie Seal to S_
ASME Paper 65 GTP-IA for meeting February 28 - March 4j 1965, P. 20
A space power system, turbine-shaft seal capable of restricting leakage
Of mercury vapor and of ell tO Space environment is described. "The seal
_as designed to permit use of oil-lubricated bearings in turbine-alternator
assembly of mercury ranklne cycle. The seal uses a sllnger-pump, a vlsco
Rump and a molecular-pump element. The role and limitations of each element
are discussed. Tests results are presented. Work t:as part of SNAp-8
power-converslon system and theauthors believe it to be the first successful






Predicting the Wear of Sliding Plastic Surfaces
Mechanical Engineering - October, 1964, p. 32 - 35
The two most iraportant criteria in the design of unlubrlcat,.d plasti_
bearings, piston rings and seals are PV-llmits and wear. The purpos_ ot
this article iS tO show that simple economical tests can form th, h;l_is
for wear prediction. The wear of a plastic surface sliding _ithout lub-
rication against another surface is predictable if:
I. The temperature rise due to frictional heating added to tht' ambient
tempersture, results in a surface temperature below tht critical v:lhh'
associated with the plastics PV-limit.
2. The mating surface lS defined in terms of material, hardness and
roughness.
3. The environment is defined and free of contaminants.
Wear rate data on various plastics is given as a function of prc_surt.
Limitations on material surface combinationa, finish and hardness art
discussed, as well as cyclic operation.
110
Lipson, H. G. and gouthellette, L. O.
Epoxy Vacuum Seal For Introduction of Leads Into Cry_uim_
Vacuum 13 (4) i45 (1963)
A satisfactory cement for introducing thermocouples into evacuated
vessels such as Dewaro cons;see of a mixture of 3 parts of Hysol 6020
resin and 1 part Hyaol 6020 hardener,
1li
Llewellyn D. R. and Or Conner, C, ft.
Convenient EreakSeai For The Transfer of Gases Particulartx Suited to
Spectometer Samples










A Cold High-Vacuum Seal Wither Gaskets
Proceedings Institute Electrical Engineers (USA), Vol. 51, No. 9, 1250-I,
September, 1963
A cold h/gh-vacuum sealed enclosure is described in which the seal is
obtained by evaeuatlng the space between two sectlons m_ting at optically
flat flanges. If required for re-use, a 1000 A AI film is evaporated on




lli_Kh_Temperature Hetal Bellows Seals For Aircraft and Missile Accessories
Transactions of the AS_-Journal of Engineering for Industry, August, 1963.
This is a general presentation on various aspects of metal bellows of the
type used in conJunctlon wleb dynamic face seals. Information on bellows
construction, pressure limitsand enviromental considerations are reviewed.
Seal ring flatness and seal ring retention techniques and mating ring
"c_m bop" are fiseussed as well as vibration, weldabillty and fatigue.




O_c_atin_Exp.crtence With Mechanical Shaft Seals OnaB__._em_erature Water
Circulation P!um2
Canadian General Electric Limited - Civilian Atomic Power Department -
Report-R60CAPfI, September 30, 1960
This report presents data on a circuIatln_ pump for a reactor component
test loop operating at 1075 paig and 500 F. The centrifugal pump mechan-
ical face seal has a 304 stainless steel (with stellite overlay) sotaing
element and a carbon type mating ring. The seal is cooled by an external




Adiaba!l_,aminar Flow in Concentric Seals
ASLE Preprint No. 65AH4C3, presented at the 20th Annual Meeting, May, 1965
For calculations of flow and power loss in concentric, cylindrical sleeve
seals such as are commonly used as flow restrictions on rotating shafts_ a
time-consumlng fterative pttt_c0dure is normally required if VisCOUS dissipa-
tion effeet_ are taken into account. Making some simplifying assumptions,
however, it is possible to correlate a dimensionless temperature rise and
ratios of adiabatic to isothermal flow rates against a single dimensionless
number containing easily determined seal variables. The sleeve seal designer
is therefore provided with a rapid method for assessing the effect of viscous









Munchhausen, B. van, Schettko, F. J.
Investigation of Outgaasing Process of Silicone Rubber
Vacuum V I3, N 12, December 12, 1963_ p. $49-_
Study on silicon rubber as a gasket material; outgassing is reduced by
Cue orders of tmmgnLtude through heat treatment; optimum condition of




Dltrahi_h Vacuum I_ntable Seals and Valves That Can Be Heated
Prebory i Tekhnika gxperlmenta (USSR), 1962_ No. 2, 5-15 (March-April).
Efl_llsh tra_alaclofl ifl: _nsCrumeflrs and Experimental Techniques (USA),
No. 2, 225-33 (March - April 1962; published November, 1962) - Instrument






Design and Selection of Packings and Seals for Hxdraulic Components
National Conference on Industrial HydraulLcs, Volume XVII, 19th Annual
Meeting, October 17, 18, 1963; Chicago, Illinois
This paper is a non-technical discussion of packings and seals and the
various factors which influence their dealgn, selection and porfcrm_nce.
These include mechanical design, installation, fluid, and environment.
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PeLckLf, V. L., Bowen, E. K.
Modern Fmterials and Deai_na fqr Rear Crankshaft Oil 5e_ls
SAg - Paper B95B for meeting September 14 - 17, 1964, 8 p.
Paper is concerned with premium nonautornotive engines and engines using
one piece continuous circumferential lip type oil seals; emphasis ts on
dLesel engines. Low temperature _ealing problems are discussed and test
results of present and new seal materials are given.
120
Piehn, L. D.
Th.__e Applicatloa of Tun_stqn Carbide for Mechanical Seal Faces
ASLE; Preprlnt No, 65AM3C6; presented.at 2_:A_E A_nual meeting, May, 1965
Some applications where tungsten carbide has provided superior performance
on mecahnlcal seal applications are discussed. Background informa tlom is
given on the factors leading up to the standard use of tungsten carbide in
mechanical seals with partlcular emphasia being pl@ced on use in b_iler feed
service, hlgh pressure, refinery and pipeline applieatlons. Some work regarding
corrosion resistant grades of tungsten carbide is menticned and the effort to














Rasmussen, W. W.; Eolnk, R. V.
Influence of Oil Seal Desi_Parameters on Lip Oc__e_n_ Pressur_._e
SAg - Paper 895A for meetlng September 14 - 17, 1964, 7 p.
Evolution end slgnlflcance of LIp Opening Pressure (LOP) inspection techni-
que to permit rapid measurement of value that approximates radial load exerted
by the seal on the shaft is presented. A force analysis shows LOP to be directly
proportional to radial load and Inversely proportional to shaft diameter and
beam length. It is concluded that LOP is an adequate indicator of radial load
consistency for small and average size seals.
I22
Rietdljk, J. A.
Positive Seal for Pistons on AxlallMovy_MqyJ_K_Rod.__s
Engineer VJI8 N5666, p. 346-7, August 28, 1964
Seal comprises elastic rolling diaphragm mounted between plates rod and
cylinder. The de,Ices were originally developed for use On Philip-Sterllng
m_chines and is also considered suitable for other applications where oil
penetration and gas leakage must be completely avoided,
123
Roach, W. R., et al
Electrical Lead Seals for Cr,vo entcA llcatlons
Review of Scientific Instruments, 35:634-6, May, 1964
124
Rothberg, _amue] B.
Centrlf_l Force Keeps F1uid in Croo_e of Liquid Shaft Seals
_En_i_7_ecr-_ng -- November 11, i963, pp. 85 - 87
This article discusses several patented ideas for sealing centrifugal type
seals at zero speed. A magnetic device is also discussed.
125
Scott, P. A.
Plutonh,m Rfcycle Test Reactor Primary Coolant Pumps
ASME - Paper 63-WA 234. Hanford Laboratories, Richland, Washington
The Plutonium Recycle Test Reactor primary coolant pumps use face-type
mechanical shaft seals and incorporate a large flyx¢heel for er_rgency
f]o_ during po_ler outages. The test and development work preceding and
during initial PRTR operatlonrevealed several major problems. This report
discusses these problems and their solutions. Hechanlcal seal llfe for







Shoats, I. T.; DiJban, E. P.; Khaven, V. Yu
Beat Exchan_einLabyrlnth Seals of Css Turbine Rotors
(Teploobmen V Labirintovykh Uplotnenlyakh gotoror Turbln)
Energomashlnostroenlc Nl2, December 1963, p. S-ll.
Results of experimental investigation of influence of clearance u_der
labyrinth seal cam, cooling air flow rate, and rotor speed on 1lent exchange
and hydraulic reslstance of seal.
127
Smoley, E. M.
Design Criteria for Sealtn_ Casketed Joints
Machine Design, SIS, N27, November 21, 1963, p, 174-?
Crlterla for seal deslgning are represented by relatlonships between minimum
sealing stress and such varlables es internal pressure and viscosity of scaled
fluid, surface roughness of flange, ratio of gasket width to uncompressed
thickness (shape fmctor) and gasket r_terial; abo_e relationships are known
for rubber and cork/rubber compositions, and can be applied tO other availabh




Machine Design, V37, N2, January 21, 1965, p. 172-6
Short term and long term effects of lubricant on rubber o11 seals are des-
crtbed; additional tests for determlni_g sultab11Ity of particular rubber
compound for particular lubricant are presented; effect of lubricant form-
ulation on seal-ell llfe is shown in table.
129
attach, L., Bepl-Ing
Contectless Piston Seal for Internal Combustion gnjgines
The Engineer, Vol, 217, May 29, 1984, pp. 969-970
The four cylinder, four stroke carburettor engine, known as the boxer
configuration, was designed to ellmlnate the need for an oil film at the
cylinder wails. Sealing is accomplished by a sharp edge at the piston
periphery which serves as a high restriction device to the leakage of
combustlongases. As a result of this design, increased combustion temp-
eratures and correspondingly increased eff/cienctea are predicted.
130
Sus sr0an, S.
Causes and Cures of Mechanical Shaft Seal Eallures in Water Pumps













Does Water Treatment Affect Sea I Performance
ASHRAE J, V6 Nll, November 1964. p. 48-52
Discusslon refers to performance and causes of failure of mechanical
shaft seals in chromate treated waters.
Supp.
132
Taplin, John F., Foblan, G. W.
_ress_2or on--Seals With Rolling DiaiEph_aj[m_ss
Hydraulics and Pneumatics, 16:107-7, November, 1963
This artlc]e discusses a typical application of a deep rolling, fabric
reinforced elastomer which prevents leakage between a moving piston and
a cylinder. A high degree of sealing effectiveness iS achieved.
St_pp.
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Telchman, O. E., et al
Experfmcntal Techni_es in Testing Li_d Sealing Face Seals
Journal of the American Society of Lubrication Engineers, September, 1964,
pp. 345-35P
During an investigation of 2 inch diameter face seals sealing aqueo_llquids
under prescure from I00 to 2000 psi sad running at speeds up to 3600 rpm,
a cradled seal tester was developed that permits accurate measurement of seal
torque. To detcrmlne from the torque readings the coefficient of friction
between the m_tlng surfaces, the closing force of a "zero balance seal" was
measured as a function el seal pressureand interpreted in terms of coefficient
of friction and pressure dlstrlhutloo between the seal faces.
13A
Valsnys, R. d., Montgomery, P. W.
Haterials for Ultrah_ Pressure Seslin_J_Bn_rldKman Anvi ! Device§
Review of Scientific Instruments, V35, Ng, August, 1964, p. 985-9
Epoxide, Eccobond tO& and reconstituted mica, 6S Isomlea, are found to be
suitable substitutes for conventionally used pyrophyllite for _se in sealing
rings of 100 kbar anvils; materials are superior to pyrophyllite in case of
fabrication, electrical resistance and ability to retain thick (0.020 to
0.026 in.) samples; epoxlde Is sufficiently transparent to X-rays to permit




Product Enstneering , V36, NI, January 4, 1965, p. 61-5






fabricated into honeycomb and brazed to starer Of compressor or turbine are
detailed, Semis are appllcahle especially _here re.stature and speed are
high. Roneycomb ls easily deformed to provide a non-contactlng seal. Appli-
cations to shaft seals and lobes o_ displacement compressors are illustrated.
136
Watson, R. D. and Roche, K. W,
ACompsrison of Operating Characteristics of Flat-Face and Hd2_qd_mica _
Lubricated Rotmting Mechanical Shaft Seals _n High Pressure Water
Atomic Energy of Canada Llmtted, Report, No. CRE-1104 dated August, 1962 -
Chalk River, Ontario
Describes tests on a tapered mechanical shaft seal for high-pressure nuclear
applications. The tapered faces are designed to provide a hydrodynamic film
to aid tn providing a broad range of operating conditions. "the results are
presented in graphical form for various speeds sad pressures. Future work
is planned in certain problem areas.
137
Watt, P. RidEway (Vitamins Lid, Tadworth Engl)
An Elastomer Seal for Glass Vacuum Desiccator_
Chem. Ind. (London_ 1963, 567-8
A molded elsstomer ring is described, that provides an effective seal for
glass vacuum desiccators and protects both flanges from accidental damage.
The molding is in the form of a channel that snaps over the upper flange
and carries an annular undercut, sealing lip on its lower face. A heavy
rim around the outside of the moldlng projects dca#nward below the level
of the sealing llp.
138
Wheatlpy, J. C.
Epoxy Resi 9 Seals to Copper and Nylon For Cryogenlc Ajpllcations
The Revie_ of Scientific Instruments, Volu_ 35, Number 6, dune, 1964
Detail description covering the use of epoxy resin in making vacuum and
pressure seals to copper and nylon for low temperature work. The technique
provides an electrically non-condutt/ng, non-mgnetie seal at temperature
as low as 1 °g. No test data is presented. The work was supported by the
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
139
William, John C.
Shaft - Seal Syateras for Large Power - Reactor Pumps
Nucleonics, Vol. 23, No. 2, Pebruary, t965
The economic and technical considerations favorlng the use of shaft-seal
main coolant pumps are reviewed. Descrlptlo_B of the face-contact and
radlal-clearance seals are presented along with design details and expected
216 217
performance. The role of reliability and its significance to seal llfe
is estimated for a 90_ probability factor. Also considered are the "adjustable
fil_' concepts and fixed film pressure breakdown designs. Operational data
for typical _echanlcaily sealed pumps in nuclear service are presented. A
total of seventeen references are cited.
Supp. 140
Young, T. R.
Ultrahi_h Vacuum Leak Sealfn S Material
Review Scientific Instruments (USA), Vol_ 35, No. 1, 116, January, 1964
CE SN-S_ sillcone resin can permanently seal metal and glass systems und
_ithstaod bakeouL to 400 °C. Pressures of 2.10-10 tort can be obtained
without any evidence of hydrocarbon contamlnatLon due to the seal.
Supp. 141
Rsthhun, Forrest O., Jr.
Metal to Metal and Metal-Oasketed Sesls
Machine Desls n, August 5, 1965
Static seals for extreme environment appllcatlonm are revfeved for both
metal to metal and metal-gesketed seals, The fundamentll requirements
for effective sealing are presented anslytlcally and correlated wlth an
extensive graphically presentation baaed on basic experimental inveatlga-
tlons by the author. The experimental work waa performed under KASA
spoI_scr3hip. (See also SAE Paper _o. 650312, "Hetal-to-Ftetal •nd Mat•l-
Gasketed Seals," presented •t the Aerospace Fluid power Sy|te_ and
Equipment Conference, Los Angeles, May, 3965; Conference Ptoceedlngm
pp 156 to 169. "'-.
gupp. 142
Shepler, P•ul R.
Seals for Fluid Appllcstlons
Natlonal Conference On Induatri•l Hydraullcs, Volume XVII, 19th Annual
Heetlng, October 17 -18, 1963, Chicago, Illinois
_e paper discusses varlou• ty_a of "lpllt ring seal•" for internal
combustion engines, reciprocating pimps and 1ctuatora. The effect of
conformsbillty, axial loading and step height on leakage ere prelOated.






Aleksandrov, A. A, Eng. Ind. October 1966
I_•kti_ht Seal in Agitator Devices
Ohemlca] and Petroleum Engi_erlng (English translation of Rhlmlcheskoe I
Neftyanoe Haahtnostroente), Vol. l, J•nuary 1965, p 61-62.
New design of packleal seal operating under h-p (25 aim and higher) or in
high vacuum (2 x 10 .6 m m Ng) and at any shaft rpm ntshes it possible to
mount drive shsft in region adjacent to lld of methane, on sleeve bear-
Inga or ball bearlnga; it raqulres _o stuffing box, labyninth seal, oz
flanged se•l on shaft; test results performed for Iolution of roatfl in
alcohol end hydrogen •t 20 aim sh_d no leakage fr_ lUtOCl•ve.
144
Alford, J. S., Lawson, G.W. Eng. Ind. July 1966
Dimensional Stsbllltv •nd _tructural Integrity of Labyrinth Seals
S.A.E. Paper 660048 for melting January 10-14, 1966, p31
See] moat used In aircraft gas turbines is l•byrinth type, grouped into
atralght •nd stepped tooth confi_rstlons; di_nllona] stability and
structural Integrity are compromised if certain _chanlcal criteria are
not incorporated into design; factors to consider and design features
to minimize heat generation and distortion resulting from rub are out-
lined with reference to fatigue failures and failing modal; v_•nl to
protect semis from fatl_e caused by self-excited vibration are indicated;
a_lyttc approach to moth•nice1 design of labyrinth seals for aircraft
gas turblnea is alan presented,
145
Anonymous APM 18-47013.66
_ow to Eeduce Corrosion of Seals and Shaft!
Material Deltgn Enginasring, VoI. 6_, _o. 3_ March 1966, p74-75.
Corrosion failures of a•al mJteriala are believed to be due to electro o
chemi_l attack in more calla SO that • primary Tequlre_nt of leal
_tarilIl il low concentrstlona of wltar-lolubla col_ot_entl which can
produce I_ electrolyte with moisture absorbed from the atmolphere.
Se_rel teats for evaluating the oDrrolton reliltance of seal _teriala
are glean.
146
Anon_ous Eng. Ind, September 1966
P.T.F.E. Cord for Gelketin g and Seallnz
Australian Plastics and Rubber Journal, Vol, 21, No, 248, March 1966, p35
Advantages of flexible cord of unsintered polytetrsfluoroethylene for
sealing valve stem and flings Jointl; cord withstands vibration, operating
te_eraturel from -200 tO 250C, w_kin i prellU_ml over 500 pll, and attack
of m_l_ chemic•Is; it meals age£nat steam, lJlelm oils, geiollne, liquld














Belevtsev, g. A., Freltag, v.A. Chem. Abs. Vol. 65, No. 11
Immobile Seals at High Pressurps
Khim. i Heft. Hashlnoatr. 1966 (8). 11-13 (Russ)
Two types of seals, viscoelastic and elastopllatic, used in high pressure
hydraulic tests are described. The viscoelsatlc as•Is are made from In
assortment of rubbers and plastics. The elaatoplastlc saals are a com-
bination of a viscoelastic seal with a bellc_ lnaart.
148
3elitsky, H.E. ASH 18o40024.66
Investl_ation of Chemical Stability of Solid Lubricants at _i_hTemperaCures
Poroahkovaya Met. No. 4, April 1966, p 40-44
Oxidation resistance and thermal stability of Hog , ZnO, NN, silver graph-2
lie and mica were teated from 100 to 1250C in air, A, R_ •nd _2' The
stability of the above materials wsa tested for use •s iolid lubricants
and seals (on Nl base) for airplane turbine engines. It is determined
that boron nitride filler (lubricant) can be effectively used for worki_
temperature 80C to 9OOC; for temperature over 9OOC., the phloyopite mica
can be used.
149
B[llington, I, J. Eng. Ind, 1965
Ex_rimental Assessment of Validity Pressure Measurement| in Fluid Film
_etween Face Seals.
Brit. _ydro_chanics Research Assn. - Int. Conference on Fluid Selling,
Feasibility of measuring static pressures in thin fluid film between face
of rotary contact seals was assessed experimentally with the use of largs
seal models; investigation was conducted using static pressure taps whose
diameters ranged from O.5 to 64 times thickness of fluid film; experiments
established feasibility of_aauring sell interface fluid pressures;
measurement errors to be expected over Iarge range of potent_aI seal ap"
pltcations are shown to be negligible and conditions where larger errors
shouId be expected are identified.
150
Billlngton, _. J., Smillle, W. D.,Stonehlll, B.C. _ng. Ind. April 1966
Shaft Seals for LiquidMa_al Applicatton_ i_ Space Environment
Ca_ Aeron•utlcs & Space Journal, Vol. 11, No. 9, _ovember 1965, p347-65
Problem of shaft seals contain liquid m_tala in rotating mechsnlsm and
exa_inatlon of phase dla8ram for liquid metal which shows that problem re-
solved itself into th•t of containing liquid •nd that if containing vapor,
which evaporates from liquid vapor Interface; it _s rmcessary to smploy
two saaIs in taken , one to contain liquid and the other to restrict
escape of vapor and maintain adequate back pressure on liquid seal; op-
erating principles and geometries of seals Ire developed; vapor seals con-
sidered include r_strlcttve gap, and centrifugal seal; liquid seal• in-





gremner, C.F. Eng. Ind. 65
Zxperi_nta_ _tudy of _alance Conditions, L_skaKI Rate| and Preasur_
Profile_ _or Stattonat_Rsd_al - Face _esls
grit. Rydrom_chanlcs Reseazch Asa_.- Int. Conference on Fluld Sealing,
2rid - Proc. 1964 piper P2, p F13-25, P81-96.
Seals tested were operating in pure vilcous flo_ regime; usin 8 SAE )0
oil as working fluid and inlet pressure up to IOn pats, measurements
were made for different upper seal materi•ls, e.8., stainless steel and
brass; majority of lilts were conducted with fixed separating distance
Of 0,003 in,, aO_ rnulta also were obtained for pressure profiles
without controlled separation diltenee.
Supp. 152
Nrovn, P, F., Gordon, N., King, W.J. Eng. Ind., Sept. 66
Test H_hod for Evaluatin_ Gas _urblrm Engine Sea_ Materials
Lubrication Nng., Vol. 22, No. I, Janua_ 1966. p7-16
Nxperl_ntal rig development progrlm vii carried out by Pratt and
Whitney Aircraft Division to provide optimem materials; program, in co-
operative with several carbon mnufacturea relulted in lentil luperl_t
carbon grades; aavar•l italnless steel ll&l plates with m*chininl and
corro•ton idvantsges _ illo ohtal_d; teat method employing stattso
tLcally pl•nned experiment approach la cxpable of reducing number of
teltl needed to scree_ an1 m_terial co_binJtLon; deaertpttc_a of old and
new test _thodl ll presented end co_parllou mde.
Supp. i53 .
Cerneas, Joseph, F; Stron$, Douglas, N. C_em. AbJ., Vol. 4, No, 13
Hard Ferrous Alloy Resist!n• Wear and Corrosion for Sliding Seal_ a_
High Temp_reture_
U. S. 3,096,565 (CI. 29-149.5), July 9, 1963, Appl. Dec. 21, 1956 and
Aprll 10, 1959, 4pp.
Such materi•1 useful for sealed slldlng aervlce igei_t Itself or other
hlrd _terlala inch aa Cr plat•xnltrided Iron, cast iron platon rlnsa,
etc. et temperatures up to 1200"T with or without lubrication, has the
approximate composition, C.0.87, Ho8, Cr4, el.9, Hn and Si each 0.25_
• rid balance Fs. It should be useful for gel turblna o11 seals, and a
suitable design for auFh a seal of • rotating ah•ft bearing la delcrlbed
in det•tl. = =
Jupp. 154
Chzhu, Go-Khua; Rumyautseu, O.V. ASH 63-08 }@/-25885
Experimental Investigation of Air _ightness of £1a_Tlc _ona _eala for
Ri Pre r
ghLm Neltyeno_ bshiaoltv. No. 3, 1965, p13"16
_tudy of ipaclfic prellure _i¢11111_ tO produce sir-tilht ¢oaditio_e Ln
bevel type 11111 of 45 carbon steel; refere_oe to I)TIIlU_l idlltll (ILr













beveI angle of the seals and their diameter and width. Application of
the cone type seals for high pressure apparatus and gsa compressors.
4 refs.
Supp. 155
Coopey, Nalter Chem. Abe. Vol. 63, No. 13
Rew Seal for Super-pressure Shafts
Chem. Eng. 72 (20), 153-4 (1965) (Eng.)
A new method for sealing rotating shaftl against very hlgh pressure In-
volves the use of thfn lubricant films between bs3anced-pressure packing
elements.
Supp. 156
Degs, R, L. Eng. Ind. August 1966
_teEiala to Cope WiTh Corroslve P?opertiea of Seal kppl_catlope
ASI_ Paper 66-HD-9 for meeting May 9-12p 1966, 7p
Corrosion is major factor of wear of lip type aeallng element and abaft;
this corrosion Is eIectromechanical in nature ocaura in presence of high
humidity condltlons, and can be accelerated by heat; almost all elastom_rs
and other orsanlc seal materlala produce corroslon in varying degrees,
and process is only allghtly inhibited by application of Iubrtaanta tO
sealing areas; nuraerous product failure occur in storage since they
corrode at sealing face and will be immediate failures when put in use;
various known causes for this corrosion phenomenon are discussed in
detail.
Supp. 157
Dolmen, R.E. IAA 66-30407. 16-2711
So_e Special Consideration Necessary to Achieve Optimum Sea! Performance
American Society of Lubrication Engineers, Annual Heating, 21st,
Pittsburgh, Pa., May 2-5, 1966, Paper 66AH2C2. 13p.
Examination of the hazards that may contribute to seal failure, with
special emphasis on those too often overlooked ot not recognized. These
include dirt, miaalignment, distortion, shaft deflection, imperfections,
excessive face load, and dry operation. Considerations that are important
to achieve optimum seal performance are cleanliness, careful alignment of
the fixed face. cooling lubrication, gaaketlng, shaft deflection end end
play. balance, and arrangement. The advantages |rid limitations of ex-
ternal and internal seals are reviewed.
Supp. 15g
Fedorchenko, J. H., Denisenko, E. T. and ASH65-08, MO9-26682
Hiroshntkov, V. N.
Study of the Change in Hechantcel Properties of _eeling Materials in th 9




_oroshkoveys Met., No. _, 1965, pST-bO
A study of the effects of oxidation o_ t_o mechanical properties and
running-in of sintsred sealtng n_terisl on a Ni bas_ sho_aed thai the
hardness of the rMterial should not exceed 6u units _, Oxidation
substantially affects the hardness and strength of th_ ruterials. The
rise in hardness during oxidation is directly connected with the degree
of oxidation of the materia! and the change In strength depends on the
nature of the oxidation.
159
Ferreira, L. E,, Eriggs, D. D.
Aluminum Oxide and Beryllium Oxl#e Ceramtcs- Seal Hateriels of the
Society of Automotive gnglr_ers, 1965, p153-155
Description of the temperature dependence of various phytlcal properties
of alumina and heryllia eexamica along with some important chemical and
nuclear consideration. Properties in the cryogenic temperature regions
ere stressed. Tke data presented will be a composite of information
gained in the laboratory and from literature sources on cryogenic prop-
erties of alumina sad beryllia material.
160
Field, W.E. IAA 68-40285. 22-3927
_electton of Optimum Seals end Sealant fo_ Spazecraf_
ffoining of Materfals for Aerospace System; Society of Aerospace
Ratertll end Proceed Engirmera• National Symposium, 9th, Dayton, Ohio
November 14-16, 1965, Papers
This paper is concerned with the Joints and connections in a spacecraft
or spacecraft booster, which must be separable for access, repair, or
other purposes. Aerospace vehicles are designed with s minimum number
Of such Joints becaule of the following problems: (1) the consideration
involved in selecting seals snd aeals_tl WhiCh _ill reliably prevent
leakage during exposure to spatial environments, and (2) the undesirable
weight factor associated with flange and reinforced joints. Presented
|s an analytical approach to the selection of spacecraft sealing system.
The materials and design co_sidered lead Co high sealing efficiency to
weight systems which are ideally suited to perform in s space environ-
merit.
161
Froessel, W, Eng, Ind. December 1966
_ntersuchung yon _ewindewellendichtungen
gonatruktion, Vol. 18, No. 4, April 1966, p152-9
Znveatigatton of threaded seals; theoretical end experimental study is
made of threaded seals used for high speed shafts; seals with rectangu-
lar, trapeaoidal and tapered threads of various depth. _ldth a_d clear-
ance are considered and effect of these parameters on seal thighness ta
examined; advance effect of oil-entralned air bubbles on seal tightness;











Ooldsteln, Marcy, B. IAA 65-35191.23-3449
1000 + _ Ceremia - Metal Seal _or SpaceboTne Reectocs
gpace/Aeronautiaa, Vol. 44, September 1985, 100-2-4-6-8
DeveI_nt of a ceramic seal that can provide contlnu_us, reliable op-
eration at more than 1000°C, resist high temperature corrosion in census
vapor, and resist severe ther_al cycling. 7t uses columbian is its metal
component, a 97% aluminum oxide as the ceramic component, end pure vanadium
as the brazing filler metal. It was found that the theoretical "rule"
in ceramic-to-_etal seal design, that s metal member must be selected to
the thermal characteristics of which clonely Itch those of the ceramic
member, need not be applied. Instead, it was found that • low yield metal
is preferable; hence the choice of colu_bium, vanadium brazing technf-
ques are discussed, a_d it wag found thee brezing can be done st a hlRh_r
temperature than that at which the ceramic was stntered.
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Golubtev, A. I, Rag. Ind. January 1966
Studi_s on Seals for _otating Shaft_ of High-Pre_lure Pump_
_ear-Usuer-Vers_hleiss
Vol. 8, No. 4, July-AuguSt 1965, p270-88
Results of studies of raechanicel seal et water pressure of 100 I_/_. cm.
end shaft speed of about 3000 rpm carried out at Soviet Research Institute
for _draulfc Machines are described: deslgn of seal ensured hydraulic
balance. Beat friction aouple was established, friction couple parts
were protected against deformation, and optimum finish of friction surface
was found; results of development and Invest_gatlons of screw-type laby-
flush seals intended for shaft rotating at high s_eds sr_ re_orted;
hydraulic calculation method of screw type labyrinth se_ a is presented
and results of calculations col_pared with re|ulte of experimental studies
of such seals.
164
GoTee, W. S., HcD_el_, B., Scott, T. A.
Seals For Low Temperature _igh Pressure System
Review of Scientific Instruments, 36, 99-10l_ January 1965
Description of: (1) plug seal I_ which the mating surfaces are wedge-
shaped with a layer of indium amtat between them. (2) electrical seal
tn which tubing is used with epoxy. (3) seals for lOk bar platen -
cylinder apparatus, uslnq phosphor bronze, half herd beryllium copper and
indium.
165
Hamilton, D. B., Walowlt, J. A., Alien, C. M, IAA 86-14244.04-0527
A _2.eory of Lubrication by Mlcrolrr_guleritiea
American Society of Lubrication Engineers and American Society of Hechanieal
Engineers, Lubrication Conference, Sen Francisco_ California, October 18-20,






Descriptive of a theory of liquid lubrication applicable to parallel
surfaces such aa the _urfaces of a rotary-shaft seal. The lubrication
mechanism presented is based on surface mlcrolrregularitlea and associ-
ated film cavities. Closed.form analytical solutions are obtained
giving load capacity as a function of speed, vlscosity_ end surface
asperity di_e_sio_a. -The theorettcal results agree gualttatively with
load capacity determined experimentally for three asperity distributions.
166
Heinz, He ineniann; Rreu$, John, W., Harshall, L. NSA88, Vol. 20,
No. 5209
Hethod of Sesllng Refractory Vessel Containing Radioactive Wastes
_. S. Patent 3,213,031. October 19, 1985
A_thod iS described for seellng • refractor 7 vessel containing a solid
_ixatlon mlxture of radioactive component and non-radloactlve components.
The fixature mixture ia fed through sn entrance port of a vessel. After
the e_trance port is sealed, the vessel is submerged in a sealant mixture
contained in • second larger container. The sealant mixture is made up
Of oxldea of Cr, Co, and Fe and en elemental metal selected from a group
nonaietl_g of A1, B, Zr, end _1. The ststsnt mSxtute lS heeted to ira
ignition temperature to provide a seal around the _mssel thee la resistent
to erosion and theml degradation.
167
_udelson, John, C. L_A66-30408.16-2711
]_namtc Instabili_ of Undampe_E_ello_s ¥_ce Seals in Cryogenic Liquld
N.A.S.A. Lewls Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio. NASA-_q-D-3198
American Society of Luhricatlon Engineers, Annual Heating. 21at,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, May 2-5, 1966, Paper 86AK2C3, 2Op
The primary motions of an undamped ballo_| face seal are described along
with the displacements and frequeficies of the motions experienced durLng
dynamic instability. Subminiature accelerometry were attached to the nose
piece of a small be|lows seal and the accelerations and frequencies
recorded ou_agnetic tspe for analysis at an expanded tlcm factor. The
results of the tests indicated that dynsmlc instability will occur in
undamped bellows face seals operating in a cryogenic environment and be
oI such magnitude as to damage the seallng sur face causing exceaslve
leakage. Variations in the pressure difference across the aesl end in
the contact load between the seal nosepiece end the mating _urface did
not change the characteristics of the dynamic instability. The primary
motions of dynamic inatabillty are diametral rocking and torsional
oscillation.
188
Jackson, B. S,; Aklrman_ R. E.; Rigg, A.; Nelch, H. J. Chem. Abe. Vol. 65,
No. 12
_2e Effect of Atomic Raeiation on P_l_tic Seelin R










The constant rate penetro_ter is used to determine the effect of atomic
radiation on masti C se ling compou,ds. Sealants were exposed co L06r./hr,
of y-red{atlas at - 25 _ and compared with controls, Bitu_n-based sealants
were the most reactant to radiation. Oil-based _asttcs sh_ed highly
accelerated aging. Butyl-based _stics showed a viscosity decrease but
polybutene mastic showed a viscosity increase.
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Jackson, g.S. Chem. Abe. Vol. 65, No. 12
Makln_ Use of Rubber-Like Materials in gulldln_ Sealants
Rubber d. 148 (9), 46-7, 50-2, 54 (1966) (Eng.),
The specificatlons of sealants are reviewed and the advantages and dis-
advantages of rubber-like _terlals are discussed. The types of sealants
and auxiliary _terlala are discussed as well ss use of sealants In
eurtsln wail construction.
170
King, Alan E. T_A65-31122. 19-2817
Screw Type Shaft Seals for Potassium Lubricated Generators
Transactions on Aerospace Vol, ASJ, June 1965, Supple_nt, p471-479.
7refs.
Development of ]lquld and vapor screw reals to separate the bearing and
rotor cavity In a potassium-cooled and lubricated apace electric power
generator to the polnt where ground test application Is possible.
Indlvldual _ests were _de In potsssium-slmulatlng fluids to determine
seal perfor_unce et laminar and turbulent conditlona. Liquid seal per-
fore, nee was verified in 375OF potassium. Vapor seal performance
concurred _Ith analysis of a simplified flow model. Remlnlng problems
associated with adaptton of these seals to an actual generator are
discussed.
171
Koulnik, Eodnlck J. Chem, Abe. Vol. 65, Ro.i2
hall Valve with Teflon Seals for Cryogenic Fluids
U.S. 3,276,737 (CI. 251-171), October 4, 1966, Appl. September 30, 1963,
4pp.
Cryogeulc fluids can be controlled by a ball valve contsinlng frustoconlcally
shaped Teflon seals.
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Lambert, Robert L., McKelrnau, William R, Chem. Abe. Vol, 64, No. 9
_elf-_upportlng Films fo_ Vacuum-Tight Seals
U.S. 3,227,591 (CI. 156-89). January 4, 19_, Appl. April 26, 1963; 4pp.
A aelf-supportlng film is prepared {rolls suspenslon canals{lug of an




Materials for Sealing Applications
Space Materials Handbook, Add{ann*Wesley Publishing Co., Inc., 1965.
p321-366. 26 ref.
Discussion of the propertlea of. and effects of the space envlronment on,
elaetomers and plaatlcs used for seals in apace vehicles, The use of
such seals are described and Include the seallng of ceblns, fluid storage
and dlstrfbution systems, and electronlc-component housing|. The environ-
ment effects ou elastomer, plastic, and composite sealing materlala are
revlewed, and Include effects assoclated with liquid propellants and
hydraulic fluids, penetrating radiation, temperature extreua, and high
vacuum.
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McDowell, Donald 3. IAA66-13781
Oil Seals -Performauce and Materials
Annual National Conference on Fluid Power, 2let, Illinois Institute of
Technology, Chicago, Illinois, October 21T22, 1965. Paper. lip
Examination of the _rfor_nee characteristics and conatruction:_teriala
for the lip seal, a radial load sealing.device for rotating shafts. _ne
three basic components of a typical llp seal--_tal core, spring, and
dealing element--are reviewed, and the major require_nts for each are
discussed. According to the modern concept of how a lip seal performs,
a thin rubber element moves in response to shaft eccentricity and " "
frictional drag and is separated from the shaft by a _in film of cil.
Four categories of material ere considered: _IBR or Euni N elasto_rs,
polyacrylates, silicone elasto_rs, and fluorocarbons, Scress-stralns
data considered to be significant In alp performance are graphically
presented.
178
McGrew_ J. M.; McEugh, J. D.
A nalFsls and Test of tim Screw _esl i_smluor sad _rbulent. Op_ratlon
A_ Trans. Vol. 87, Series D, Nov, 1965, pp 155-62
An ana|ytical and experi_sntaI itu_y of the screw seal in b0th laminar
and turbulent operation is presented. The various scattered analyses of
laminar screw seal operation are evaluated in co_arison with one another
and with a simplified flo_ _odel. The basic operations are extended to
cover turbulent flc_. Experh.uot_ are descr!bed in which th_ screw seal
was tested in both l_tnor and turbulent flow regimes. Finally, the break-
dc_rn of sealing capability under ce_taln conditions is examined and reasons








organ!c solvents in which powdered _ar_tcle additives are homogeneously
tispersed. The addLtives are chosen for their ability to bond to the
designed eurface; they must be either sinterable, fusible, or sble to
flma when heated, prefersbly at below the delornmtion tempersture or the
materials which are to be bonded, and must solidL[y and bond uFon
cooling. T_e process is suitsble for any of the ususl types oi sea!
depending on the aditives dispersed zn the fl_m. It my be used to hond
cersmic to metal, glae_ to m_tal, m_taL to metal, and ceram|c to ceramic.
173
_eFsve, G.N. Chem. Abe. 63-5422
Elastomens For Use l_ CrTo_eol f Envlronmnts
Material Sy_p., National SAHPE (Sac. Aerospace Mater. Process Engineer_)
Symp., 7th, Los Angeles, 1964 (13), 14pp.
The tensile strengths of polyester u_ethans between 70 ° and 250 ° g. Is
less than that of Teflon, nylon, or Hylar. Polyester uretbsns have h_gher
impact strengths than polyether u rethans.
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Lyubchenaksya, L. J.; Tsoplns, R. A.; Kuzmlnskli, A. $.; Chem Abe. Vol. 6_
No. L
Religions _e_aeen Chemicel Relaxation of Stre_s and Loss of Seal Eiilclency
Keuchuk i Rezlna 24(9). 13-16(1965) (Russ)
An apparatus was constructed for the _tudy of the dependence of the con-
tact stress on the her_eticlty of a vacuum system, The effect of various
factors on the critical contact stress was also studied. Elsstom_rs
differing In the type of polymer, vulcanizing groups, fillers and degrees
of fllltng were tested.
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Manferdt, D.V. NSA 65-40718
Sua_nary of _haft Pace Sea_ Develop_nt Program
Pratt and _itney Aircraft, Middletown, Connecticut. Connecticut Advanced
Nuclear Engineering Lab, June 30, 1965. Contract AT(30-I)-2789, 78p.
A program for the develope_nt of a sealing system with a minimum operating
life of 1O,O00 hours for shafts of p_mps used to clreuleta Li, K, on gaK
at 1600°F is described. The shafts supported by oil-lubricated ball
bearings _ere to operate up to speeds of 8500 rpm. The purity require-
_nts of the cover gas above the liquid metal were 2 pp_ or less of 02
or moisture. T_e seating system consisted of two oil cermet face seals,
one dry gee cermet face seal, a centrifugal dynlmac seal, and tWO s_eep
gas systems. Seal_snufacturing techniques, performance data, and
experimental techniques evolved in tha progra_ are reported. A total of
over 150,000 hours of testing was accumulated Ln the overall program.
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Mcgannan, R. C.; Gauss, R.L. NSA66 Vol, 20,.No. 23794
Effects of Nuclear Radiation and Cryogenic Temperatures on Nonmetallic
En lneerin_terial
J. Spacecraft Rockets, _: 55_-6/;. {July-August, 1965[
Engineering data on the changes produced in the physical properties of
nc_metallic _aterials by exposure to the various combinations of cryo-
genic temperatures, nuclear radiation, and vacuum are being sought, To
date, 80 n_tertals from the follOWing functional categories were
evaluated in one or more of these combinations of environments; structural
adhesives, structural laminates, thermal insulations, electrical insula-
tions, potting compounds, seals, sealants, lubricants, and thermal control
coatings. The effects Of cryogenic temperature and radiation on sc_e of
these materials are discussed.
180
Miller, Forbes M. Chem. Abe. Vol. 65, No. lO
._ou_ Compressible Metallic Powder 3o_ies for Sealing Clearance Svsce#
U.S. 3,268,997 (Ca, 29-420) August 30, 1966, Appl. May 14, 1963; 6pp
Such powder co.pacts suitable for preventing leakage between the moving
and stationary parts of pumps and gas turbine are farted as coatings
sintered on s roughened firm m_tallic backing and are composed Of any
alloy pca_der such as bronze, {atonal, or stainless steel. A compatible
liquid binder is used for spraying the powder mixture on irregular
surfaces. _he cc_pect can be _chln_d to fit the clearance space which
II to be sealed.
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Hurphy, John C. IAA66-30455.16-2712
Design and Conatructlon of I0' Diameter Eakeable UHV All Metal Seal
Institute of Envlro_ntal Sciences, Annual Technlcsi Mastics, San DLego,
Csllfornla, April 13-15, 19_6, Proceedings
Description of a large-diamter metal seal configuration desl geed for
ultrahigh vacuum service and incorporating bskeable characteristics. The
seal described Is dlstlnguish_ bF the fact that of the _o mstlng flanges
the head flange has considerable stiffness end esaentLally re_Ina con-
stant after fabrlcatlon _lle the vessel flange, com_eratlvely weak in
bending, conforms to the shape of the head flange by the lead tongue pro-
vided and essentlally rounds Itself to mate to the head flange.
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Novell, C, L. NSA6S Vol. Iq-40702
Water _ ta of High Speed Centrifugal _namic Shaft gelds
Pratt and l_hitney Alrcre/t, Hiddlete_n, Connecticut, Connecticut Advanced
Nucluar Engir_sring Lab., June 23, 1965, Contract AT(_0-1)=278q. :
Current higher |l_ed liquid instal I_| under devslop_nt rSqulra a_ller
diem@tar seals with minim_ pcwer consu_tion. Four _odels w_re tested in
water st shaft ep_ed| up tO 13,000 rlm. A 36 vane dynamic seel, de|{Seated





















inch, and _o clrcu_ferentisl tang slots exhlhlted the _0et stahls l[qnld-
to-gas interface st high speeds and provided optlmum vs|ues of vane and
torque coefficients.
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Paxton, R. R., Shobert, W.R. IAA65-28033.17-2481
Carbon-Graphltes for Aerospace Seals
Society of Automotive Engineers, 1965. P 149-152
Dlacuaalo_ of the special requirements for earbon-graphlte seal components
in $erospaee applications. Carbon-graphlte msterlals are divided into five
major groups with the unique properties of each group listed. The in-
fluence that environment, operating condltlons, and seal design have on the
proper grade selection is described. Speclal meterlals are required to
obtain rellahie seal performance with high vscuums, cryogenic fluids, snd
high temperature gases. Suggestions for handl/ng and using these materlals
are included.
184
Pen_lee, R. L, Eng. Ind., September '66
Compressible Metal for Turbine Seals
Hetsls Eng. Quarterly, Vol. 6, N I, Peh, 1966, p 55-_,
Discussion of Nlcroseal coating designed to provide seal between moving
and stationary parts that would also permit dimensional changes of rotating
members without eventual destructive contact; seml is diffusion welded
coating used to seal cleazs_ce between rotor s_d adjacent srstlo_ary parts;
examples of applications In automotive electric power sod aircraft indus-
tries are given.
1BS
Powers, J. V._ Jr. IAA65-32125.20-2968
A Rotatable S_allng Couplln_ for Crxogenlc Us_
Advances In Cryogenic Engineering, Voi. I0, Seetlons A-L. Proceedings of
Ehe Cryogenic Engineering Conference, University oE Pennsylvania, Phlia-
delehla, Pa., August 18-21, 1964. New York, Plsnum Press, 1965, p 458-463
Description of a new type of rotatable sesllng coupling. The coupling
permits full 360 a rotation st varying rotstlonsl velocities in a single
plane. Employing thls coupling alloys the test engineer to supply, as sn
example, llquld nitrogen to a spacecraft while it is r0tstlng and under
teat, It also allows the design of thermal conditioning shrouds with 360 °
rotatable shutters and spacecraft po|Itloners wlth thermally controlled,




Bimetslllc Seal Solves Cryogenlc Sealing Problems
Hydrsullcs & Pneumatics, Vol. 18; 105-9, Nov. 1964
230
seal operstlon temperature were studied by means of fractional factorial
experlr_ntstlon; in general, reduction In temperature as a result of
change In given varlable also resulted in reductlon In seal leakage; seal
performance sod llfe can he i_roved by controlling vsrloua seal deslgn
parameters so ss to obtsln Icq_er operstlng temperature.
191
_ayer, J.R. Eng. Ind,, Oct. 1966
Construction of_chantcal Seals
Matis Protection V 5, N 3, bl_rch 1966, p 67-70
Construction of mechanlcal seals with emphasis on selection of proper con-
atruction materials for various seal parts in relation to operating con-
ditions to which they are subjected; materials commonly used for component
parts of seal are brass, bronze, steel, stainless, steels, monel, and
hastelloys; selection of materials depends on their wear resistance and




Effect of Sesrl Rln_ Deflection on the C_.,,qracterlsttcs of Fice-"_pe
Hechanlcal Shaft Seals in Hl_h Pressure Water
(AECL-2242) Oct. 1963 18 p, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
The effect of seal rlng deflection on the chsrscterlstlcs of face-type seals
was investigated by assuming that the seal rings de flatted in the follo_ing
ways: the deflection varied uniformly across the face or the deflection at
any point across the seal face was proportional to the pressure st that
point. Theoretlcal curves were developed, which show the variation in
balance ratio and leak-rate with film thickness for different deflections of
the seal ring. The effects of seal ring size and fluid viscosity on the
seal characteristics were also considered. SFunetrlcsl deflection of the
rings of s face-type mechanical shaft seal is necessary to provide stability.
To be useful, the deflection must allow S wedge of water to form between the
faces. Seals with absolutely flat and parallel faces sre unstable. Wear
and erosion are believed to be partly responsible for sesl failure since
they produce sn out-of-balance eonditlon, _hlch in tur_ leads to over
heating and more wear.
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Welnand, L.; Wroblewskl, R.C. Eng. Ind., Dec. 1966
Principles of Hydrodynamic Sealln_
Rubber World, V 154, N I, April 1966, p 79-83
Newly designed "hydrodynamic" seal combines pumping action with sealing lip
to stop virtually all leakage while allowing more tolerance in manufactur-
Ing and design variables; hydrodynamic seal generate positive force in
balance. Leakage flow forces are capsbls of sealing high pressures, have
infinite llfe since shsft and housing do not contact, consume less power











Maintaining seal compression Reds tougher mr extreme _emperaTures The
blmetsllic sesl _laes TllSS_milaT a_a_erlals uttb di_eren_ _ou_rs,_t_,T,
coefflelents to So1_re tllis problem. The hlmetal[ic sesl combi,_es r_]_
prlnclples of the rin_ spTlng snd the terrperat_re-sc_,]a_ed sesl qpri:_.
pTessure, and tempersture vectors for the sesl csn be assiRned ac,,,r_Tiu_:
to needs.
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Reitdfjk, J. D, et al
Rolling-Diaphragm Seals for Large Pressure Differences
Heehantcal gngi_ering, Vol. 88; 54-55, Oct. 1966 (from Engineers _)_esl,
England)
Roiling diaphragm shOWing method of attachment to a piston and cyli,der
wall for hlgh-pressure seals by supporting the diaphrsgnn on s cushi,_ or
{luld and with a stepped system of fluid support.
188
Shkurupti, G. I.; Hsmon, L. I .; Lokshin, H.A. Eng. Ynd.. Se W l qr.,,
Investigation of H_drod_nsmic Pressure In Clearance Between Frict/,_n
Elenmnt_
Chem, & Petroleum Eng. (English translation of Khimicheskoe Neflyon,,e
Hashtnostroente) N 3, Harch 196_, p 21S-18
Tests at various pressures due to sealed kerosene and oil to st.dv _a,,ses
and distribution of hydrodynamic pressure as function of liq,:_d preas_re
sod specific pressure; distribution curves for clearance between _w,,
friction elements show that in certain service conditions, liquid i_lm _s
retained and prevents escape of working liquid; thickness of Ibis I"iI_
depends on viscosity of liquid.
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5nspp, R.B. Eng. Ind. 1965
Theoretlcsl Analysl_ of Pace-Type Semis with Varying Radial Face Profiles
AS_ Paper 64-WA/LUB-6 for raveling Nov. 2g-Dec, 4, 1964. _ p.
Analytical study of t_in fluid films between sealing surfaces of face Ivpe
seals is presented for six typ_s of radial profiles--parallel, linear
converging, linear diverging, and thiner types of parabolic faces.
Equations are developed to analyze effect of these radial contours _n
pressure p¢ofils, fluid force on seal face, film thickness, and lea_a_e
rate; grsphlc _om_arlsons of numerical solutions are presented for cas_s
analyzed.
190
Sytao_a, I. D, Eng. Ind., Sept. 1q66
Seal Design Par#m_tsrs and _elr _$eel Operating Temperature
AS_ Paper 66-_-10 form emting Hay 9-12, 1966, 12 p.
Aim of study W|B to determine Optimum destgn pirsra_ters for radial oil-seal
lip; effects o_ variation in tr_m dtametsr, radial lip forca, eccentricity,




Shaft-Seal Systems for Large po_er-Resctor ;h_mps
Nucleonics, Col. 23, No. 2, pp 49-53, February 1965
Host new resctors will have shaft-sealed pumps that are 10-15_ more
efftcie_t sod 40_ less ex_si_e then cs_ed pumps. _a_y kinds of shaft-
seal systems are competing for this applicatlon.
195
Wills, Stsnle_ Charles Frederick NSA66-20-1_949
Improvements In or Relattn_ to Sealing Means for Providing a Seal Between
Two Relatively Hovsble Parts
British Patent l,Ol 3,683, December 15, 196g
A sealing_ans is provided for use began two relatively movable parts
that are subjected to a pressurised fluid tendtng to escape between the
parts, e.g., the mssemhly of elements on • reactor standpipe. The sealing
_lns Inelvdes s piston and cyllnder assembly with mutually opposed steps
in their cylindrical surfaces. A sealing ring groove is located on one of
the cylindrical surfaces so that s ring located in ths groove makes a face
seal when brought into contact with the apposed m_tual step by relative
movement of the piston and cylinder and = piston seal with the surfsce 0 f
the _yl_der _e_ _Ot i_ conS&el with the step On the cylinder.
196
Schneczer, E. (ed) HSA66-20-18881
_o*g_sgtpo_asaium Test Turhl_
Genera] Electric Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, Quarterly Progress Report No. II,
Hey 8-August 8, 1964, Contract NASS-I143, 14_ p. (NASA-CR-54211) CPSTI
_o-stage test turbine being developed for operation in a saturated
potas_ium vapor at 1600°F underwent its first potassium vapor teal. Effnrls
were continued to identify sad eliminate the otl leakage problems. This was
Successfully accomplished by minor changes in component design and improve-
ment ol static seals. 8aterials support involved testing of sealtrg ring
configurations, testing the potassium resistance of the fl,orlnated hydro-
carbo_ sealing material, Viton.
197
Tsksmort, TskesbI; Tsmozowa, Hlnoru
Ssh@vtor of Interlsyers of Glass-to-Tungsten Seals
Araericsn Cer_anlc Society Jo_rnal, V. 48:405-9 Aug, 1965
The relmtion of the stability of glass-to-tungsten seals _o glass co_pcst-
tlon Was studied. Colors of interlayer! in the seals depended on _Iksll
content of the glasses. The interlayer| were identt fled, by g-ray
dlffracfion, &s WO2, WIg, 049, and alkaline tungsten bronzes. Differences
In the thermal expansion of these substances were considered with respect
to the seal strength. Sodium and pots|slum-free glasses did not form
tungsten bronze st the interface, and seals between such • glass sod tung-








glass •rid tungsten. An accelerated procedure for detecting potentlal
leaks In •eels w•a tested. E ffecta of heat treatment on colors of •ea]ed
specimen• _re also observed.
198
Yeremenko, V. _.; Le•nik, N.D. ASM 65-09.09-29000
Possible Use of Stntered Flekln_l With Low-Meltin_ Liquid Filler For
Vacuum S_ltem_
Paper from "Trudy VIT Vees Nsuchntakkn Konf Po Por Met Ereven" 1964
p 207-213
Value packings of porous metal liners were made from Fe, NI, Cu, Ms, W,
and stainless steel po_Jder• by Impregnating with an alloying filler wtth•
me]tlng point from 400 to 650C. Specimens with 67-70% porosity were sin-
tared In vacuum or tn H 2 for 1 hour at llOO to 120OC and Impregnated in
v•cuum It 650 tO 70OC for 3-5 minutes,
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Zadorakil, V.M. Eng. Tnd., July 1966
Pump Shaft Seals
Chem. & Petroleum £ng. _ngllsh tranlletlon of Khlmlcheskoe Neptys0ce
Hashanostroence) N 3, March 1965, p 231-2
Development of various •ynthatlc rubber end leall for pump delivering water
dlvlnyl, methylstyrenes, and corollve and ahrsalve products, Tntroductlon
of Teflon provides IS filler, reduces la_lling of rubber wedge Basket; re-
placement of stuffing gland of pump by combined end-helleal packing in
which •ealeut along •haft I• tapered Teflon ring, provlded much longer
see•lee; Internal end seal using Teflon membrane glvel excellent relult•
in service In ibrlslve _dlum.
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Bellanca, C. F,, Salyer, 3, O. Eng. Ind., July 1967
Effect of Liquid Rocket Fuels and Oxidizers on Elastomerlc O-Ring Seal•
Rubber Chem. and Technology V. 39, No. 4, Part 2. September 1966
pp. 1215-1221
Teat• of selected elastomerlc and compllant materlals were made at 73F
with N20&, CIF3, and qo_ R202 (oxLdlzers) and with mlxed hydrazlnes,
pent•butane and hyballne A-5 (fuels); at 73F only polytetrafluroethylene
was resistant to all fluids; butyl and ethylene propylene rubber appear
satisfactory for long-ter_ storage in presence of mixed hydrazlnes and
hyballne A-5; fluorJcarbons appear best suited for use wlth pent•bur•he
and hydrogen peroxide.
20_ ,
_illlngton, 2. 3., Toronchuk, J.P. gng. Ind., December 1967
Ch_racterlsrlcs of Self E_er_£zed _drostatlc Seals for _otatln_ Shafts
E_g. Inst. Canada Trans. Paper EIC-66-MRCH 7, May 1966, I0 pp.
Theoretleal and experimental study of controlled leakage shaft aegls
wlth fixed sap malntalnPd hetween rotating and stationary member• is
descrlhe_, fixed gap ls by self-energlzed hydrostatic actuators; effect
of various seom_,trlcal parameters on seal performance was Investlgated
rb retlcally; good correlatlon was obtained baleen experiment and
:henry when operating in low viscosity fluid (water); effect• of
pressure-lnduced seal face deformation and effects of thermal trsnalents
_ere studied,
206
Bllllngton, 3. J-i Fitzai_mons, T. E.
Flnal_t on Shaft Seal Development
NSA67-21 17432
A coolant pump shaft seal development program Is summarlzed; partlcular
reference is made to the final endurance test serles on hydrostatic
self-energlzed, fln[te clearance seal•. The endurance program resolved
the seal geometry and materials.
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Buparaj g, C,, W_lowlt= 3. A., Allen, C.M. [AA67-22705 I0-15 165g
Ca Lubric_tlon and DiatertloE of High Pressure Haln•haft Seals for
B,H.R.A., Int. C_nf. on Fluid Sealing, 3rdj Cambridge, England, Aprl]
1967, Paper P3, 2& pp., 7 ref.
Theor_Llc_l analyses a_d static experiments have bee_ performed for
hlgh-pres_-_/re, g_s 1,;belt•ted face seals of the type used for malnshaft
seals for jet-englne compressers. The analyses consider the combined












Loads to Deform gllstomer O Seals tn Groove| and Betwee_ Plain F1antel
Atomic Weapons Research Establishment, Aldarmaston, (England), October
1966, 27 pp. (AWRE-o-g2/66)
The loads necessary tO deform O SeI_• in varioul types of grooves and
between plain flanges hlve not been extensively lnvalttgateg. AS there
iS a recurrent demand for this Inform•aloft, I lerlel of practical tells
was carried out. The results of 210 tests ire prelented o. • hOlOgram.
201
Anspach, W.F. Eng. Ind., July 1967
_lu£rgcarbon High Temgerature Integral Fuel Tank Ssallntl
Rubber Chem. & Technology, Vol. 19, No. 4, Pt. 2, September 1966,
pp. 1200-1214
Interlm solution to crltical fuel tank sealant problem in March ] air-
craft; high temperature •eallnt ba•ed on mixture of high and lo_
molecular weight hydrofluorocsrbon polymer| hal solids contents of
gb_ and cures It moderate temperatures; it te one-component system
stable for sever•l weeks at ambient temperature•; sealant exhibit• good
room temperature and high temperature. Nechafllcll properties both
before and after aging in hydrocarbon fuel and fuel vapor at temperature•
up to 500F adhesion to metal luhstratel il good.
202
Appleton, B. Eng. Ind., January 1967
Destgn Considerations for Pol_furethane Sealina Devlcee
Nat'S Conference on Pluld Fower, Proc., Vol. 19, 1965, pp. 79-g3
Deelgner must examine carefully _st i• ultlmltlly requlred of seal
and what fringe benefits seal mterLal can yield to product to which it
l• to be fitted; chemical and chemical prop•riles required tn seal, cost
of _aterlal Ind coat of processing must be considered. Types of seals
made from polyunethane re•ins include: O-rlngs, U-sup|, V-rlngs, flange
packings, cup packings, rod wipers, scrapers, bellows, dlaFhragme , and
special ballJoint and bearing seals.
203
Bazzarre, D. F., Spain, R, G., Withers, 3. C. Eng. Ind., July 1967
Me_e_ C_sd Elaetomeric Cone Seals for Liquid Rocket Propellant_
Products Finishing, Vol. 31, No. 1, October 196g, pp. 66-77
Development of seals real•rant to storable l_quid rocket propell•nte Wll
motivated by two factS, I.e,, (a) that current storable propellants
differ widely In composition and necessitate elastomertc vu_canfzater to
secure reasonable compatibility, and (b) that propellants are new fluids
and existing elaatomers are eliminated rather quickly as elergetics of
these fluids advance; fabrication and preliminary evaluation of limited
quantities of metal clad O-rings, ualng variety of metals In thickness of
1 to 10 mils; determination of techniques for preparing conductive surface
on O-ring and application of metals by electroplattng; evaluation of metal
clad O-rlnga in NJO 4 and in acetone at 75F.
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Davies, A. R., O'Donoghue, 3. P. Eng. Ind., June 1967
Lubrication of Nigh-Pressure race Seals
ASia-Paper 66-NA-Ll_-7 for Meeting November-December l. 1966, 8 pp.,
12 Rein.
Theoretical analysis of lubrication conditions of hp face seal ts
presented whlch uses very simple treatment for estimating effects of
elastic and thermal distortion. Agreement between theory and experimental
results obtained for carbon seal i• good; from results obtained, It is
concluded thet there 10 inherent stiffness in seal and this enables
leakage to be controlled by load clamping seal faces together,. Effect
of speed on temperature and problems of hydrodynamic pressure generation
under seal face are discussed; it seems that from order of pressure used
(1000 lb. ft./sq, in.) hydrodynamic effects are not of major importance.
209
Decker, O. Eng. Ind., September 1967
Advances in D_mamic Seal Technology
AgME-Paper 67-DS-50 for Meeting May 15-18, 1967, 16 pp.
Need for advanced seal concept| hie been brought about by increasingly
severe requirements imposed by applications sllch as supersonic trans-
port, dynamic space power machinery, nuclear applications cryogenic
machinery, and llquld-m_tal technology; conventional sealing techntqurs
prove inadequate to meet challenges improved by such applications;
recent trends and technological developments _re aolvlng sdvancem_ne
sealing problems; some dynamic seals are described in applieattons
employing liquid metals, gas, and move standard organic fluids for beth
ground, •erospaee and space turbomach[nery.
210
Decker, O. IAA67-288RI 14 212K
Advances in Dynamic Seal Technology
ASME, Design Engineering Conf. & Show N.Y., May 19S7, Paper,
67-DE-50, 17 pp,, 21 Rats.
De•erlptlon of recent trends and technological developments in solvtn K
advanced sealing problem•. A variety of dynamic seals iS described in
applications employing liquid metals, gs£ InS more standard organic
fluids for ground, aerospace and space turbomachlnery.
211
Dicken•on, R.W. NSA21-67 1&_56
gearing and Seal Requlrement for Large Llqu_d Metal Cooled Reactor
Atomlcs lnternstlonal, Canoga Park, Calif., WI"[-66TR66, pp. S, ], 1-6
The requirements of hearings and seals tn pumps for high po_er _utput
[lquld-metal cooled reactors are outlined. Present and potestial uses o[
sodium luhr[cated hearings are de•crlbed. The need for a reliable,





























Eibert, P. NSA21-67 8002
Nuclear Reactor Coolant Circulator with a Liquid Shaft Sealing
To Siemeas-Schuckerverke Aktlengesellseha ft German Patent I, 21g, 076,
June 2, 1966, Filed September 29, 1952
The sealing comprises an annular gap portion between the shaft and
the housing filled with a sealing liquid, and a second gap portl6n
filled with a sealing gas, the latter portion being located adjacent to
the interior of the reactor vessel. In the middle of the annular portion
which is tilled with gas there is a chamber connected to a storage tank
eon_aining clean reactor coolant gas. The liquid sealed portion and the
gas sealed portion are separated by another chamber connected to the
interior of the housing, into which the sealing liquid and the sealing
gas escape and which is provided with an exit through which the gas-
liquid mixture is drawn off.
213
Cerlaeh. T. Eng. Ind., January 1967
Self-Ad_ustln_ Seal with Fluid Friction
Polska Akadenia, Peace Instytutu Maszyn Frezeplywouych, No. 22, 1965,
pp. 15-33
Self-adjusting seal, with constant clearance between seal elements
independent of pressure and fluid viscosity, enabling frlctlonless
transfer of dynamic loads in bearIIg test rigs; equation of equilibrium
of seallng element Is analyzed; dynamle properties of seal are examined
for constant load and for periodically changing load occuring in test
rig operation; sufflclent conditions for 8ttenuatlon of vibrations are
determined. Results of experimental tests verify theoretical
assumptions. In Polish.
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Green, J., Levlne, N. B., Sheehan, W. Eng. Ind., July 1967
Elastomers Resistant to Rocket Propellants
Rubber Chem. & Technology, re1. 39, No. 4, Ft. 2, September 1966,
pp. 1222-1232
Resistance of polymers to hydrazine - type fuels, hyballne A-S, nitrogen
tetroxlde, and fluorine - containing oxidizers; butyl and ethylene
propylene rubber are found compatible with hydrazine; carboxy-nitrose
rubber is recommended for long-term exposure to N204 at 165F; fluoro-
carbon plastics and silicone rubber are most suitable for use with
oxygen dlfluoride, chloryl fluoride-tetrafluoro-hydrazlne mixture;
teflon, KeloFSl, and'uncured nltrose rubber gum are suitable for limited
applieatlons In chlorine trifluoride.
238
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Nooke, C. T., Lenls, D. J., O'Donaghue, J. P.
Elasto M_drod_namic Lubrication of O-Ring Seals
IME Prec., Vol. !81, Ft. I, No. 9, 1966-1967, pp. 205-210
The paper presents a theoretical solution to the ideal problem of an
O-flag seal constructed of an isotropic elastic materlal moving at a
constant axial velocity along a cylinder. The net leakage past the seal.
which is the difference between the fluld flow across the seal when it
is "pumping" against the pressure and that when the seal is "monitoring"
or movln S with the pressure, is shown to increase with sealed pressure.
220
Hummel, B. L. - Editor IA467-22610 09-15 1509
Seals: Reference Issue (lrd Editlonl
Machine Design, Vol, 39, March 9, 1967, 219 pp.
The Design Data section contains completely revised and updated informa-
tion which clearly and concisely describes how to select and apply seals
and sealants. The all-new Froduet Directory iS set up sO that the
reader in search of information about manufacturers of seals and sealant_
can easily find exactly which company can fill his needs.
221
Johnson, O.F. Eng. Ind., January 1967
Controlled Gap and Segmental Seals
Natll Conference cn Fluid Power, Free. Vol. 19, 1965, pp. 39-43
Performance materials and construction of controlled gap and segmental
carbon shaft rldlng type seals are discussed; seals can operate to
I&OOF for short periods of time and to 1200F for long periods of time;
they are easy to install over shaft and have capability to handle axial
tolerance or shaft movements.
222
Kinsbury, J.E. IAA67-15788 04-1S 0642
New and Proposed Cryogenic Temperature Resistant Plastics
Society of Automotive Engineers, Aeronautics and Space Englneerlng and
Manufacturing Meeting, LOS Angeles. Calif., Oct. 3-7, 1966, Paper 660638,
5 pp.
Discussion of the need for cryogenic-temperature-resistant plastic
material in the space program; the selection of a plastlc material for
cryogenic applleatlon in dependent on the cryogenic fluid wltb which it
will come in contact. Problem areas discussed are insulation of
cryogenic materials, adhesives used on plastics, use of seals and
gaskets and the expulsion of cryogenic propellant in a zero gravity
environment. It is helleved that although the research being done in this
field at present appears to have llmlted applications in the aerospace











Halliger , L. Eng. Ind., J1,,. I_h7
Sealing of Anti-Fri_tion Seatings
T2 Fuer Praktische Metallbearbeltung, Vol. 60, No. &, April 1966,
pp. 207-218
Important features and properties of common shapes of protective sral_
are described and factors to consider in thelr selectlon indicated;
development of grease-charged bearings with built-ln seals for maint_nan<c -
free bearings; examples of seal combinations _hlch prov_d sati_ta<tor_
under plant conditions. In Carman.
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Hamaker, J. Eng. Ind., January l_h7
New Matertals in Mechanical Face Seals
Nat'l Conference on Fluid Po_er, Prec., Vet, 19, 1965, pp. 58-65
Fundamentals of seal operation, basic seal types, availabh and
advantages and limitations i.herent in seal's design and ,naterlal_ Of
construction are discussed; special emphasls Is given to materials
introduced in recent years; materials for secondary seals and seal rilt_s.
217
Hawkins, R.J. NSA21-h7 _(,H7
Improvements in or Relating to Seali_
To Babcock and Wilcox, Ltd., British Patent I,045,910, October 19, 196h,
Filed September II, 1964
A method is described for making nuclear reactor seals by means of which
a flow path for coolants, from the reactor core to heat exchangers , i_
formed. Ducts which provide for circulation of coolants are given a
sealing conta=t by sliding blocks of _.raphite. The blocks are bchl i_
place, agdinat movement caused by thermal expansion, by springs, pins,
or toggle arms, but may be moved vertically or horizon_ally.
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Hazard, R.E. Eng. Ind., September 1q67
Testing Seals for Aerospace
Fluid Power Int,, Vol. 32, No. 373, April 1967, pp. 38-40
New sealing technique developed in view of increasingly higher
temperatures and pressures required to work aerospace hydraulic equip-
ment; design of testing machine at British Aircraft Company at Stevrnagv,
England, for evaluating dynamic performance Of seals and to control
temperature and pressure of hydraulic fluid, fluid leakage part seal_
and piston movement; types Of seals investigated were metal, plastic
and combined metal and p1aatlc.
239
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Koehler, H. Eng. Ind., January I%67
Apparatus for Sealln_ in Plastic Formlng_chlnes
U. S. Patent 3,238,566, March 8, 1966
Seal for sealing space between two members having sheet of plastic
material interposed there between when one of the members Is moved into
engagement with sheet; continuous, seal recelvlng groove around outer
edge of one of members and yieldable sealing member mounted in groove,
sealing member being formed upwardly angled flat surface wlth projects
above upper edge of said groove, and centrally disposed, continuous
passage provided in one side _all of seal member.
224
Laurie, J. M,, Summeragill, J. Eng. Ind., March 1967
Design Specifications for H_draultc Seals
Fluid Power Int., Vol. 31, No, 368, November 1966, pp. 310-334
Information required for seal design specifications; categories con-
aidered include applicahions, fluid tO be sealed, temperature, pressltre,
relevant dime.slons, additlonal technlcal i.for_J.oQ, special, llfe,




Chemical Engineering, Vol. 74, No. S. February 27, 1967, p. 160
Carbonls unique qualities have made carbon sealing ring an indispensabl_.
part of the mechanical seal, Now, a denser, more impervious carbon Is
_ldening mechanical seal applications, and a new type of components is
reducing COSta. Carbon - because it is self-lubricatlng, resists
chemical attack excellently, withstands large and rapid temperature
change, and can be machined readily by conventional methods - [ind_ wide
application in the petroleum and petrochemical industries which handle
many gases and liquids that cannot provide the lubrication that is
necessary between moving surfaces.
226
McManus, S. P., Piken, S. Eng. Ind., J_,ly Iq67
Elastomeric Seals for Army's Lance Missile
Rubber Chem. & Technology, VeT, _$_o. _. Pt. 2, September 1966,
pp. 1233-1246
Missile propulsion system requires dynamic and static seals which must
operate under extremely severe conditions for short periods; resin-cured
chlorobutyl rubber meets requirements for low and high temperature
operation and retains properties on exposure to propellants; comparisons









Moor,, g. C., Bergqulst, L. E., Clements, P.R. Eng. Ind., July 1967
Cryogenic Low-Pressure Seal
J. Vacuum Science & Technology, Vol. 5, No. l, January-February 1967,
pp. 45-46
Cor_unicatlqn to Edlt_r descrlbes development of simple, rellable metallic
seal aluminum cr stainless steel flanges at low pressures and cryogenic
temperatures; self metal wire gasket is retained in rectangular groove
in alumlnum spaces.
228
Howers, R.g. ZAA67-31990 17 2864
Static and Dynamic Seals Used on Rocketdyne Engines
Soc. Auto. Eng. Aerospace Systems Conf., Callf., June 1967
The paper reviews typlcal sealing concepts and materials used through-
out the propellent feed systems and pneumatic and hydraulic control
systems of liquid propellent rocket engines. Emphasis is placed on the
sealing concepts utilized to compensate for extreme conditions.
229
Murray, F.S. NSA21-67 14345
Bearing and Seal H_aterials for Liquid Metal Fabrications
Mechanical Technology Inc., Latham, N.Y,, HTI-66TR66, pp. 6.3.1-26
Flame and plasma-sprayed hard coatings for bearing and seal components
of process-fluld lubricated bearing systems are evaluated. The
effectiveness of some of these coatings in protecting the surfaces
against sliding damage in inert environments has been demonstrated in a
number of practical applications. All of the test results show that
these coatings can be used effectively for liquid metal-lubricated
systems. The coatings simplify the design and fabrication of the bear-
Ins and seal components, but have the disadvantage of lack of adequate
quallty control. Necessary quality control procedures for the use of
coatings must be developed to ensure a reliable product,
230
Nau, B.S. ZAA67-27889 14-15 2324
Hdz_odynamic Lubrication in Face Seals
B.R.R.A. Int. Conf. on Fluid Seallng, 3rd, Cambridge, England, April 1967,
Paper N3, 48 pp., 54 Eels.
The literature of fundamental studies of face seals is reviewed In
detail with the emphasis on the conditions in the interface region.
Attention is concentrated o_ hydrodynamic face seals. Among the
subjects covered are the effects of surface roughness; year-rates;
leakage and Inward pumping; and film thickness measurements.
Discussion of the key mechanical dlfflculties inherent in designing
shaft bearing and seal systems for three high-speed turbine engines.
A review is made of the bearing, shaft and seal system of a family of
large turbine engines which has demonstrated its high reliability, high
efficiency, and low cost per unit of power as the thermodynamic,
material and structural component technology has been improved and as
the design power requirement has been reduced, Three dlfferent solutions
to the problems discussed are presented; two for sophisticated, efficient
engines for weapon system consideration_ and the third for a potential
Industrial, low cost, hlgh-efflcleney_ moderately heavy engine.
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Smaley, E.H. Eng. Ind., March 1967
5eallng _lth Gaskets
Machlne Design, Vol. 38, No. 25, October 27, 1966, pp, 171-187
Design guide presented sbo_n best practices for creating seal in
gasketed Joints and insuring seals longevity; two sets of parameters
are surveyed, those that create seal and those that affect life in
service, e.g., flange movement; gaskets considered are cork composition,
cork and rubber asbestos fiber and rubber cellulo_e fiber a_d rubber,
or rubber above; flat and grooved - face types of flanges are discussed,
236
Stair, W. g., gale, R.B. IAA67-22706 10-15 1659
The Turbulent V_gc 9 Sea_l - Theory and Experlment
B.R.R.A. InC. Conf. on Fluid Sealing, 3rd, Cambridge, England, April
1967, Paper #2, 32 pp., 12 Rein.
Experimental evaluation of the laminar viscosial for a number of seal
geometrlcs has shown that the Boon and Talts analysis is in better
agreement with experiment than any other analytical approach available.
It has been observed further that the seal performance improved and
became dependent upon Rey_oldJs number as turbulent conditions were
encountered.
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Stair, w.R. IAA67-15356 04-15 0630
Effect of Groove Ceo_etr_ on Viscoseal Performance
ASHE Winter Annual Meeting and Energy Systems Exposition, New York,
N.Y., November 27-December I, 1966, Paper 66-WA/FE 28, 8 pp._ 19 gels.
An experimental investigation of the effect of groove geometry on the
performance of the grooved-shaft viscoseal ts being conducted. Using
distilled water as the sealed fluid, the concentric and eccentric
performance of ten seals has been determined under laminar and
turbulent conditions. An approximate method is devised to predict the
empirical factors in the turbulent sealing equation. The findings revea_
that the optimm_ seal geometry for laminar operation is not optimum for
turbulent operations. The seal eccentricity has slight effect on
performance, and the phenomenon of air injection my present a major









Paxton, S.R. Eng. Ind.. Drtembrr l'_h;
Carbon and Craphite Materials for Seals Bcarin_s, and Bruslle_
Electrochem Technolc'&y, Vol. 5, No. %6, May-lun, IqG7, i_p. _7_-8. _
Developments of past ten years in carbon and grapl, it_, ,l_tcrl;ll_ for
seals, bearings, and electric ._tor 1,rushes arc bri_,fly revl.,_,,d;
properties of wide range of current|y available matertal_ arc _,_mpar_.,_,
and variety of applicatl,_s arc described indicating type _f carb_*n (,r
graphite which has been f_n_t _,_itablc fer ca_t_; bibliography ol r_'_t
literature is included. 242 Refs.
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Ruhl, F, F., Wendt, A. B., Dalenberg, P. N.
A New Approach to Face Type Sealing
Lubrication Eng. 23(6), pp. 2_1-244, 1967, England
_ne following 17 ra_Jor factors affect face type seal wear: design,
materials, speeds, temperatures, pressure, alignment, lubrication or
lack of it, cooling, mechanical forces, chemical potential, abrasivt"
foreign n_terlal, care in assembly, the medium being sealed, secondary
mechanical factors, secondary chemical factors, pnsstble electri, al
effects, and the interactions of all factors. These factors art
appraised in relation to each other and in relation to the ov('rall
problem.
233
Schnetzer, E. NSAJI-b7 14351
Alkal_ Hera1 Bearing and Seal Develg_ment at Space Po_er and Propulsion
General Electric Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, Space Power and Propulsion
Section, RTI-66TR66, pp. 6.2,1-46, Includes Appendices A througb E
Three major programs associated with the development of Rankine cycle
po_er conversion technology for space applications were undertaken;
lo_ viscosity bearing stability investigation, developraent of dynamic
seals, and preparations for a liquid metal bearing test, simulating tbr
conditions of a gpace generator. All programs were supported by a
corresponding analytical effort, presently geared towards predicting
bearing-rotor response, gxperimentaI results are expected in 1966 and
1967. Screu seals, rotating channel and slinger squeeze seals were
investigated in t_,e dynamic seal program. Interface instability was
identified as one of the major problems. It was re_olved for the
case of the slinger squeeze seal, _htch _ss successfully tested In
potassium.
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Shevckenka, R.P. ZAA67-22537 09-28 1560
Shafts Bearing and Seal Systems for a Small Engine
Society of Automotlve Engineers, Automotive Engineering Congress,
Detroit, Mich., January 9-13, 1967, Paper 670064, I0 pp.
243
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Ward, J.R. Eng. Ind., June 1967
Piston Seal Development for Oil-Free Compressors
Naval gngrs. J., Vol. 78, No. 6, December 1966, pp. 995-I002
Report of experimental _ork at U. S. Navy Harine Engineering Laboratory
leadlng to design of nonlubrdeated seal for air compressors intended
for shipboard use, which successfully operated 1500 hrs. at discharge
pressure of 4500 psi; seal consisted of sleeve made cf 25_ glass-filled
I_E and follower made of polylmlde material; long term operation
occured in chromium-plated cylinder bore; in later evaluations, follower
material was charged to metal impregnated carbon-graphite,
239
Waail, T. J., McCleary, G. P.
Sealing Corrosive Materials
Lubrication Engineering, Vol. 23, No. 6, June 1967, pp. 234-240
This paper discussed tungsten carbide, tungsten titanium carbide,
and titanium carbide a_ applied to axial mechanical sealing materials
for sealing corrosive fluids. It states that the corrosive resistance
of the carbides is dependent mainly upon the compatibility of the
corrosive r_dia with the carbide binder material. The tungsten carbide
grains are inert to most corrosive fluids. The general mechanism of
the carbide corrosion Is explained. Galvanic corrosion, concentration
cell corrosion, erosion corrosion, direct chemlcal attack and oxidation
are discussed in detail.
24O
Zuck, J.t Strum, T. N., Ludwig, L. P., Johnson, R. L., IAA67-28797 14-1_
2327
Convective Iqert_a and Gas In_estion Effec_ on Flow Re,ames of the
Vlscoleal - Theory .and Experiment
ASLE, Annual Meeting, 22nd_ Toronto, Nay 1957, Paper, 61 pp., 39 Refs.
An experimental and visual investigation of the viscoseal operating
regions was conducted. Importance of convective inertia forces and
changes in the functional relations between _r_ables in the super
laminar flo_ regxme are discussed. Correlat_ n between _odlfied
















Adams, M. L. and Colsher, R. J.
_sis of Self-Energized Hydrostatic Shaft Seals
Paper No. FICFS-38, May 1969
An analysis of a self-energlzed hydrostatic shaft seal operating wlth in-
compressible fluid in the laminar regime iS presented. Dimensionless re-
sults are optimized for maximum stiffness. Comparisons are made between
full annulus and sectored annulus recess conflguratlons. It is shown that
translational and torsional stiffnesses are critically dependent upon ori-
fice size.
Supp. 242
Allen, C. M. and W. G. Rieder
Performance of a Modlfled Packed-Gland Seal
ASME Paper No. 67-WA/Lub-5, Winter Annual Meeting, Nov. 1967
An experimental lnvestlgation of the mechanics of hydrodynamic lubrication
and heat generation and dissipation of packed-gland rotary shaft seals was
performed on a somewhat novel deslgn. The deslgn differs from conventlonal





Third International Conference on Fluid Sealing, April 1967, Paper D2
The limitations Of scroll seals and split rubber seals without spring loading
are discussed in relation to motor vehicles. Consideration is given to the
design requirements of crankshaft wear bearing seals and other sources of
apparent rear end ell leakage are reviewed. An account of the development
of satisfactory sealing devices is given, a spring load llp seal is found to
meet the exacting requirements of a crankshaft rear bearing seal.
Supp. 244
Anderson, H. H.
Self-Seal for Ver ry.H_ Pressures
ASME Paper No. 67-WA/PVP-5, November 12-17, 1967
New closure embodies end plate within cylinder held captive and leakproof by
endless metal ring partly within groove in cylinder bore and partly engaging
plate; ring, which at first sight cannot enter cylinder bore, is ineerted by
ovalllng within its elastic limit; single ring has held 16,000 psi, and, aided
by segmental shear ring, can hold up to too,n00 pal.
Supp. 245
Anne, J. N.; Walowit, J. A.; and Allen, C. M.
Microasperlty Lubrlcatlon
Third International Conference on Fluid Sealing, April 1967, Paper No. E2
Large load-supporting capability has been observed betn_een parallel surfaces
of a rotary-shaft face-seal when one of the surfaces contalna mlcroasperltles
in the form of circular cylinders with 12 x I0 "3 inch diameter and lO0-microineh
height, coverlng about one-third of the surface. A CheL_ry is present*J in
which the load support is attributed to small tltcs on the tops of the
asperities.
Supp. 246
Anno, J. N.; Walowit, J. A.; and Allen, C. M.
Load Support and Leakage from Microasper_-Lubricated Face Seals i
Paper No. FICFS-21, May 1967
Observations of load support from various shapes of mieroasperlti_s pl.lc_'d
on the surface of a rotary-shaft face seal indicate that all are compar_,bh
in this respect and generally follow the theory developed previously for
cyllndrical asperities. Both positive and negative asperities produc_ _ similar
load support.
Supp. 247






New A_"l'MWork on Gaskets, Seals pnd Sealant_
Materials Research and Standards, Vol. S, February 1968, P. 36-7
Gasket and seal requirements are steadily becoming more severe as higher
loads, exotic fluids, more attention to emissions and longer warranths
press on performance. AS the difficulty of maintaining the seal under nc_w
conditions increases, the education of the deelgner and fabricator becomes
more important. Five ASTM committees serve as national forums for ga skein,
seals, and sealants, thelrmeasurement and performance.
Supp. 249
Anon.
Oil/Seal Compatlbillty Test Method
Rubber J v 150 n 9 September 1968
Method of ensurlng compatibility of mineral hydraulic oils in hydraulic
equipment with commercially produced nlCrile rubber seals; percentage vol-
umetrie change of chls rubber in oil constitutes A_EMNitrile Seal Compatlbl-
llty Index of oil.
Supp. 250
Ashworth, T.; Bunting, J.; and Smith, S.
Cryo_enlc Lead Seal_
Cryogenics Vol. 3, June 1968, P. 167
Electrical leads-through are a necessary evll in every cryostat in which a
vacuum space is used to provide thermal insulation. It is concluded after
testing, that the bonded lead seal is applicable to systems in which small
d. c. signals are to be measured and in which the leads themselves have to









Anion, M. W.; Fletcher, W.; and Morrell, S. H.
Sealln_ Force of Rubber Seals and Its Measurement
Paper No. FICFS-7, May 1969
The behaviour of rubber seals depends on the sealing force exerted by the
compressed rubber under service conditions. When the temperature is In-
creasing, the sealing force can be predicted approximately from the Gough-
Joule effect and the expansion of the rubber relative to the metal houe-
ing. Descriptions are given of three pieces of apparatus for measuring
sealing force.
Supp. 252
Austin, R. M. and Fisher, M. J.
A Hydrostatic Sea_ for Bo_ler Feed Pumps
Second International Conference on Fluid Sealing, April 1964, Paper No. E4
This paper is concerned with the design of a hydrostatic seal for holler
feed pump applications. A small test seal was operated satisfactorily
under some conditions and pressure losses in the seal recesses were found
to have a marked effect.
Supp. 253
Bailey, B. J. and Rellner, K.
A Static High Pressure Low Temperature Sea_
J. Sc[. lnstrum., Vol. 44, November 1967, P. 962
A method of producing a demountable seal between a =hln walled tube and
a pressure vessel i_ described which will contain pressures between .l
tort and 500 gf cm -_ over the temperature range 90-300 .
Supp. 254
Balakrishnan, K., and Kar, S.
A Theoretical and Experimental _nvestlgatlon of Mechanical Sea]
Paper No. FICFS-17, May 1969
The leakage through a mechanical seal under full-film conditions in the
seal gap is predicted by a theoretical equation developed from the basic
equations of fluid mechanics. Experiments were conducted to compare the
leakage rate predicted using different seal material combinations. The
deslgned seal performance were found to be satisfactory with very small
leakage rates for all comblnatlons.
Supp. 255
Balfe, M. P.; Gill, G. E.; Harrison, J. M.; and Roper, K. M.
Leather as a geal_n_ Medium
Second Internatlonal Conference on Fluid geallng, April 1964, Paper No. B5
The physical structure and chemical composition of leather are summarized.
A description of the manufacture of sealing elements from leather is given.




Baron, M. W. and Entlng, J.
The Development of a Flexible Seal for Reclprocatin_.Mot_ons
Third InterRatlonal Conference on Fluid Sealing, April 1967, Paper No. C3
Durlng the development of a piston engine for generating cryogenic cold_
wherein a gas space which should remain absolutely oilfree and a crankcase
which must be sealed gastlght from the gas space, it seems that the current
seallngs for reciprocating rods did not satisfy with the high rod velocitles
occurring with thls engine. The prlnclpal imperfections of these sealfngs
were: limited llfe, gas leaking and some ell transport from the crankcase
t0 the gas space.
Supp. 257
Batoh, B. A. and Inyp E. H.
Pressure Generation in Radial-Face $ea_s
Second International Conference on Fluid Sealing, April 1964, Paper No. F4
Measurements of the thickness and pressure of the fluid film between the
faces of a radial-face mechanical seal have revealed a twice shaft speed
fluctuation in both thickness and pressure, the pressure increased as the
gap decreased and vice-versa, indicating the hydrodynamic lubrlcatlon con-
ditions existed within the film.
Supp. 258
Beerbower, A. and Dickey, J. R.
Advanced Methods for Pred_ctin_ Elaetomer/Fluids Interactions
A. S. M. E. and A, S. L. E. Lubrication Conference, October 8-I0, 1968
ASLE Paper 68 LC-21
The method of predicting seal swell previously reported by this laboratory
has been extended tO include three-dlmenslonal solubility parameter con-
cepts. Techniques for analysis and calculation of the partial solubility
parameters in consistent dimensions have been formulated for pure llquids,
binary mixtures of known composition, and multicomponent mlxtures of un-
known ingredients.
Supp. 259
Berens, A. S. and Van Deven, D. E.
_ow Temperature Evaluation of Rear Axle Seals
ASME Paper No. 67-WA/Lub-22, Winter Annual Meeting, November 1967
Tests are described for observing the effects of low temperatures on the
operation of automobile rear axle seals. Results showed increased wear
on both seal and shaft is likely tO occur at Io_ temperatures and this




Survey of the Theor_ of Mechanical Face Seals
A,S.L.E. Lubrication Engineering, Vol. 24, October 1968
A brief review is presented of various theories and approaches that have
been followed seeking to explain the functioning of face seals, and improve
248 249
theiroperation. The known, essential characteristics of a radial face seal
are s_rlzed. The performance and inherent limitations of a seal are dis-
cussed in terms of the axlal forces on the seal feces and the character of
the h_bricatlon between the mating faces.
Supp. 261
Van Reukering, H. C. J., and van der As, H. H. M.
A Rollins Diaphragm Sea! for Hiah Pressures
Third Tnternational Conference on Fluid Sealing, April 1967, Paper No. C4
The oil-supported rolling diaphragm provides a hermetic seal for rods and
pistons end le suitable for very high fluctuating pressures and veryhigh
speeds. Research into various types of rubber for the diaphragm has led
to the use of a special polyurethane elastomer with • previously unheard-
of life provided that the correct conditions, such as d_nensionsj pressure
difference and type of oil, are carefully selected.
Supp. 262
Bertoutlle, R.
BOOt Seal Technology Boom
Rubber World v 157, November 1967
Evolution of protective seals in form of rubber products for automotlv•
suspension and steerlng systems and verlously called dust covers, sliding
covers, shields, or boot se•Is; materiel requlre_ents to manufacture boot
seals range from 5 to 5.5 million lb of rubber-nearly all neopren_ seal
design, materials end typical configurations described and illustrated.
Supp. 263
Billet, A. B.
Hydraulic SeallnK in Space Environments
Second International Conference on Fluid Sealing, April 1964, Paper Ho. C2
A number of new sealing configurations have been developed or are presently
under development. These include modifications to carbon face seals to in-
clude a wedge type secondary seal. This development also includes extending
the temperature ranges Of previously used seals.
Supp. 264
Hillington, I. J.
Experimental AsseSSment of the Validity of Pressure Keasurement# _H t he
Fiuld Film Between Seal Faces
Second Internatlonal Conference on Fluid Se•lfng, April 1964, Paper No. F3
The feasibility of measuring static pressures in the thin fluid films ben
Uween the faces of rotary contact seals has been assessed experimentally
with the use of large scale models. The investigation has been conducted
using static pressure taps whose dl•_ters ranged from 0.5 to 64 times the
thickness of the fluid film.
Supp. 265
Billington, I. J. and Fitz$1mmons
The Sprln_ Supported Hydrostatic Seal
68-WA/Lub-9
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suits of the tests substantiated the use of the purely viscous fl_
relations in predicting the performance.
Supp. 270
Brewer, D.
Shaft Seals _n Medium Pressure _ow Cost F_uld Power PU_S
Third International Conference on Fluid Sealing, April 1987, Paper C2
Medium pressure fluid power circuits are widespread In industry today
and e shaft seal leek can vary in effect from inconspicuous tO disastrous.
Within n price bracket appropriate to the market, various solutions are
descrlhed. There are indicated practical operating limlts which have
been based on field operating data from production units.
Supp. 271
Brindle, B.
A Seal UserWs Experience of P_uld Sealing
Yhlrd International Conference on Fluid Sealing, April 1967, Paper D5
The subject of fluid sealing is wide and seals can be temperamental. [n
order to cover this in some depth within the tlme •vaLlable, this paper
has been restricted to two diverse automobile engine applicetiona: •)
Crankshaft o11 sealing end b) Water pump coolant sealing.
Supp. 272
Brink, R.; Brady, J.; Daly, R.; and Rasonussen, W.
Seal Technology Assures Reliability
ASME Paper No. 67-WA/Lub-13
_ls _aper portrays the development steps necessary to bring a llne of ell
seals fr_ an idea to the market place. Emphasized are the desIsn con-
siderations, the test methods employed to verify the design par_et•rs,




Oil Seal quality Control - Important or In_eratlve
ASHE Paper No. 67-WA/Lub-12
In 1957, a research pr0Eram w•s initiated Pot the study of radial l_p
seals. Results of this Study indicated that there was • lack of seal
technolosy concernln S the seal lip characteristics. From a program of
planned experimentation, there emerged a series of controls which resulted
in vastly improved seals being available for assen_bly end •n inherent
reduction in the sealing problem.
Supp. 27&
Burton, R. A.
A_nExperiment•l S_udy of Turbulent Flow ip a Spiral-Cr99ye Con fi_/ation
A.S.M.E., November 12-17, 1967, Paper 67-WA/Lub-3
Pressure and veloclty data are given for _easurements in • large-scale
experlmental apparatus, designed tO act aa a model of a splral-groove ton-
252
The performance of controlled leakage shaft seals ts critically dependent,
particularly at high pressure, upon the ability to achieve and maintain the
correct clearances between stationary and rotatinE members. A concept in
which both members of a seal can float, isolated from the backup structure,
is described; theoretical performance is discussed; experimental verification
of the performance of such a seal is presented and provides good correlation
with the theory
Supp. "266
gJerklie, J. W.; Cheng, H. S.; Wtlcoek, D. F.; Ludwig. L.; and Townsend, D.
..Cq.E[_LJ_rationa fQr Gas Turbine Compressor End Seals
A.S.L.E., May 1968, Preprlnt 68 AM 4B-4
Kodern high performance multistage axial flow compressors have several air
leakage paths which reduce compressor performance. The most significant
leakage occurs past the labyrinth seal at the high pressure end of th•
compressor. Since it was estiamted that this leakage reduced the compressor
efficiency by I_, a project was undertaken to develop low-leakage-rate non-
contact seals which would reduce compressor end-seal leakage by an order
of magnitude. A large number of seal concepts and ideas were examined for
suitability. Each concept was evaluated on the basis of leakage rate,




The Develo_me,t_ Tesglr_ of Blastomeric Materials for Fluid Sealln S
Second International Conference on Yluld Sealing, April 1964, Paper HI
The sIsnlflcanee of laboratory test methods now cc_monly applied to elas-
tomerlc materials is discussed in relation to service performance. Hard-
mess, elastlc recovery properties, heat resistance and liquid absorption
are among the most important and experimemtal results ere given tO il-
lustrate the effect of the various factors involved.
Supp. 268
Boucher, R. F., and McVeigh, J. C.
S_ Experiments on the Reiner Centripetal Effect in Air
Second International Conference on Fluid Sealing, April 196&, Paper FI
Re iner discovered that a positive excess pressure existed between two
flat coaxial discs when they were very close together and one of them
rotated. Experiments with both steel and perspex discs were carried out




Experimental Study of _la_¢e Co_dltions. Leakage Rates. and Pressure
Profiles for Stationary Radial-Faqe See_
Second International Conference on Fluid Sealing, April 1964, Paper F2
% llmlted experimental study has been made of the erformanee of atati0nary
radlal-face seals operating in the purely VISCOUS _Iow regime. The re-
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figuration operatit_ at turbulent Reynolds numbers, and using air as a
working fluid. The results predict that inertial effects st the steps in
film thickness will exert a dominant influence on flows in machine elements
made in geometric similitude to the model.
Supp. 275
Cart, J. J.
P_¢ess Control and TestLnJ_ of E]a_tomer apd g_aatome_c C_e_oosltions
AS_ Paper No. 67-WA/Lub-IO, Winter Annual Meeting, November 1967
The paper presents a discussion of test equipment and procedures used to
control ra_poly_rs and compounded rubber|. The data obtained during
sampling stages and Its value and subsequent application to moaItorlng
production lots of elastomeric materiaIs are presented.
Supp. 276
Chabosean, Jacques
Ga_earlngs aHd Rotatln_ Seals
Ninth Hydraulic Conference, Paris, June 1966 (in,reach)
Consideration of the problems of gas bearings and of tight seals for
rotating machines which bundle gases of various t_es. Several types
of seals and gaskets are described and illustrative diagrams are pre-
sented. Attention is given to the development of gaskets.
Supp. 277
Cheng, E. S.; Chow, C. Y.; and Castelli, V.
Performance Characteristics of Spiral-Groove apd Sh¢ouded _aylelKh Ste_ "
Profiles for RIKh-Speed Non-Contactin& Ca_ S_a_S
A.S.H.E._ Lubrication Symposium, June 1968, Paper 68-LubS-38
Current methods in gas lubrication were used to analyze the gas-film
characterlstlcs in a hl_h-speed, face-type gas seal. Detailed analyses
are presented for two different surface geometries, the spiral-grove-
orifice seal and the shrouded Rayleigh step seal. The performance of a
spiral-groove seal without the orifices is treated, considering the
difference in performance when the grooves are located at the high
pressure, low pressure, or both sides.
Supp. 278
Cherts, H. S.; Chow, C. Y.; and Wtlcock, D. P.
Behavior of Hydrostatic and Hydrodynamic Bopcontactlng Fsce Seal!
A.S.M.E. m November 12-17, 1967, Paper 67-WA/Lub-19
The pressure generation and static stability of face-type seats are di|-
cussed, and an expression is developed to estimate the effectiveness of
hydrodynamle action in these seals. Some dnal&n data are presented for
the hydrostatic step seal, hydrostatic-orifice compensated seal, hybrid
spiral-groove seal, and the shrouded Eayleigh step seal. The seal ring


























Cheng, B. S, and Snapp, R. 5.
A Study of the Redial Film and Pressure Oistr_but_oq of High Pressure
Face Seals
Third International Conference on Fluid Sealing, ApriI 1967, Paper E3
This paper presents a dotailed study of the interaction between t_,_ elastic
deformation of the seal surface and the hydostatic pressure in a typi:=l,
high pressure face seal for marine applicatlons. In the analysis presented,
the elastlcity eq_atlons are _sed to calculate the local deformation and
the ring and the face ring. Results are shown for several typical face
seals for marine applications.
Supp. 280
Chlang, T. and Cheng, H. S.
An Analysis of Fl<xib[e Seal Rin_ Vihration_
ASLE Transactions. Vat. II, July 1968
Vibration Of the seal rlng induced by the axial pulsation, wobbling, and
initial distortion of the rotor surfaces in a face-seal assembly consisting
of a seal ring and a carrier is analyzed. The analyses are divided inca
two pares - _ rigid body analysis dealing with vlbrations due to the axial
pulsaclon and wobbling and an elasti_ ring •na[ysis dealing with vlbratio_
induced by the initial surface waviness of the rotor. Result, are obtai,ed
in terms of natural frequencies and influence coefficients characterizlag
the response of the seal ring to the rotor motlos.
Supp. 2Bl
Cieslik, W. J.
A Eeliu_ Faee Seal Application I_ a Liquld OxyKe_,
Faper No. FICFS-24, May 1969
The object of the work discussed in this paper was to develop a reliable
helium gas shaft seal for use in an electric motor-driven, liquld oxygen
pump on a space vehicle. The development effort covered tests on two
basically different face seal designs, one with an attached carbon face
and the other with a floating lap-fltted carbon face.
Supp. 282
clarke, N. W. B.
Rubber Sealing Rings tn Flexible Joints for Unde_KTound Pipellne_
Use of Rubber in Engineering-Proc Conference, London, 1966
Rigid pipe lines require flexible Joints in order to withstand forces imposed
on them; such Joints must permit angular and axial movement to take place;
they must also be leakprool; rubber sealing ring ia effective device for
achieving these requirements; design and installation problems are described.
SUpp. 2S3
Cnops, R. F.
The Friction of Elastomer Seals
Second International Conference on Fluid Sealing, April 1964, Paper B7 _
The experimental investigation of the friction of a COp seal shows the
peculiar behaviour of elastomer seals under dynamic conditions. The
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to the seal face to provide a vlscou8 shear force that opposes leakage of
the fluid film. Optimized design of the "gellxseal" can assure zero
leakage tn automotive seal' applications.
Supp. 289
Donald, M. g. and Morris, C.
Effect of Flange Design on Gasket Performance In Narrow-Face Bolted
Joint__.__s
Second _ntere_ational Conference on Fluid Se•llng, April 1964, Paper A4
Photoelastlc and other experiments were undertaken on • flange assembly.
The stress and strain were fixed in the assembled Joint and measured after
it was dismantled. The following other paTameters _ere examined: the
outer diameter of the gasket, total bolt load_ number of bolts used, end
internal fluid pressure.
Supp. 290
Dondonor, N. T.: et el.
[sobret._ Prom. Obraztsy, 19gg, &5(iS)
Seals are manufactured from asbestos fiber, a suspension of Fluoroplagt
4D and antlfrictlon additives. Annular seals are formed by suh_ectin_
the woven packing to a pressure of 180-220 Kg/cm 2 for 20-60 see st 25 ",
Eupp. 291
Dawson, D. and Swales, P. D.
An Elastohyd_od__mic Approach to the Problem of the _Leciproeatlng Seal
Third International Conference on Fluid geallns, Aprll 1967, Paper P3
The results of a theoretical [nveatlgation of a luhrlcated contact between
a rigid surface and a soft materlal are presented, and compared with those
of other workers. A surprising conclusion is the extremely small inltlal
preload or tnip_ which is theoretically required tO inltlate the sealing
function. Preliminary experimental work suggests that it may be necessary
to consider local elastohydrodynamic effects at inlet and outlet in ad-
dition to the overall elastic effect to explain the chaFacterlstlcs of
practical seals.
Supp. 292
Do_aon, D. and Ewales, F. D.
The D_velopment of Elastohydrodynamlc Cond_tlons in a Reclprocating Seal
Paper No. FICFS-I, May 1969
Attempts to determlne experimentally the working eondltlons at the sealing
face of a reciprocating seal have always been hampered by the difficulty
Of controlling adequately the experimental conditions. In this paper a
rotatlng disc machine is described which simulates the action of a re-
ciprocating seal undergoing an lnflnitely long stroke, under stead_ con-
ditions. Some results have been obtained for seals of practleal shapes
which have surprising features, but in general conform qualitatively to
practlcal observations of seal behaviour.
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interpretation of the results is based on the investigation of the scat
under static and dynamic conditions,
Supp. 284
Cook, D. V. and Cuerreri, B. C.
Deflection in Casketed Joints
Machine Design, Vo[. &0_ March l&_ 19681 p. 149-150
Development of special equations whlch relate gasket compression mid way
between fasteners, where compression is s minimum, to the n_lximum com-
pression at the fasteners, The only values required to apply these
equations are the mooent of inertia, the modulus of elasticity of the
gasketed members, and the gasket compression curve.
Supp. 285
Coopey, W.
Fresh Look a_ Sprin_loaded Packin_
Chem. Eng. r. 74, November 6, 1967
Spring loaded _cklnghss received increasing a ttentlon from sea] InK
manufactures and chemical processors, because of its inherent advantages
over comvention•l Isntern_ized stuffing bo_in eliminating lea kage and
need for mmnusl adjustment.
Supp. 286
Csernatony, L. and Crawley, D.
The Practlca_ AppllcJtlon of Vlton "A" Seals in a R_
Vacuum, Vol. 17, October 1967, p. 551
These findings indicate hcea Viton elastomers may be used tO best ad-




Dynamle Seal Technology-Trends.and Develd_
Mech. Eng. v 90 n 3, 4, 5, March 1968 April May Pt l
Survey of dymtmlc seals covers mechanlcsl (face or sleeve), floating
(face Or sleeve), labyrinth (face or sleeve), vIsco or screw, centrifugal
or slinger, and combination of any of these. Pt 2. Developments in dynamic
seals for advanced air-brsathlng propulsion systems; design, advantages,
and limitations of oriflce-eo_ensated hydrostatic floating-face seals
and self-sItgning hydrodynamic seals. PC 3. For Rankine-type turbu_l-
tern_tor, centrifugal seal has been developed.
gupp. 288
Begs, R_bert L.
Zero Lea_a_e : Results of An Advanced Lip Seal Technology
Third International Conference on Fluid Sealing, April 1967, Paper DI
The advent of the "Rellxseal"_ a type of hydrodynamic sealing element,
to the autOmOtive industry has provided a me•ha for greatly reduc ing
existing warranties with very little increase in production cost. The
"Hellxseal" iS based upon hydrodyrutmlc principles which allow the generation




Contact E_sg_clty of Seal Elaptomers
_ Paper No. 67-WA/Lub-9, Winter Annual Meeting, _ovember 1967
The calculation of Young's modulus of an elastor_r is based on the optical
measurement of the contact between a transparent spherical Indenter and
the elasComer. A cr_tlcal comparison of £hi$ method is made with con-
ventlona_ hardness tests. Experlmental results are presented,
Supp. 294
_utow_ki, R. C.
_ertzlan Contact and Adhesion of E_aatomers
Paper No. FICFS-5, May 1969
The contact of a hard sphere with a flat elastomer iS examined both
• nalytically Ind experi_antally when adheslve stresses are present, Use
of a transparent spherical indenter enables continuous measurement o[ con-
tact size while the samples are pulled apart. During separation, while
the contact size decrease_ and the tensile annulus becomes a larger per-
centage oP the total contact, the iverage tens fle stress remains constant.
Bupp. 295
Dukes, W. A.; Rryant, R. W.; •,d Long, ft. V. (Mrs.)
Commercial geal•_t_ for Parallel Threaded Joints
Second InternatLorml Conference on Fluid Sealing, April 1964, Paper A3
Part I - _emDorer_ ee@_e: _sirahle prcpertles are formulated and dlao"
cussed, and the relatlvs efficiency Of the _tterlals In sealing psrallel-
threaded Joints iS assessed.
Part 2 - Permanent seals: The materlala were tested in a series of seal-
lng trials of increasing stringency. The proposed perforr_¢e specification
is critically examined in the light of the results obtained,
Supp. 296
Ehrich. F.
Aeroelastl¢ lnstabilLtv in LabYrlnth Seal_
AS_, March 1968, Paper bS-GT-32
Study of the st•bllity prohlem associated with labyrinth seals in high-power.
high-speed rotating machinery. A model is defined in which • pressure per-
turhation in the inter.el volume of the seal between the high-pressure a,d
low-pressure teeth can cause an elasttc rotation of the seal rotor or starer
element about • virtual pivot point located on the hlgh-preHur_ o_ low-
pressure side of the seal. A stability parameter iS then derived in terms
of the high-Fr_esure and low-pre_sure tooth clearances, the supply F_essxre
Co the seal, the seal width and height, and two parameters indicative of
the elastic properties of the seal-its stiffness to radial motion and the
location of its virtual pivot point.
Supp. 297
Elsworth, L.; Holland, L.; and Laurenson, L.
Bakab_e Vacuum SealsUslng Aluminium Wire Casketa




Materials and techniques used to provide vacuum seals for bakable ultra
high vacuum plant are discussed. After a review of work In this field the
bakable seals developed by the writers are considered. These were made
from aluminium wire gaskets clamped between plain stainless steel flanges.
Such seals remain leak tight during and after repeated baking to temperatures
up to 450°C providing the gasket either becomes bonded to the glanges or is
under constant compression, during and after yield.
Supp. 298
Eudes, el. el.
E|astomer Seals for Hi_h-Pressure Carbon Dioxide
Nucl. Eng. 1968, 13(146)
Sealing problem5 encountered on the _ reactor had led to the search for
an elastomer compatible withOO2 under high pressure. A silicone-ethylene




Aircraft Engineering, November 1967
Note on the possible uses of rubber moldings as static, dynamic, and general
seals and as mountings and hoses in the hydraulic, fuel, and air systeml
of aircraft. The physical and technical properties of a group of nine
elastomer types are given.
Supp. 300
Ewbank, W. J.
Dyrbamlc Seals - A Revte_ of the Recent Literature
ASH_, November 12-17, 1957, Paper 67-WA/Lub-24
Revlev and discussion of all the significant papers printed since [952 on
rotary shaft seals, both of the flat face and of the circumferential type.
Discrepancles between reported results are pointed out where noted, and
suggestions are made for needed future experi_ntai work.
Supp. 301
Findlay, J. A.
Cavitation inHechanical Face Seals
AgHE, November l2-17, 1967, Paper 67-WA/Lub-20
The characteristics of mechanical face seals operating with hydrodynamic
filras containing gas cavities were studied. Solutions to Reynolds I equation
for hydrodyr_amic lubrication were obtained using both the short bearing
approximation and numberical Iteratlve methods. These two methods of sol-
utlon satisfy continuity of flow throughout the seal film. Leakage rates
and seal hydrodynamic loads were calculated.
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The operating conditions _ade it necessary to devise a seal configuration
which automatically maintained full film lubrication. This was achieved
by balancing of all the forces acting on the stationary ring in such
a manner that the seal gap is a function of the degree of balance.
Supp. 307
Colubiev, A. L
On _he _xlstence of a Hydrodynamlc T_Im _n Mechanlcal Seals
Third International Conference on Fluid Sealing, April 1967, Paper El
The motion of a layer of liquid in the mechanical seal clearance is con-
sidered by using the equations of hydrodynamics and heat transfer. The
hydrodynamic force appearing in the layer is explained by local thermal
deformations of one of the _alls of the friction couple.
Supp. 308
Colubiev, A. I.
The Development ofa Three-Stage Screw-Type Labyrinth Seal
Paper No. FIC_S-35, Kay 1969
An hydraulic theory was applied to the design of a three-stage screw-type
labyrinth seal. The theoretical data were compared with experimental ones.
The experiments confirmed the possibility of using such seals for the shafts
rotating at high speeds.
Supp. 309
Crelner, H.
Mechanical Sea_$ in MarLn_ I_dustry
Lubrication Eng., V. 23 n. 6 June 1967
Current trends in ship automation create a gro_fng requirement for mechao-
ieal seals on all rotating machinery. The range of applications to engine
roam atLxilllarles, cargo handling and maln propulsion machinery introduces
problems in corrosion and abrasion resistancep reliahillty 3 maintenance
and service. Factors and current practices are discussed wlgh respect to
seal selection and application engineering.
Supp. 310
Greiner, H. F.
DesiRn and Teat of An Unloadln 8 Gas Barrier Face Seal
Paper No. FICFS-26, Hay 1969
The gas barrier seal design discussed here employs a gas harrier system
which will produce a varying unit loading on the conventional contact faces
of a face seal. Discussion of geometric stability and an analysis of test
respite against theoretical flow yields some further i_ight into design
requirements and variables affecting face seal performance.
Supp. 311
Halt, P. W.
_Appllcation of Polylmlde to Ultrahi_h Vacuum Seal s
Vacuum, Vol. 17, October 1967, p. 547-50
Until the present time, the only satlsfactory seals that have been demon-




Ir_rd Pu_ing in Machancia_ Fa_e Sea_
ASHE, Paper 68-Lub-2, October 8-10, 1968
Hydrodynamic characteristics which produce inward pumping in mechanltal
face seals are studied; solutions to Reynolds' equation for hydrodynamic
lubrication are obtained using both short-besrin 8 approxiatstion and numer-
ical iterative methods; it is found chat pu_tng in face seals results
from combined radial eccentricity and mlsallgnment, or one circumferential
surface wave; experimental results confirm theory. 18 refs.
Supp. 303
Findlay, J. A.
Measurement_ of Leakage in Mechanical Face Seals
Paper No. FIC_g-i_p Hay 19_§
The characteristics of _chanlcal face seals operating with hydrodynamic
films were studied experimentally and analytlcally. Experimental and
theoretical results are given shc_lng the effects of gas cavities in the
film and Inward pumping. Experimental results are also given for the two
fluid case_ i.e., where the seal separates tWO different fluids; and for
the case where inertia effects are important.
Supp. 304
Plsher. C. F., Jr. and Stair m W. K.
On Cas Ingestion and Fluid Inertia Effects in VLscoseals
Paper No. FZCFS-31, May 1969
A study of the stabillty of a dynamic gas-liquld interface between rotating
cylinders was initiated to provide a heater understanding of the mechantsm
of gas ingestion in viscoseals. Results of the study _uggest that an ac-
celeration of a portion of the interface toward the more dense fluid and/
or a velocity of a portion of the interface toward the more viscous fluid
are factors which cause a break to occur In an interface,
Supp. 305
Cordner, J. F.
Combined Hydros_t_ca_d._y_rodynamlc Principles Applied tO Non-Contgc_ing
Face Seals
Paper No. PICTS-36, May, 1969
This paper deals with a combined method of achieving non-contacting seal
operation. A curved face gap seal for use _Ith gas, operating solely on
hydrostatic principles. Tne gap ls maintained when pressure is applied to
the seal. For thll reason i minimum pressure r_Jst exist when the seal is
operated.
Supp. 306
Goldway, E. and Bounds, R. S.
Hydrostatlc Seals for Water Turbine Shaft_
Second International Conference on Fluid Sealing, April 1968, Paper g3
A seal suitable for use on large diimeter water turbine has been developed,
25S
are those with metal gasket materials. This article describes measure-
ments made On a new ultrahigh vacutaa material called polyimide, it with-
stands intermediate temperature bakeout up to 300oc.
Supp. 312
Ramilton, 3. and Walton, F.
Sealing giq_Aasemblies
U. Z. Atomic Bnergy Authority, November 1968
The dascribed ring assembly for sealing at ungrooved flanges has inner and




Use of Acrylic Haterlals as Lockln_ Sealants in Engineering Assemblies
Production Engr. v 46 n 10, October 1967
Certain acrylic resins belong to group of materials, called anaerobic.
which set in absence of air; presence of metals accelerates this process,
while nonmetals can be made reactive by pretrcat_nent with metallic ion
costing; thus, these scrylics can be useful in locking and sealing compon-




Compare Cooling Hethod¢ for Mechanical Seals
Heating. Piping & Air Conditionl_8 v 40, March 1968
Testing of five different cooiing system_ onsame pump shou, ed that cost of
cooling for Wager and heat loss ca_ vary widely when apptied to equipment
of different mmkes; heat losses and resulting aunnal costs are compared
for various aystem_ tested.
Supp. 315
Hershey. L. E.
Time Rate of Wear Testing Hechanica_ Seal Carbon=
Lubrication Eng. v 24 n I, January 1968
Relatively short time test for mechanical seal carbons that lndlcates long
term wear results to be expected is described; comparison of wear rate of
carbon after series of one day tests and after series of four day tests of
same items is made and results for variety of different carbons against
three different counterface materials are tabulated.
Supp. 316
Hershey= L. E.
_vaporative Cooling Applied tO Mechanlca] Seals













The cooling of mechanical seals using the heat of vaporization from
boiling water is demonstrated as a feasible system. The effect of the
higher flush temperature on seal cage temperature, seal wear, pump bear-
Ing temperature, and eoollng water consumption are discussed. It is
shown that the seal environment is only slightly changed by wide Varlatlons
in product temperatures and pressures and that the seal wear need not be




Shaft Surface F_nlsh Is an Important _art of the Sea_n K System
ASME Paper No. 67-WA/Lub-6, November 1967
Current specifications for shaft finishes tQ be used wlth shaft seals
are inadequate. A new shaft finish specification is proposed which opec-
= . ifies a process to obtain a satisfactory sealing surface. A special
" _ method for checking for rmachine lead, generated by plunge grinding, is
recommended.
Supp. 318
Hirahayashi, H.; Kate, Y.; and Ishlwata, H.
= =. Excessive Abrasion of Mechanical Seals Caused By Salt Solutions
[ _ Third International Conference on Fluid Sealing, April 1967, Paper B1
The present investigation Is concerned with the problem of excessive abra-
$1on of mechanical seals caused by salt solutions. The cause of exc_aslve
wear of a carbon ring is evidently abrasion by crystallized partlclea Of
salt between sealing faces. The conclusions of this investlgatlo, are
as follo_s: the progress of excessive abrasion is mainly influenced by
L __ hardness of salt.
Supp. 319
Hirahayashi, H.; Oka, K.; and Ishlwata, N.
The Relationship Between Rinsing . Heat Transfer and Se_!n _ Oondi_iom
_ Paper No. FICFS-13, Hay 1969
It is observed that mechanical seals sometimes generate a "ringing" sound
_ under certain operating condition. The present investigation is concerned
with a fundamental approach to "ringing" from the vlew-polnts of dynamic
instability, hen t transfer and Interfaclal phenomeRa. The conclusions are
summarized a s follows: the "ringing" or vibration of a mechanical seal iS
=_ caused by the sealed liquid boiling between, or near, the sliding surfaces.
Supp. 320
Hirano, F,
Dynamic Inverse Problem_ In Hydrodynamic Lubricatlqq
. Third International Conference on Fluid Sealing, April 1967, Paper P1
The author solved the inverse problems in the hydrodynamic lubrication
considering the wedge and squeeze terms simultaneously. The indetsrmln_te
solution is found to be unstable one. The unique stable solutlon is given
by the critical profile which occurs under the pressure dlstrlbutlon with
a point of inflexlon on its ascending side. AS examples of the dynamical
problems the variations of the film profiles under typical pressure dis-
tributions were numerically calculated.
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Supp. 326
Hooke) C. J. and OIDonoghue
The Flastohydrodynamic Lubrication Of High-Pressure Face Sea._B
Paper No. FICFS-16, Hay 1969
The paper presents results for square section high pressure face seals
mounted on rigid housings. Three common forms of seal arrangement are
investigated and it is found that in the case of one of these, there iS a
region of instability of operation where the stiffness can be either pos-
itive or negative. Design charts for the load and leakage given,
Supp, 327
Hooke_ C. J.; Lines, D. 5.; and OWDonoghue
A TheQretiea _ Study of _he _ubrication of, .Reciprocating O-RInK Saa_
Third International Conference on Pluid Sealing, April 1967 Paper F&
This paper is a survey of solutions to the elastohydrodynamlc lubrication
problem of an O-rlng sliding in a cylinder. The paper e_te_ds the theory
presented in a previous paper by the authors in as much as the entrace
effect to the contact zone is taken into account. Non-dlmenalonal result a
- i for a range of nip values are given which enable a theoretlcal estimate
of the side load, friction and oil film thickness to he made.
_--= Supp. 328
Hopp, H.
Seals for Hydraulic Equipment with Pire-Reslstan t Fluids
Paper No. FICFS-4, Hay 1969
Fire-reslstant fluids are applied in hydraulics to an ever increasing
extent. FR-flulds demand better chemical resistance of seals. Long te_m
development, not only in the laboratory and in the test field, but flrst
of all in practice became necessary in order to find the best seals for
all the fluids on the market.
Supp, 32q
guhn, D.
Carbon Rin_ Seals for Lar_er Shaft D_ameters
Second International Conference on Fluid Sealing, April 1964, Paper E2
This paper reviews the development of some mechanical seals for hydro-
electric power-statlon turbine seals. The particular problems met and




O_andleqs Pvmps: Types Available and Their Appllcat_on
Second International Conference on Pluld Sealing, April 1964, Paper G4
__ This paper describes various glandless pumps and attempts to classify them.
In each case the principle of operation iS described, reference Is made
to tbe advantages and limitations of each type for specific applications.
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Hirano, F. and Kaneta, M.
Dynamic Behavior of Flex_b_c Sea_s for Reclproca_ot_.n
Paper No. FXCFS-2, Hay 1969
The inverse problems of hydrodynamic lubrication for reclprocat[ng motion
are dealt with assuming three typical pressure distributions: the pnraholic
distribution, the Gausslan curve, and the distribution with zero curvature
at the centre. It Is pointed out that there is a critical value of the




Starting Torque of a M_chanlcal Seal
Second International Conference on Pluld Sealing, BHRA, April 1964,
Paper D2
This paper deals with the problem of the starting torque of mechanical
seals used for centrifugal pumps of small power. The mechanical seal
composed of stainless steel and carbon shows sn excessive starting torque
after a standstill for long time, when Its internal space Is fil1<.d with
water.
Supp. 323
Hodgson, 5. W. and Milllgan, M. W.
Viscq-Type Gas Sealing
Paper No. FICFS-3&, Hay 1969
The performance of visco-type gas seals operating in the continunm flow
regime has been investigated both experimentally and analytically. Ex-
perlmental values of the sealing coefficient agree with a laminar flow




Second International Conference on Fluid Sealing, April 1964, BHRA
Paper E5
After a general discussion of clearance seals and contact seals the
theory and design of screw-type clearance seals is treated in detail.
The main paYt Of the paper is then devoted to a hydrostatic seal design
wlCh calculations of the flow of liquid through the seal and the friction
losses.
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Hooke, C. 5. and OI Donoghue, 5. P.
Ela_tohydrodynamic _ubrleation of High Pre_squre Face Seals
Journal of Mech. Hog. Science, eel. I0, February 1968, Page 59-63
Description of a method for the solutlon Of the elastic problem in det-
ermining the stability of high pressure face seals. This method produces
close agreement with the published results obtained experimentally, and
demonstrates that the simplified treatment iS valid only if the seal has
a large face to thlckn_ss ratio.
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Ishlwata, H. and Hirano, F.
Effec_ of Shaft _cceptrl_lty on Oil Sea_
Second International Confere,ce on Pluld Sealing, April 1964, Paper N2
Leakage through the ell seal is easy to occur owing to the wobbllnR caused
by shaft eccentricity. The sub_ect has been experimentally investigated.
From this results, the followable limit of oil seal lip with the eccentri_
motion was made clear.
Supp. 332
lwanaml. S., Ueda, K., Imamura, T, and Tikamorl, N.
Frlctlo_al Characterlstles of O-Rings for a Rotatln_ Shaft
Third International Conference on Fluid Seallng, Aprll 1967, Paper G1
An O-rlng is one of the simplest seals and widely used in industry to
prevent oil leakage at reclprotating surfaces Or fixed surfaces of
machines. The pressure diatrlbutlon, temperature of the contact part
and frictional torque were eaeasured and frictional characteristics of
O-rings were investigated. Also , some running tests were carried out and
Tseizure I phenomena are discussed.
Supp. 333
Jackson, C.
Practical Guide _? ._echan_ca_ Sea_s
Hydrocarbon Processing v 47 n I January 1968
Seals described are used primarily on pumps, though same approach might
apply tO compressors, mixers, agitators, blowers, or extruders; actual
plant practices fromMonsanto CO in use Of mechanical seals for many
services and operating conditions are described; included are 23 seal
arrangements (shown by diagrams) which Monsanto has found tO work under
mOSt hydrocarbon processing plant operations.
Supp. 334
Jacobs, g.
Hgw You can Iq_rove Your Selection 9f Seals & Packings
Hydraullca & Pneumatics Vol. 21, April 1968
A suramary of questions and answers between seal and packing manufacturers




_O_i_v¢ Action g@ala in E_rope
ASHE Paper No. 67-WA/Lub-2, Winter Annual Meeting, November 1967
This paper presents a historical survey of the development of the
Positive Action seal and outlines the current situation. Reference Is
also made tO the "Duo Positive" seal (positive action seals which
operate equally effectively for both directions of shaft totatlon).
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Supp, 336
Jaggerp g, T, & Halliday, G. V.
The _easurement of Radia_ Load Between Sealing _lp apd Shaft
Second International Conference on Fluid Sealing, Paper 93, April 1964
The paper revle_s the historical development of methods for measuring
the radial loads between a sealing llp end Its shaft - one of the mOSt
important criteria in seal design. The problems which arise are dis-
cussed, the shortcomings of existing methods are pointed out end s
description of the authors' preferred method and apparatus is given.
Supp. 337
Jagger, g. & Walker, P.
Further Studies of L_brlca_o _ of _ynthetic Rubber Ro_arF Shaft Seals
Instru. Hath. Hags-Fret V.181, 1966-67
From theoretical considerations of rubber asperity treated as sleato-
hydrodynamic problem and from experimental investigation, it is con-
cluded that an oil film known to exist between rubber sealing alp and
shaft at point of contact is able to carry radlal load by virtue of
microssperlty lubrication mechanism in which deformed asperities act
as mlcrobearlng pads.
Supp. 338
Johansson, R. and Malmstrcu, S. R.
The V-Ring, A H_ Shaf_ Sul
Third International Conference on Fluid Sealing. Paper D4, April 1967
The designer has may different types of seals co choose from, all
having special advantages and disadvantages. The selection of the
right type of seal is very difficult and mistakes have caused emch
trouble in the industry. The V-rlng is a n_ type of seal. It con-
slats of rubber, rotates vith the shaft and seals with its flexible lip
against a plane surface at right angle to the shaft.
Supp. 339
Johansson R. and Falmstzom. S. g.
The Perforated V-RIn_A New Oil Seal
paper No, FICFS-9, May 1969
This paper describes a new principle of otl sealing. The basic experi-
ments have been carried out on standard V-rings, the lip of which has
been perforated with a little hole. The task of the hole is to drain
the leakage , if any, from the space be_een the V-ring lip and the




A High Pressure Clearance Sea_
ASME Paper He, 67-WA/Luh-IS
A simple awthod for estimating leakage and friction losses for a
high pressure sleeve type low-clearance metal seal is presented.
Elastic deformations in the shaft and seal and the change in viscosity
due to the high pressures ere accounted for and found to be of major
importance.
Supp. 345
Kaufmsn, Warner B., Tiachler, Richard F., and grei_isser, Roland
A HIKh Temperature_glectricall_ Inm_latingCer_t _ea_ _v_nE
Strength and Therwml Conductance
IEEE Conference, October 30-_ovember 2, 1967, Paper
Description of high-temperature cermet seal developed for a research
thermionic diode. The seal consists of one or more la]mts of alumina-
coated niobium particles san_iched be.seen thick niobium pieces and
bonded by isostatic hot pressing. The hermetic seal has a resistivity
greater than 5M_at 1300°K, structural thtegrity _0 1700oK, and ex-
ceptional thermal shock resistance tO 150OOK.
Supp. 346
Kauzlarich, J. J. and Heubaueer, W. E,
Yrlctio_ and Wear Characterlst_c_ of Rot Presgsd No$1-N£Composit--
lq a Face Seal Configuration
Paper No. FICFS-23, Fay i969
Experimental friction and wear tests for hot pressed Hog2-wl co_osltes
were run in air and results showed that increasin S the percent HOg 2
in a tor_osite decreased the coefficient of friction with • limiting
value equal to that of a 100_ Hog 2 film. Noweverj the wear rlte Was
greater than that for pure nickel.
Supp. 347
Ketola, H. N. and McCre_j d. M.
Theory of the Partially Wetted J_tatlng Disk
Thlrdlnter_ti?nal Coal .... ce on Fluid Seallng, Paper R4, April 1967
interest in theperformance of the p_rtial_y wetted rotating disk has
recently increased due to the application of this device as 8 c_onsnt
in non-contacting dynamic seals for space power systems. This paper
presents a thsory whlch can be used to predict pressure, drag_ and
flc_ characteristics of the partially wetted rotatins disk.
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Supp. 340
Johnson, R, L. and Ludwig, L. P.
Shaf_ Pace Sea) u_th Self-Ac_ing Lift At_mDatJtion for Advanced
Gas Turbine EnAine _
Paper _o. FIC_-27, May 196S
The need in advanced engines for abaft seals with improved pressure,
tmaperature, end speed capabilities is pointed out. In particular,
the hlgh-speed requirement suggests that the seals must not have
rubbing contact. It ia sho_n tb_t incorporation of self-acting lift





Second ]nterw_tlon_i Conference on Fluid Sealing, Paper AS, Aprll 1964
Flange sealing problems arisln_ from the ever increasing pressures and
temperature| of super heated steam in the _arlne and electrlcity gen-
erating industries are considered. The versatility of the edge-wound
_asket and its use in other circumstances are described.
Supp. 342
donas. !.
Aspects of Seallng in Gas Turbines
Second Intermttional Conference On F_utd Sealing, Paper Cl, April 196&
Fluid small_ in gas turbine nero-engines is a field in which continu-
ing development is required and is in fact bein S carried out. This
paper covers two applications of elastomer seals, i.e. lip type end
_O ! seal, where solutions to particular proble_ have been obtained.
$upp. 343
_ambayashi, R. and _hlwata
A_t_dy Of Oil Seals For Reclprocatlng Motion
Second International Conference on Fluid Sealing, Paper B3, April 1964
The frictional characteristics of oil seals for reciprocating motion
were investigated experimentally. The testing apparatus was newly
made, and tests were performed with a variety of lip _terials, shaft
surface finishes, oil viscosities, pressures and rubbing speeds.
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Supp. 348
Ketola, R. N. and HcCre_, J. M.
Pressure, Frlction_ Resistance a and Flo_Characterigt_c _ _ tb¢
_lallY Wslted _tat£n_ Disk
ASNE Paper No. G7-WA/Lub-4. Winter Annual Meeting. November 1967
A theory of the partially wetted rotating disk is described and _per-
immoral data presented which verify the application of this theory in
practical applications. Rxperimental results are presented.
Supp. 349
Kibble, J. D. and Leshy, J. C.
H_drauiie Sultng Prnble_ in Minl X ui m_nt
Second International Conference on Fluid Sealing_ Paper G2, April 1964
The paper outlines mining applications and describes successful solu-
tions to design probleem, mentioning relief valves end other valves,
ram seals, hose Jolnts and gaskets.
Supp. 3S0
•ing, A. L,
Bibliograph_ on Fluid Sealin_
mt_A, Essex, England, t962
Supp. 351
Kitchins, R. and Gleaves, d. S,
Static Friction _twee_ a Cup Leather Seal and A Cylinder Wall
Xntsrv_tio_al Jourr_l of Nechanical Sciencee_ Vol. 10, October 1968
If a hydraulic Jack used in ths vertical position has a cup leather seal
and the pressure is released after being held for a length of time,
there will be a significant Static friction force required to move the
ram in the cylinder. The cause .of the friction force has been studied
experimentally, as well as some of the variables which control its
value. The subject is of considerable importance in the use of free-
fall Jacks as hydraulic pit props,
Supp. 3S2
KoJabashian, C. and Richardson, N. H.
Al_Lcro_ad Nodal For Th_ Bydrodvnamlc Perforlwnce @f Carbon Pace $_a_
Third International Conference on Fluid Sealing_ Paper EA, April 1967
A tc_n_sm-_or the apparent hydrodyr_mic performance of mechanical
face seals is advanced, baaed on surface micropads. Methods ere des-
cribed for observing the surface topography of carbon face seals using
inclined light, polished sectiona s and Tallysurf traces. It is con-
cluded that the micropad hypothesis deserves further study since it
predicts the correct order of performance characteristics, is consistent
with the fact that multiphase materials promote good performance, and



























Leakage Characteristic_ of "Strat_ht-Thrgu_h" Labyrinths With A_ial
Hotlon
Third International Conference on Fluid Sealing, Paper HI, April 1967
This paper deals wlth the leakage characteristics of straight-through
labyrinths, the throttling fins of which move perpendicularly to
themselves. Problems dealt with under this heading appear in the seal
mechanisms of labyrinth piston compressors, rotating piston machinery
and the rotary type of regenerative heat exchanger. The leakage
characteristics in these cases usually depend upon both the nor_l
labyrinth effect and the displacement effect, which means that the
fluid contained in the labyrinth pocket is carried over by the _vemnt
o£ the pocket itself.
Supp. 354
Kotte, G.
_iaI-s!tdi_ Ring-seal_ for Idlers and Gearings of Crawler Vehicles
and Their Functional Test
Foerdern u Heben v IS March 1968
V_rtous Ger_n foreign axial-sliding ring-seal systems are described
and their more important features discussed; considering effects of
preclsion-,_mchined sealing faces, axial springing and radial tension,
prospects for development of synthetic sliding rings appear to be par°
ticularly good. In German.
Supp. 355
Kuznm, D. C.
_e_of the Mechanism of Sealing with Applicat_on to _ce Seals
Paper No. FICFS-18, May 1969
A theory of the mechanism of sealing is presented. This theory
accounts for the load carrying capacity of the seal and a11_s a
pressure gradient to be _intained across the seal with no leakage.




Plaste Kant. 1968, 15 (7)
Various designs of seals and gaskets of poly-(tetrafluorethylene) I
(teflon) and reinforced I materials and discussed.
270
dissipation characterlstlcs of balanced and unbalanced seals of differ-
ent sizes In different nssterials operating on different liquids,
Supp. 362
Lymerj A. and Ro_lnsonp N. P.
The Development of An Outboard Seal For Submerslb_9 DT_ve, DgeD Well
Drilling Units
Third International Conference on Fluid Seallng_ Paper g_ s Aprll 1967
A recent development in the drilling of deep wells has been the Intro-
duction of submersible dTive unlts on which the rock bite are directly
mountedj thus avoiding the us_ Of a surface drive. This has created
the need for a rotary shaft seal which can exclude mud whilst retain-
ins oil, with the mlnim_nof leakage and operatingunder severe vlbrs-




Second Internatlon Conference on Fluid Sealing, Paper A2, April 1964
Within the scope of this paper, an atte=pt will be made to descrths
the major classes of gasket materials together wlth explarmtion of the
technical te_ employed in this trade,
Supp. 364
McCleary, G. P.
Seallng the Cryogens with Hard Carbide AI_9¥_
Lubrication _nglneerlng, July 1968
This paper is a discussion of the date of the art of the carbides as
used in seal rlngs at cryogenic temperature ranges. In this range,
some materials retain their room temperature properties quite well
while others become extremely brittle. Laboratory tests have been
made to determine some of the properties of carbides at these cryogenic
temperatures.
Supp. 365
McGowan, H. T. A.
The Development of a Rotary Sea_ For the 14arge col_Circulation _sed
At The TrawsfYnydd Power Station
Second International Conference on Fluid 8eallng. Paper El. April 1964
In the present series of nuclear power s_atlons being built the CO 2
coolant is usually circulated by axial fl_ fans of large unit size.
The use of this type of circulator which entails a high rubbing spaed
for the seal and the necessity of m_intalnlng minimum oll leakage into
the coolant to avoid contamination imposes severe llmltatlons in the






Third International Conference on Fluid Sealing Paper CI April, t_67
An introduction to seal friction in industrial pneumat|c cquipment.
The factors which determine friction and the effects upon reliability
and performance are discussed. Mention is made of present and future
seal materials and types, bore materials and costing and lubricants.
Supp. 358
Lswrle, J. N. and O'Donoghue_ J. P.
The Mechanism of Lubrication in a Rociprocatin_ Sea_
Second International Conference on Fluid Sealing Paper g 6, April 1964
The lubrication and leakage mechanism existing in reciprocating seals
used in automotive brake and clutch hydraulic circuits has been in-
vestigated using condutlng rubber and high speed techniques.
Supp. 359
Lindley, P.
_om_ression Characteristics of LaterallY-Unrestrained Rubber O-RinKs
Instru. Rubber Industry, July-August 1967
Torotdal rubber rings are widely used in engfneerlng as static seals.
In particular for providing flexibility in _oints of underground pipe
lines. The effectiveness of the seal depends upon contract stress and
coefficient of friction between rubber and restraining surfaces. Joint
design must take these and other factors Into conslderatlon.
Supp. 360
Love, B. R. and Palmer, K. F.
Stress leI_xation TsstinE.of '0' Rings For Htsh Tstwarerure Sealing
Second International Conference on Fluid Seallng Paper g4, April 1964
Measurements have been_ads of the actual forces exerted by IO_ ring
seals under conditions as near as possible to those in normal sealing
practice, but in air only. Relaxation results for nltrile, silicone
and Vlton n_terials, are compared with compression set values.
Supp. 361
Lymer, A.
An Engineeri_ Approach to the Selection and A_llcatlon of Kechanical
Paper N_. FICTS-2S, May 1969
A method of slal selection is described using the criterion of vapourls-
salon of the liquid component beeween the seal faces. Heat generation
by friction at the seal faces is considered in relation to the heat
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Supp. 366
MeKlbbln, A. H. and Parks, A. J.
Alrcraf_ Gas Turbine Fainshaf_ Face Seals-Problems and Prom_se 9
Paper No. FICYS-28, May 1969
Current labyrinth and rubbing-contact sealing devices demonstrate
limited srcmth potential in performance to withstand the increasingly
se_sre environments imposed by advanced aircraft gas turbine. Various
research progTa_ sho_ that major improvements in _inshaft seals cS_
be made through the use of film riding seals.
Supp. 367
Msl'chlkova, 3. Y., et al
Increasin_ the Life of Seals Punch,open, In Contact With Oi_
I_uch. Regina 1968, 27 (3)
Addition of various organic c_mpounds including neozone D and aceto-
aniline to lubricating oils in contact w_th synthetic rubber seals
increased the resistance of the rubbers to degradation.
Supp. 368
Mellalr, F. R., Nelson, L. H. and Bucb-_nn, P. S.
g_mltmtion of Waar R_ Seals for RJ_h-Spaed. High-Pressure Turbopumps
Trans. AS14R 3. or Lub, Tech, 68-NA/Lub-1
This paper describes a seal evaluation progr_ for applicetlon as
pu_ L=paliar year rings for hlgh-pressure_ hlgh-speed liquid rocket
turbunumps. The principal design requlr_nts were to control the
leakage to values co_aistent with efficiency requirements and tO elim-




D_sign and Construction of Shaft Ring Seals
Konstruktfon v 20 n 6 June 1968
Opt_ construction and dimenslor_ Of ring seals depend on ntmerot_s
o_rational factors such as leakage, servlce life, operation reliability,
frlctlon losses, space available, and aco_m_y of operation; these sJ.x
factors and effects of their mutual superposition are discussed qnd
illustrated hy tmample8 of lateat developamnts in field of seals with




Thermohvdrodynamlcs In Mechanical Seals
Paper No. FICFS-14, May 1969
Seal rings of tnhomogeneou8 materials as leadbronee, alloys, phe_olic-
and metal /_oregrmted carbons sho_ hydrodynamic effects due tO differ-
273
ent heat conductlvitles and coefficients of expansion. Fundamental
parameters of thermohydrodynamlc mechanical seals with clrcular grooves
and fleld experiences with 2000 seals and 40-50 millions service
hours are discussed.
Supp. 371
Mentley, A. A., and Le Roy, W. W.
Identification of glastomers Used in Hydraulic Stalin& Applicatlons
Lubrication gng v 23 n 12 December 1967
Identlfication techniques for synthetic elastomers used in hydraulic
sealing elements permit rapid examination of new and used elutomers;
method utilizes internal reflectance attachment to infrared spec-
trophotometer; emission spectrographlc analysis provides valuable
corroborating data; sample preparation, equipment description, and
data interpretation.
Supp. 372
167 Product Progress Report-Materlals for Seallng
Mill & Factory v 81 October 1967
New Materials for Packings (seals and gaskets) are polytetrafluoro-
ethylene, polyurethanes, and fluoroelastomers which have temperature
resistance of up to 450oF and will take hot oils; new anaerobic
sealant hardens auton_stlcally in absence of oxygen; anaerobic sealanta
produce seals which are as strong as confining piping.
Supp. 373
Moran, E. F., Jr.
Some Limitations of Shaft Speed 9_ Close-C_earanee Seal 9
AS_ and ASLE Lubrication Conference, October 8-I0, 1968, ASLE Paper 68
LC-13
Results of a study of permissible shaft speeds on close-clearance seals.
Some test data and analysis are preeented to support the coneluglon
that high shaft speeds can effect an excessive change in fluid viscosity
within the seal which causes seal contact and eventual damage. In
order to overcome this speed llmlt) increased operating pressure is
requlred with its attendant higher flow rate.
$upp. 374
Mottram, A. W. T. and Sunley, R. L. G.
For Liould Propellant Rocket Engines
Second International Conference on Fluid Sealing Paper CA, April 1964
Liquid propellant rocket engines depend heavily on seals for their
safe and efficient operation. In this paper, the special conditions




Modified Packed Gland Designs
Third Internatio_l Conference on Fluid Sealing, Paper A 4, April 1967
Factors affecting stuffing box performance are discussed in the
light of previous experimental and theoretlcal work. The deslrabl-
llty of a more uniform contact stress distribution in the packing
is established and means by which this may be achieved are consid-
ered, one design was selected for testing. There appear to be
distinct advantages in using a radially loaded stufflng-box design)
both for colqpactness and a number of other reasons.
Supp. 380
Nau, B. s.
F__Im Cavltat_on 0bservationa In Face Seals
Paper No. FICFS-20, May 1969
With the aid of transparent seal faces the cavitation of face seal
films has been studledexperfmentally and photographs obtained
under various operatlng conditions are presented. The results
provide evidence indicating the nature of seal film lubrication
processes. It is found that both angular mlsallgnment and surface
waviness are prime causes of hydrodynamic pressure generation.
Supp, 381
Ng, C. C. W., _cgibbin. A. H., and Parks, A. J.
Performance of the Or[fice-C_eneated ffydrostatlc Face Seal Under
Pressure and Thermal Loadin_
6S-WA/Lub-6
Dynamic tests were run on a 7-1ndia oriflce covenanted face seal
design for an advanced aircraft gas turbine application, The test
results were used together with an analytical model of the seal
interface air passage to evaluate seal distortion. These distortion
values were compared with seal distortion estimates produced by
detailed thermal and structural analysis of the seal design.
Supp. 382
Orcutt, ?. R.
An Investigation of the O_eration and Failure 9 f Mechanical Fa_e Sea_s
Paper No. FICTS-22) May 1969
This paper describes some results of an investigatlon aimed at pro-
viding further insight into the mechanics of seal operation. A
partlcular objective was fo Investigate the process _hereby normal.





Leakage and Friction of Flexible PacklnRs at ReclprocaLi92£tlvti_,.
With Specla_ Consideration of Hydrodynamic Film Formation
Second International Conference on Fluid Sealing, Papt, r B2. A_ril lqb_
By sealing reciprocating rods with soft flexible packln_s, csp. o-glngs,
the hydrodynamic fluid film formation is dependent on several p_iramct_rs
such as viscosity, velocity) pressure, hardness and form of s_,al/ng
rings. It can be shown theoretically and by experiment that the thiLk-
hess of the fluid film between the m_ting surfaces is also ess_'ntia]ly
dependent on the direction of motion relative to the direction o[
pressure acting on the seal.
Supp. 376
Huller, H, K.
Self Aligning Radial C_earance Seall
Third International Conference on Fluid Sealing Paper H6, April 1967
Balance. leakage and power loss of self allgning radial cleararce seals
are functions of the seal face geometry and of the by-pass tlo_ into
the clearance. The paper presents design data over a practical range
of parameters. Working diagrams are given for a rapid calculat ion
of the seal characteristics. Experimental results with a buffer gas
test seal are discussed.
Supp. 377
Muller, S. K.
Rxterna_lly Pressurlsed Barrier Shaft Seals
Paper No. FICFS-37, May 1969
Descrfblng various design concepts for extern_lly pressurized barrier
shaft seals the paper deals with balance conditions, flow rates, -
power consumption and temperature rise, axial stiffness and secondary
seal influence. Design directives and analysis iS presented for seal
gemaetrles which are expected to have minimum distortion both from
pressure and thermal stresses.
Supp. 378
Nau) g, S.
H_drod_namlcs 9f Face Seal Film#
Second _nternatlonal Conference on Fluid Sealing, Paper FS, April 1964
Various workers have shown that rotary face-seals normally funccion
with a fiuld film between the m_tlng surfaces of the seal. In this
paper _thematlcal analysis fs presented to cover several alternative




Experiences in the Use of Hechanical Seal 9 In Pumps and Agltatcd
Pressure Vessels
Second International Conference on Fluid Sealing, Paper D3, April 1964
The paper describes some experiences in the application of mechanical
seals to pm_ps and pressure vessel agitators in a chemical manufac-
turing company.
Supp. 384
_ape, _. O.) and Vrakking, W. _.
Viscoseal-Pressure Generation a_d Friction Lo_s Under Turbulent
ASLE, May 6=9, 1968, Preprlnt 68AHbB-1
k new theory is developed that predicts the sealing coefflcient
and the frlct_on factor of • vlstoseal under turbulent flow con-
ditlons. The results have been glvan in simplified formulas such
that they are readily u|able for design purposes. Existing theories
on the turbulent behavior of the vlscoseal are briefly discussed.
Supp. 385
Parry, J, S. C,
Development of RectprocatinKSea_ f_r Very High Pressures
Third Znterr_tiorm] Conference on Fluid Sealing, Paper C6, April 1967
This paper deacribea the design and development of a reciprocating
seal for a high pressure fatigue machine. _ _ s_alszwere event_-
ally developed for use at pressures up to 25 toni/in .
Supp. 386
Pecbko, M., and Khmel_nikes, V.
Elastic packing for High-Pressure E_uIpment Seals
_-Neft. Mashinostr.. 1968 vol,(8)
The heat stability of materials _ssful as elastic fillers for high
pressure equipment seals for work in the temperature range 650-




The Development of Clandless Pumping Systems
Second International Conference on Fluid Seallng, Paper Cl, April 1964
Systems comprising giandiess electric motoYa c0upled to pumps ware
evolved originally for circulating hlg_ pressure, high temperature
boiler water and for nuclear energy purposes. Further development


























"A Fresh Approach Into The Problem of Compressed Asbestos Fibre
Gaskets Used in Narrow-faced Bolted Joints"
Third International Conference on Fluid Sealing, Paper CS, April 1967
Cyclically varying internal pressures have been applied to a flange
assembly which comprised of two B.S.S. 778 : 1951 table 13 flanges,
made of mild steel and in which the cmnpressed asbestos fibre
(C.A.F.) gasket was entirely within the bolt circle, Among several
parameters studied the following are reported: the Poisson's
ratio, the gasket stress distribution across the gasket on initial
tightening and the flange rotation coefficient.
Supp. 389
Quansah, W. A,
Prediction of the Penetration Pressure in Bolted Flan_ed Joints
gupp.
Supp.
Paper No. FIEFS-10, May 1969
The present design techniques for flanged Joints are based on mean
ring loads acting on the seal which is usually made of compressed
asbestos fibre. Also the investigations showed that certain
phenomena during pressuratlon of the Joint were inexplicable. An
approxi=ate elasticlty solution has now been used for a limited




The Piston Rin_ - A Reciprocating Seal For Automotive Engines
Second Internatlonal Conference on Fluid Sealing, April 1964
Paper S 4
The operating environment and funct{ons of piston rings are dis-
cussed in some detail. Important factors affecting the design of
piston rings are considered and special attention is given to con-




Aircraft Engineering, Vol. &0p May 1968. p. 15-20
Description of research and development methods used to construct
cushion systems for hover craft. Testing facilities and procedures
are presented, the aim of which is the achievement of the following
requirements: (I) low drag characteristics of cushion sealing system,
(2) durable & easily replaceable seals, (3) accesslble seal compon-
ents, & (4) the sealing system should be capable of being designed
to provide predetermined cushion characteristics.
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Supp. 396
Rogers, P. g., Butler, J., and Steele, B. C.
Technique fog Sealing Molybdenum to Alumina or P_at_num to Al.mln,
by a Glass-Ceramlc Sea_
Jo. Sci. Intr. 1969, Vol. 2
A simple technique for seallng A1203 tubing or plates to Pt or Mo
was devised which has excellent vacuum properties at 1000 °. A
glass to metal seal is first made and this is then converted to a
glass ceramic seal by controlled heat treatment.
Supp. 397
Rosenswelg, R. E., Miskolczy_ C. and Ezekiel, F. D.
Magnetic-Fluld Seals
Machine Design, Vol. 40, March 28, 1968, p. 145-150
Description of a new type of shaft seal which USes a _gnetlc fluid
(ferrofluld) contained by a magnetic field to effect the seal. Two
seal configurations which use these fluids are illustrated, and
their advantages and limitations are outlined. Properties of m£g-
sells fluids and their performance characteristics are discussed.





Third fnternatlonal Conference on Fluid Sealing, Paper C2, April 1967
Sealometry is a method developed by the author for expressing,
measuring and specifying the sealing ahillty Of gasket materials.
Sealography is a technique derived from this method to record the
history of the sealing process of actual seals. The present paper
describes the principles of these methods and their measuring de-
vices (sealometer, sealosraph ) and reviews the basic formulae de-
rived to describe the sealing process and predict the performance
of seals.
Supp. 399
Ruth, A. and Inbar, A.
A_lysis of Vacuum Sealln_Process between Turned Surfaces
Vacuum v 18, June 1968
Technique developed to record and interpret history of sealing pro-
ceases is applled to vacuum seals with surfaces having two differ-
ent roughness profiles-radlal and clrcumferentlal; comparlson of
cases of concentrically and helically machined surfaces; equations
for characteristic curve of sealogram.
Supp. 192
Reshotko, P., and Rosenthal, R. L.
Fluid D_namlc Considerations in DcsiKn of Sl_n_er SL._I_
Lubricatlon Eng. v 2& July 1968
Analytic approach is developed which treats f]o_ II_ par[lally _'n-
gaged slinger seal as portion Of flow betwt_n two closely spaced
infinite disks, one rotating and other stationary; analysis is
for lamir_r flOW; preliminary version of present formulation is




An Experimental Study of Lip-Type Annular Elastom_r Seals
Second International Conference on Fluid Sealing, Paper A 5
April 1964
In the production of petroleum m it is often necessary to make high
pressure seals in the field around tubular goods _nufactured to
wide diameter tolerances. The rough surface of these tubes pre-
cludes the use of line contact seals such as O-rlngs. This paper
gives the results of an experimental study of the effect of alp
and ring deslgn on performance of the seals.
Supp. 394
Richards, M.
The Pr_etigna _ Characteristics of ! Wa_er-Lubr_csted Rq_ar ¥ Sea]
_Io_A So_t Seal Ring in Eccentric Er_aRement With A Hard
Counterface
Third International Conference on Fluid Sealing Paper A I, April 1967
The paper gives an account of experimental work in support of the
development of a rotary face seal for water. The seal employs s
seal ring of a conformable material in place of carbon. A turn of
gland packing and a ring out from a sheet Of rubber were used, At
lower speeds boundary lubrication was evldent, with friction com*
parable with that found in carbon type face seals.
Supp, 395
Roblnson, R. P. and Eurton, R.
_emperat_re Cradien_ in Sea_ Rings: A Method of Analysis
Paper No. FIEFS-12, May 1968
A n_erieal method, based on the well known relaxation technique,
_s described for determining temperature distributions in seal rlngs.
The method is one which can be applied tO seal rings of non-uniform





Mechanical Seals - Longer Runs| Less Maintenance
Chem. Eng v 75, January 29, 1968
Survey includes basic c_o_ents of mechanical seal, primary sea|_s
dependence on sealing liquid, properties of aealin s liquid, balanc-
ing inside and outside seals, double seals and lip seals, circulat-
ing ring for seal cooling, water Jacketing and cyclone separators,
functlons for throat and throttle bushings, vacuum and crystalliz-
ation problems, and ther_wl aspects Of mechanical seals.
gupp. 401
Scannsl, John E.
_pecificatlon of V-Packlng Dimensions Fqr Y_xed Length C_and
Second Znternational Conference on Fluid Sealing, Paper B11 April 1964
The paper covers work done On formalizing methods of determining
and specifying actual working height measurements for stacked molded
packing rlngs. The relationship Of working height (compression)
to leakage and friction is outlined for a typical act of conditions.
Supp. 402
Schmltt, W. A.
Radla_ Load as a Lip Seal Design & _ualitLCon_rol Fac_?r
AS_, WA, 67-WA/Lub-14
Descrlptlon of a new device for measuring the radial load in the
laboratory and quality control, gquatlons derived for the evaluation
of the radial load and the inEluence of materials and seal dlmenslons
on the radial load is sho_n. Obtainable production tolerances for
the radial load of a seal is discussed,
Supp. 403
Schnetzer, E. and Rossbach, R. J.
Development Of a Liquid DynamlcSeal to Vacmm
Paper No. FIEFS-40, May 1969
In the development o_ the advanced Itanktne space power system tech-
nology the rotating machinery is tO run on potassiu_n-luhricated
bearings. The problem investigated was the dynamic seal between
the prees_rized liquid potassium in the bearing cavity and the
vacuum in the alternator rotor cavity. The objective was to keep





A Novel Type of Bidirectional Helix Seal a The R-L Seal
Paper No. FICFSI6_ Hay 1969
A hydrodynamic "Hellxseal" for rotating shafts - or bearing bushings -
suitable for both directions of rotation, is posslble with the aid
of hydrodynamic friction in the lubricating oil (or grease), the
elastic properties of the rubber and a special groove pattern.
Supp. 405
Scibbe, H. _.
Bearings and Seals For CryoRenlc Fluids
gAB, Aeronautic and Space Engineering and Manufacturing Maetlng,
October 7-11, 1968, Paper 680550
Description of the material requirements and lubricating techniques
for rolling element bearings and face contact seals in cryogenic
propellant turbopumps. Material compatibility and wear are the
important factors for face contact seals in these cryogenic flulde.
Carbon, norr_lly used in seal nosepieces, bama violent reactions when
run in liquid fluorine, an extremely chemically active fluid. Wast
at the rubbing contact is minimized when the seal Is designed for
positive face separation with acceptable leakage.
gupp. 406
Sellers. Henry J.
The Toroidal Rotary Regenerator Far Gas-T_b£ne Engines
American Helicopter Society, May 8-10, 1968. Paper 213
The background of the problem of sealing regenerators for aircraft
engines is presented. The principal design features of the toroldal
rotary regenerator and the advantages of the design with flexibility
are discussed. It is concluded thet the toroidal rotary resenerator
can be effectlvely sealed, is structurally durable, and offers the
designer _Ide latitude in matrix selection.
Supp. 407
Shapiro, W.
C_epts for Dee_ Submergence Hydrostatic Shaft Seals
Lubrication 8ng v 24, July 1968
Three _in shaft seal system concepts for deep submergence vessels
are presented; sealing is ac¢_lished by balanced face seal buffered
by fluid that is pressurized to value slightly greater than ser_ater
regardless of operating depth; general configuration, theory of oper-
ation and performance characteristics of h-p, hydrostatic, increasing
film thickness seal, h-p, hydrostatic, decreasing film thickness seal,
and intermediate-pressure, hydrostatic seal; comparative advantages




The F_fects of Geometry and Inertia on Face Seal Perfpremnce
AS_, November 12-17, 1967, Paper 67-HA/Lob-16
The "short bearing" equation of lubrication theory, modified to
include the inertial effects, is used to study the influence of
geometric deviations from the ideal. The turbulent nature of the
fin is described by an isotroptc apparent viscosity and a power-
la_ velocity distribution. It is found that geometric deviations
from the ideal are less influential than in lanllnar fl_.
Supp. 413
Sneck, H. J,
_he Effect_ 9f Geometry and Inertia on Pace Seal Ferfor_nce-
AS_, November 12-17, 1967, Paper 67-HA/Lob-15
The "short bearlng" equation of lubrication theory, modlfled to
include inertial effects, is used to study the influence of seomtric
deviations from the ideal. It is found that the centrifugal force
could be respouslble for hydrodynamic features of the leakmge flow
which are theoretically unexplainable in the absence Of this inertial
effect. There is good evidence that the theory and the results are
appllcable over the entire lamlnar range of operation, provided
the nominal clearance is smell compared to the nominal radius.
Supp. 414
Sneck, H. J.
T_e Hlsali_ned. Eccentric Face Seal
Paper No. FICFS-ISA, May 1969
The an_lytical investigation of a mfsallgned face seal shoes that
eccentricity will cause a co_ponent of the total leakage tO be
inward or out1_ard depending on the phase angle between the eccentrl-
city and the miealignment.
Supp. 415
Sneck, H. J.
The Eccentric Face Seal WL_A Tangentially Varying Film Thickness
Paper No. FZCTS-15H, May 1969
It is shown analytlcally that face seal eccentricity combined with
surface waviness can contribute an lwdard or ouP#ard leakage com-
ponent to the rotor leakage flow depsndlng on the phase angle be-




Silicone Rubber In Automotlvc Radial Oil Seal A_licatlons
SFI - Conference on Elastoplastlcs Technology March 23-24, 1966
Fundamental properties of slllcone rubber and their applications
to production of high quality radial Oil seals for use on rotating
shafts such as in nutomatic transmission and torque converters,
gear boxes, internal comb,Jstion engines, and bydraullc systems;
advantages Of silicone rubber tlp seals over those made of other
e_terialo; effect of enviror_ental changes on silicone rubber per-
formnnee has been rationalized, and direction of present and future
InvestIBatlona have been indicated.
Supp, 409
Smithere, U. C.
High Temperature Elaetomerie and Matalllc Seals For Alrcrlft
Hydraulic Systems
Second Internatlonsl Conference on Fluid Seallng, Paper C3, April 196_
Thtl paper concerns the problem encountered In the design and evalu-
ation of present day elaltomeric seals tO cater for the increased




Rever_ed Flow in Face Seals
AS_ Paper 68-Lub-9 for meeting Oct. 8-10, 1968
Stream surfaces for laminar and turbulent flow in parallel surface
s_ll are analytically determined for easel where fluid seperates
from one of solid houndaries; these stream surfaces are used to
determtne_nen there is exchange Of external fluid across seal land
ae well as rate of these exchanges; criterion given by equations
can be used to design face seal so as to avoid any tendency toward
reversed flow and insure unldirectionalleakage in C_O fluid case.
Supp. 411
Snack, H. J.
Thermal Effecta in Face Seal|
A_ and A_, Lob. Conference, October 8-10 s 1968, AS_ Paper
6B-Lob-14
The laminar and turbulent flow of an incompressible fluid between
the rotating parallel surfaces of a face seal iS investigated
analytically tO determine the influence of conduction, convection,
and dies£patlon on the temperature distribution. A method of




Dynamic Calculation of Annu_arl.Sealing Gaps
(Vestnik Mashinoetroeniya nl January 1967)
Generalized frequency characterlet£c of pressure varlatlons in
gap, and generalized transfer functions are obtained. An expres-
ston is derived for leakage rate. (In Husslan)
Supp. 417
Strom, T. N., Lud_fgn, L. P. A11en, 0, P. and Johnson, R, L.
S_lrll Groqve Pace Seal Concepts - C_m_arison To Conventional Face
Contact Seals In Sealing Liquid Sollum (400 to I000 DEC F).
AS}_, November 12-17, 1967, Paper 67-HA/Lob-17
Conventional face contact seal performance was improved by incor-
poration Of Ipiral-groove geometry. Both conventional face contact
seals and seals wlth spiral grooves were used to seal liquid sodium
at pressure of 20 plig (14.0 N/¢m gage), and • sliding velocity
of 79 ft/sec (24 m/set). In comparison with conventional face
contact seals, seals with spiral grooves had negligible leekage.
The wear and contact patterns indicated that the spiral-groove seal
operated with separation of the sealing lurfaces, which is n_cess-
ary for long life.
Supp. _18
Symone, J. D.
_na£t Geometry -A Ma_or Factor In Oil Seal Performance
AS_ Paper No, 67-WA/Lub-7, Winter Annual Meeting, November 1967
Five seal variables, flex section thickness, llp length, trim dim-
meter, material and lip force and t_o shaft variables, shaft (_ut of
round and number of lobes, were investigated by means of fr.ct tonal-
factorial exper_entatfon to determine the effects of shaft out of
round and no. of lobes on seal performance.
Supp. 419
Taylor, E. R.
Shaft Seel for Gas-Cooled Reactor RotatlngMachlnery
Lubrication Eng. v 24, January 1968
Second-phase shaft seal development program delineated necessary
mvdiffcattons to seal, developed for rotating r_chinery for Ex-
perimental Gas-Cooled Reactor; first-phase program was completed
prior to establishment of all reactor operational criteria and to
design of axial and centrifugal compressors into _hich seal was co
be fitted; difficulties encountered in fitting multl-element seal
into design of centri_tt_al maehlnery; use of viscootype seal ele-



















Freliminar_ Experiment} wl.th the Visco Seal-Pump Co n_e_tn
Turbulence
Paper No, PICFS-33, May 1969
Perllmtnary experiments were conducted to determine the performance
characteristics of large size vlsco seals functioning simultaneously
as a gas seal and as a sealant fluid pump operating in turbulence.
The vlsco seal-pump conceptual design, the use of the theory based
on a static sealant, and the method of testing are presented with
the results and evaluation.
Supp. &21
Theyse, F. H.
The Inverse HydrodYnamic Theory and It_Appiicatlon in the Design
of Controlled Leakage Seals Between Moving Par_
Third International Conference on Fluid Sealing, Paper F2, April 1967
A full lubrication film is known to exist between a dynamic flexible
seal and its mating surface and this controls the leakage and wear
of the seal. In this paper it is shown that leakage is entirely
determined by the quantity h', and the wear by hml n. Present day
elastohydrodynamlc lubrication does not provide information about
these quantities. For a sufficiently flexlble seal, however, the
inverse approach to the lubrication problem made in thl8 paper gives
a solution to this problem.
Supp. 422
Thaw, M. T.
Further Experiments on the Hydrodynamlc Disc Seal
Paper No. FICPS-39, May 1969
The seal discussed is a form of centrifugal seal for application tO
rotating shafts. Experimental results on the rim torque abaorptlon
for thlck discs are compared with predictions from the analogous
pipe approach and data derived from Ion s cylinders,
Supp. 423
Thaw, M, T. and Saunders, M. G.
_The S_drodYnamic Disc Seal
Third International Conference on Fluid Seallns, Paper I_, April 1967
The paper describes part of work in progress on a type of centrifugal
non-contact shaft seal for use with liquids, Following an Introduc-
tion giving the mode of action for the seal and a discussion of
particular advantages or disadvantages, the main section is concerned
with work tO increase the seallng pressure whilst minimising the




Welsh, R. B., Westcott, M. J. and Lydlard, W. G.
Me_a_lc a_d C_poslte Seals for Jack Rods
Paper No. _CFS-3, May 1969
Work has been 41reeled tc_ards the development of dynamlc gland
seals for linear actuators capable of functionin8 at a temperature
of 200°C which is beyond the capabilities of present day elastomerlc
seals. The results of the work indicate that metalllc and loaded
P. T. F. E. seals although somewhat inferior to elastomerlc seals
offer good prospects of usage under conditions which would be toO
severe for elastomerlc materlal_.
Supp. 429
Ward, Ronald L.
_ameter Seals _n a High Pressure. Sea Water E.v_ronment
Second lhrernatlonal Conference on _luid Sealing, Paper Dd, Aprll 196&
Thl, paper deals with the evolution of propulsion shaft sealtn S
systems in relation to extremes of fluid, mechanical, and operational
environments. Differln S design concepts as represented by face-
type, circumferential, and buffered systems are cempared and evaluated.
Supp. &30
Weinand
Re_ixsea_ - A Practical HydrodF_c Radial Lip Sea_
AS_ Paper No. 67-WA/Lub-8, Winter Annual Meeting, November 1967
Tnls report is a compilation of the work conducted in developing s
practical hydrodynamic seal for automotive end similar applications.
The initial investigation was limited to seals on a shaft that ro-
tates in one direction and also applications which are semlunldlrec-
ttonal.
Supp. 431
Wilcock, D. P., Cheng, R. and Bjerklie. J,
.Design _ Floated Shpe Close Clearance Seals for Supersonic Jet
Engine Compressors
ASME, November 12-17, 1967, Paper 67-WA/Lub-21
The increase in engine efficiency to be gained by substituting a
floated close running air seal at the hlgh-pressure end of large Jet
engine compressors, in place of the labyrinth seal, has prompted
an intensive effort to design such seals for experimental evaluation.
The paper describes the design of both a radial and an axial version





Upper, C. and Freudcnhur_, Carl
Temperature of SealinR Li_
Paper No. FIEFS-8, May 1969
The llfe of a radial oil seal is very much influenced by the _cm-
perature in the contact zone of llp and shaft. Test results sho_
how and why early failure wtll be caused by exceedtns the tempera-
ture limit of the seal material or sealing fluid. The object of
this paper is to determine the max/mum temperature and the tempt re-
tare distribution in a radial oil seal.
Supp. 625
Villm_ P,
Development of An Improved Face Type Mechanical Shaft Seal For
High Temperature Pre_surized Water Centrifugal Circulatln_Fum2._
Third International Conference on Fluid Sealing, Paper Bb, April 1967
Face type mechanical shaft seals used for high temperature pressurized
water circulating pumlps have been a source of problems wh[ch limited
the continuous dependable operation of the pumps, OperatinR probl¢_s
encountered with the conventional face type mechanical shaft seals
as well ss the underlying principles of operation and factors pro-
motlng failure are discussed.
Supp. 426
Vohr, J, and Chow, C. Y.
_heoretlcal Analysls of S_ral-Crooved Screw Seal for Turbulent
Operation
Paper No. FICFS-32, May 1969
Varlou6 analyses of the operation of screw seals in the turbuhot
reglme have been performed. In general, these have shown reasonabh,
agreement with the experimental data obtained by their authors.
Supp. 427
Vreebur_, J. P. B.
_nveetigation of Laminar Flow Patterns and Pressure Generation _n
a V_cosUl Geometry
Univ. of Tennessee, Dept, of Mech. and Aerospace Engineering,
March 1969
An approximate analytic solution is sought for the problem of the
flow in an infinitely long vlscoseal geometry under as few restrlc-
tions as feasible. The flow is assumed to be steady, laminar
and fully developed. The fluid iS considered to be of constant
ViSCOSity, tncom_ressible and Newtonian.
Supp. 432
287
Wilkinson, S. C, W.
_heAppllcat_on of Face Type Mechanical Seals to Superheated Water
Second International Conference on Fluid Sealing, Paper DI, April 1964
The paper outlines the problems encountered in the application of
face type mechanical seals to superheated water, emphasizing the
relative importance of stability at various positions In the vicinity
of the seal. Design features which are essential to achieve ideal
operating conditions are discussed.
Supp. 433
Wilkinson, S. C, W.
Large Diameter _haft Seal Development
Third International Conference on Fluid Sealing, Paper Bb, April 1967
This paper covers the development of large diameter radial face seals,
and their application to marine propeller shafts,
Supp. 434
Wlrm, L. W., Thorkildsen, R. L., and Wtlcock, D. F.
Design of One-Piece Jet-Engine Compressor End Sea_s
AS_ Paper 68-LubS-l&, June 1968
Feeler,%ante of advanced air-breathing propulsion systems can be
improved through use of effective sealing devices; one of areas in
which immediate benefit_ are realizable is hlgh-pressure compressor
end area_ designs of face-type flexible and of rigid seal for com-
pressor end seal based upon cruise conditions expected in super-
sonic transport Jet engine are described; seals, noncontactlng
during operation, operate on air films achieved through employment
of hybrid gas-hearln S geometries on seal faces; design procedure
consists of selectlon of most applicable seal-face geometries
force and moment balance and other factors which are outlined.
Supp. 435
Zuk, J. and Renkel, _. E.
_umer_ca] _o_u_o_ f9 r the F_ow and Pressure Fields in an Ideali_ed
_piral Grooved Pumpit_ Sea_
Paper No. FIEFS-30. May 1969
A splral grooved pumping seal model is formulated for laminar, _n-
compressible flow for the llmltlng case of zero land clearaqce.
Results are compared to classical models of the groove axial flo_
which neglect the couplln s of the groove cross flow.
289






4 38 57 71 75 86 99 115 135
136 139 153 155 205 206 213 220 221
287 300 317 344 404 419
134 138 140 146 166 t72 180 201 295
299 313
42 44 50 67 108 125 1SO 182 193
220 233 287 322 347 348 392 422 423
3 75 III 122 132 187 202 220 261
262 283 385
45 47 58 60 62 64 75 80 130
131 149 153 155 164 189 192 217 218
220 232 248 254 260 287 300 315 346
355 361 382 394 400 432
Air Craft Sealing 72 113 207
Auto_otive 65 271
Chem. Indust. Sealing77 120 383
Compressors 154 207 434
Dynamic 6 53 54 57 72 73 101 106 108
113 133 136 154 165 167 194 195 208
230 246 247 265 268 274 276 277 278
280 281 287 301 302 303 305 307 310
318 319 331 335 352 370 373 377 378
380 381 395 397 399 403 405 407 410
411 412 413 414 415 417 431 435
Hydraulic Equipment 50 53 60 114 130 131 218 252 263
270 316 362 425
Liquid Metal 106 1S0 175 403 417
Nuclear Plant 24 68 79 106 114 125 136 139 150
175 194 217 365
Petroleum Industry 120
Press+ Range O-100 #/in 2 72 151
" O-5000#/in 2 74 114 133 154 164 208 279 325
326 370 429
290
Pressure _nge O-50OO#/ln 2 143 290 386 428
Pu_p 92 199
Temp. Range O-IOOO°F 21
Vac umn Sealing 5 47 143 386
Valve Sealing 198
_1.
0 Ring 23 25 26 75 97 147 196 200 202
216 220 250 282 293 29& 306 327 332
342 359 360 369 375 404 416
Chem. Prop. 90 200 204 226 293
Cryogenic 48 69 186 364
Vacuum 39 87 90 137 286
Design 45 186 219 243 244 354 404
Nuclear P!ant 63
H d*aulie 63 118 147 368
Launch Vehicle 103 203 204
Valves 90
Flanges 90 200 312 389
Liquid Metal 196
Piston RinJ_ 81 98 109 129 195 238 256 287 291
292 321 390
142
Scat[c 253 286 298 299 351
202
V-Ring 202 338 339 401
gpec lal Seal lng
Concepts 8 12 14 19 36 37 162 172 185
197 201 212 223 245 246 247 255 335
(vlsoo)
18 42 107 161 163 170 178 233 236
237 240 287 304 323 324 384 419 420
426 427
II. Areas of Interest
Aging 9r Shelf Testing 28 112 168 204
Balancing of Force F 50 133 163 193 213 260 269 305 306
361 376 377 407 418 423 434
Bellows IO1 113 147 167





Turbine Sealing I08 152 184 329 340 366 ]S1
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Hose & Pipe Connec-
tions
2 9 21 75 102 llb 127 l&l 14!,
147 220 235 248 276 289 111 _41 _,l,
363 372 389 398
Chem. Industry 102
Cryogenic Fluids 69 222
Electronic Equip. 2 341
Hose & Pipe Connec-
tions 69 284 349 388
Nuclear Plants 78
Pressure Range 0-5000 78
" " 0-10000 76
O-1OO0°F 21 297
70 89 174 261 345
43 56 61 75 83 126 129 144 1_
220 266 287 296 308 353
28 29 52 53 75 119 121 137 156
177 190 220 243 257 259 27] 288 33_
342 343 358 376 393 402 408 418 41n
424 430 433
42 124
202 220 285 290 372 379
75 118 198







Temp. Range O=2000°P 5
Hydraulic Equip. 88 94 118
291
Cvmpatib_llty 46 52 64 128 249 298 405
Chem, Properties 20 30 34 46 51 56 57 64 65
69 73 81 84 85 86 90 102 104
116 120 131 145 145 148 152 153 158
159 160 _62 168 172 173 174 176 183
186 196 197 201 202 204 214 216 219
222 225 226 239 249 251 255 258 267
275 279 286 293 295 318 328 346 36U
364
Cryogenic Systems 11 34 48 lIO 123 138 159 167 171
173 186 222 227 250 281 405
Endurance Testlnz 81 85 86 94 104 106 127 13_ 143
148 t73 174 176 19I 204 206 316 345
367 382 385 424 429
Face._s 49 57 86 109 136 165 189 192 20S
232 245 246 247 274 277 337 _0 _52
354 370 376 380 399 414 415 417 434
435
Flange Design 32 33 112 127 146 160 181 227 235
289 297 312 341 351 388 389
FloatinR Types 98
Friction 39 44 62 80 102 109 133 16] ISb
213 215 283 332 344 346 357 359 I(_l
369 375 384 394 404 432
Gas Sealing Operat_on_ 72 101 111 126 128 132 153 I:V, 2r)7
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53 190 288 358 376
143 285 375 401 &28
142 282 332 339 368 375 416
62 121 157 165 200 213 245 246 247
251 274 285 287 291 300 310 335 336
337 338 354 360 373 379 402 417
49 98 10g 128 155 156 157 179 _08
229 245 320 321 325 326 337 358 375
380 394 &21
1 128 148 224 331 357 367 373 424
124 397
>bmufaeturin B Methods 14 35 37 41 86 96 104 105 116
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3& 56 58 73 145 160 216 220 267
309 328 334 363 367
64 71 73 86 102 120 183 201 225
231 405
36 37 396
34 35 48 52 69 81 85 97 137
146 147 156 173 176 196 200 204 214
222 226 258 275 279 286 295 310 356
360 371 372 386 408 409 428
148 153 164 186 397 428
51 93 396
84 147 169 251 261 267 275 386
2 84 147 169 213 226 267 275 337
255 290 386
2 11 36 37 104 105 153 159 164
165 191 198 218 227
Comp. 5 93 162 370 388 428
294
Tes._i_S_p_c_ Eval., Performance
General 20 28 32 68 92 109 128 145 1_8
159 168 179 185 197 198 218 229 249
251 256 264 267 272 273 287 300 309
328 330 334 350 367
Pace 64 72 73 79 106 108 114 120 130
131 133 139 149 151 152 165 167 175
207 208 24l 254 259 260 265 269 27&
278 301 302 303 305 llO 315 316 318
319 322 326 329 331 340 346 352 365
366 370 373 380 382 394 395 403 405
417 425 429 431 432
Gasket 2 69 78 141 289 341 388 389 397
Labyrinth 56 83 308 353
Lip 52 119 121 177 190 257 273 336 343
376 393 402 407 418 424 430 433
Packing 88 372 375 379 428
Ring 48 63 97 103 196 203 204 226 238
282 286 306 332 354 360 369 375 401
404
Scre_ 18 161 I70 178 233 236 237 240 304
323 419 420 426
Shaft 86 139 205 206 213
Centrifugal 182 233 422 423
Other 283 292 293 294 295 345 347
Theoretical or Analytical Evaluation
General 57 98 160 188 193 195 216 272 284
287 350 355
Bushing 115 205 206 213
Centrifugal 44 124 150 193 233 347 348 392 422
423
Face 62 101 125 133 149 150 151 152 165
167 189 192 195 207 208 230 241 254
260 265 268 269 274 276 279 280 301
302 303 305 307 325 326 355 377 378
380 38l 395 399 410 411 412 413 414
415 417 431 435
296
Lend 123
Metal-Class 12 14 19 140
Pressure above _O00 ,_;/in2 76 104 117 134 24& 385
Radiation Effects 95 168 179 191
Rccl_roc_t=i_ 3 57 107 122 129 142 187 21g 25.
291 292 321 327 332 343 353 358 375
385 390
58 60 65 99 103 139 357 369 as-,
Selection 40 45 58 59 6& 73 118 160 1(,'_




ration 60 61 I01 113 157 167 177 lq2 221
233 280 296 319 331 362 _7B 380 &b',
415 418
Shaft Surface Finish
Hardness 109 154 157 159 317 337 343 41S 429
6 71 161 175 182 193 234 261 27_
296 308 368 370
Spring Loaded 6 92 101 186 217 285 354
Standards in Sealing 49 59 67 95 157 169 177 183 211
215 224 232 248 272 273 298 350 366
368 374 397
Stresses in Sealin 8
Elements 34 35 51 54 61 71 72 73 _
88 90 101 133 141 I46 149 156 1_7
161 163 174 177 178 179 181 lSS 10t
207 215 218 226 232 233 24& 251 252
257 260 26& 276 277 278 287 289 294
310 319 327 332 345 352 359 360 379
381 388 422 425
Suspended Solids & Abrasives
inF_uids 54 199 309 318 328 362
Tempera_yr¢ Be_o_ -6_°F 10 12 34 159 173 179 186 222
227 281 364
Temperatyre Above I000°_ 36 37 40 65 67 153 175 lq6
221 263
295
Labyrinth 61 144 296 308 353
Ring 142 219 327 375 416
Screw 18 161 163 170 178 233 236 237 2&O
304 323 324 384 420 426 427
Other 291 293 294 320 321 375 379
Thermal gf_ect_ 35 36 37 65 73 95 148 i5b 162
191 197 205 267 297 307 319 345 _70
377 381 386 411 424 432
Wear & Wear Particles 40 54 60 102 191 192 230 232 367
421
Wear Due _o Rubbln_ 40 54 71 72 73 109 156 259 315
316 346 405 417 432
IIl. _ealing Materlal_
78 235 290 386
_2_Ites 6 46 64 71 102 120 134 177 208
217 221 225 23l 263 315 318 33) _52
364 394
Cements, Luti_gs b Adhesives 9 95 II0 138 164 295 313 _i2
5 8 36 37 162 172 396
Cork 2 127 235
Glass b Glass Fibers 41 74 96 104 I05 172 197 _96
General 36 37 51 66 93 95 96 104 103
148 153 158 159 162 172 191 218 227
Face 46 114 152 370
Casket 78 141 165
Labyrinth 56 83 164 297
Ring 186 203 24&
Screw 164
_rhetic Materials
Elastomers 48 52 69 81 85 90 103 132 156
173 174 176 200 201 202 203 214 219
226 258 261 275 283 286 293 294 295
299 311 342 371 372 386 404 409
Flouro-elastomers 39 47 66 81 90 97 ]03 146 17l
173 196 199 214 226 275 356 372
Plastics 5 81 94 103 173 176 177 218 222
297
Silicones 34 95 103 I16 I76 177 298 _08
Rubber_
General 30 84 95 168 169 214 249 251 262
367 386
Gaskets 2 127 235
O-Rings 103 226 282 394
_ntheti¢ 30 95 169 214 226 337 367
255 345 346 351 386
_v.
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354 358 390 409 430
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Electronic Tub_ 17 87 96
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!n_uments I Precision Ill
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